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The literature shows that Random Forest is a suitable technique to predict a target variable 
for a household with completely unseen characteristics. The models produced in this paper 
show that the characteristics of a household can be used to predict the Type of Dwelling, 
the Tenure and the Number of Bedrooms to varying degrees of accuracy. While none of the 
sets of models produced indicate a high degree of predictive accuracy relative to hurdle 
rates, the paper does demonstrate the value that the Random Forest technique offers in 
moving closer to an understanding of the complex nature of housing demand. A key finding 
is that the Census variables available for the models are not discriminatory enough to 
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This study aims to segment the Cape Town housing market and produce predictive 
models by applying the Random Forest statistical technique to the 2011 Census data. The 
background section of this paper illustrates the need for a more in-depth understanding 
of housing demand in order for the public sector to develop improved housing policies 
and the private sector to more successfully tailor housing products to meet housing 
demand. The background is followed by the problem statement after which the research 
questions and research propositions are stated. The research objectives are then listed. 
The research methodology is introduced, the research method is detailed, after which, 
the scope and limitations of the research are discussed. The chapter concludes with the 
structure of the report.  
 
1.1. Background 
Introduction to the South African Housing Problem 
Pre-existing colonial and post-colonial influences coupled with the apartheid regime saw 
social and economic benefits flowing to only a few South Africans. Goodlad (1996) 
explains that spatial segregation was the key to limiting these benefits by excluding 
groups of people from land within the boundaries of towns and cities in the pre-
democratic era. As such, supply of housing in the cities only developed to accommodate 
those living in the cities and demand for city housing was not met. In 1994 when South 
Africa became a democracy previously disadvantaged groups of people were able to 
access these benefits and there were large influxes of people moving into metropolitan 
areas seeking jobs and improved lives. The population between 1996 and 2011 for major 
cities such as Johannesburg and Cape Town increased by 68% and 46% respectively, while 
the total population of South Africa rose by only 28% (Statistics South Africa, 1996, 
Statistics South Africa, 2011). This accelerated demand could not be met and has resulted 
in a severe housing bottleneck despite government intervention in the form of the SA 
housing programme (Ndziba et al., 2015).  
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McGaffin and Kirova (2016) acknowledge the problematic nature of the current South 
African housing delivery model. Both private and public sector attempts at housing 
delivery are failing to adequately address the existing housing backlog and cater for 
growth of new household’s (Financial and Fiscal Commission, 2012). The failure of the 
private sector to provide appropriate financial instruments to the lower end of the 
market (Financial and Fiscal Commission, 2012, Ndziba et al., 2015) has resulted in a failure 
to deliver affordable housing stock to large segments of the population (McGaffin and 
Kirova, 2016). The public sector failure stems from an increasing fiscal constraint relative 
to increasing demand and an inadequate delivery capacity (McGaffin and Kirova, 2016). 
The housing delivery model has accentuated the pre-existing ineffective, unbalanced and 
unfeasible nature of South African cities due to poor location and lack of density which is 
commonplace in many housing developments (McGaffin and Kirova, 2016). In addition 
due to excessive regulation and standards, historical inertia as well as the need for 
economies of scale and equity, the model tends to produce relatively standardised 
housing products that do not meet the highly diverse needs of household’s (McGaffin 
and Kirova, 2016). The current state of affairs shows a lack of understanding around 
housing markets and there is a clear need to improve this understanding to meet current 
and future housing demand. While it is noted that the housing problem is countrywide 
the study is limited to Cape Town as much of the work that this study builds on is focused 
on Cape Town. 
 
Current Definition of the Housing Market 
Due to the heterogeneous nature of housing, a number of submarkets occur. 
Submarkets are based on the economic concept of substitution as defined in consumer 
choice theory (Watkins, 2001). Consumer choice theory suggests that a dwelling type is 
chosen on the basis of price, a household’s income and the characteristics of that 
household and a dwelling (Milgrom et al., 2011). Hogarth (2015) builds on this relationship 
between consumer choice theory and substitution, by identifying that the urban housing 
market can be seen as a set of distinct but interconnected submarkets and household’s 
view houses within a certain sub-market as more or less perfect substitutes. A poor 
understanding of household’s needs resulted in an incorrect understanding of the 
housing market as only being limited to three submarkets; The Traditional Mortgage 
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Market, The Gap Market and The Government Subsidy Housing Market (McGaffin and 
Kirova, 2016).  
The Gap market accounts for all household’s that neither qualify for subsidy housing nor 
can afford any housing instruments made available by financial institutions. The lower 
end of the Gap Market is defined as household’s with a maximum monthly household 
income of R3,501. The upper end of the scale is defined as household’s capable of 
accessing finance instruments to purchase houses in the bonded market, this is currently 
estimated at a monthly household income of R20,000. The upper end of this market 
segment has around 5 times the purchasing power of the lower end of the segment. It 
therefore stands to reason that the nature of demand within this broad band of 
household income varies greatly, yet demand within this band is generally seen as 
consistent (McGaffin and Kirova, 2016). As such, it is unsurprising that both state and 
private intervention in the Gap Market has largely been a failure (McGaffin and Kirova, 
2016). 
 
Towards improved segmentation of housing markets 
To solve the housing problem requires the supply of a larger range of housing products, 
both from a construction and finance point of view, which better match the needs, 
preferences and purchasing power of household’s (Ndziba et al., 2015). The supply 
market needs to appropriately respond to demand by providing the correct product at 
the correct time and price-point (Ndziba et al., 2015). Both Hogarth (2015) and McGaffin 
(2014) highlight the importance of understanding both supply and demand. Mtanto and 
Churr (2014) confirm that insufficient attention has been given to understanding housing 
demand, and McGaffin and Kirova (2016) point out that; the lack of nuanced 
understanding around the nature of housing demand is a critical factor causing a failed 
housing delivery model. Hogarth (2015) is in agreement, indicating that there is 
significantly more information to determine housing supply and value than there is to 
determine both effective and social demand, the two components of total demand, 
which are represented by the private sector and the public sector respectively (UN-
Habitat, 2011). It is therefore critical that the characteristics that drive different forms of 
demand are known and understood and that household’s are segmented into suitable 
sub-markets (Ottawa, 2007).  
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Hogarth (2015:2) defines segmentation as;  
“The process of dividing the total population of household’s into submarkets, within which 
household’s have certain characteristics which generate similar preferences and levels of 
demand for certain products”. 
Segmenting housing markets not only requires an understanding of affordability for each 
demand sub-market but also an understanding of the multi-dimensional nature of 
housing demand, including housing type, location and tenure (Mtanto and Churr, 2014). 
So far, it appears as if a homogenous group of consumers has been assumed in the 
housing delivery model and a superficial understanding of demand has led to the use of 
income as a cursory means of segregating the market (McGaffin and Kirova, 2016). It is 
important to note that the diverse characteristics of household’s themselves have an 
effect on shaping demand for a particular housing product – these have for the most part 
been ignored in the past (McGaffin and Kirova, 2016). In summary there is a need to 
understand how household characteristics shape demand for different types of housing. 
 
Segmentation and Disaggregation Approaches 
Hogarth (2015) indicates that the most commonly adopted approaches used to define 
housing submarkets are spatial, affordability and structural or any combination of these.  
The spatial approach uses location as the basis for disaggregation of the housing market, 
this can be completed based on statistical clustering of areas with similar characteristics 
as in “Whereabouts London” by Future Cities Catapult or more commonly on a suburb, 
or neighbourhood basis, as in the CityMark Dashboard for South African Metros (CAHF 
2015) (Bourassa et al., 1999, Hogarth, 2015, McGaffin and Kirova, 2016). 
The Affordability approach segments housing demand based on a household’s 
affordability ratio, and disaggregates housing markets based on valuation rolls, to 
determine the surplus/ deficit in each submarket. 
The Structural approach uses the characteristics of housing types or tenure to define the 
submarkets, examples of housing types are single-detached, flats or townhouses, and 
examples of housing tenure would be ownership or rental. UN-Habitat (2011) indicates 
that census data or household surveys can be used to determine the propensity of a 
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household to demand a certain type of housing based on household characteristics such 
as age, income, size of household etc. 
While these three approaches can be used in both the segmentation of demand and the 
disaggregation of supply the focus of this paper is on the segmentation of demand and 
will therefore only explore methodologies used for the segmentation of demand. 
 
Single-Variable Segmentation Techniques – Proportional & Statistical 
The structural and affordability approach was taken by both Hogarth (2015) and Ndziba 
et al. (2015).  Hogarth (2015) looked at the different household attributes in isolation to 
determine what types of houses were demanded when the attribute had different 
values, i.e. what proportion of household’s in a category demanded a particular type of 
housing. For example Figure 1 below shows the type of house that is demanded per age 
bracket of the household head. While it is clear that the housing type could be predicted 
from this single variable, this method would ignore all other household characteristics 




Hogarth (2015) presents the case for statistical testing to determine the most significant 
factors influencing housing preferences/demand and this was followed through by 
Ndziba et al. (2015) based on single household attributes. Ndziba et al. (2015) used a 
Cramer’s V statistic to show that the single household attribute that had the most 




significant relationship to the type of house chosen was household size, followed by the 
race of the household head. The least significant attribute was the gender of the 
household head (Ndziba et al., 2015). These results are shown in Table 1 below in blue and 
orange respectively. 
 




Gender of Household Head 1 0.08 Small Effect 
Age of Household Head 2 0.24 Medium Effect 
Household Size 2 0.39 Large Effect 
Household Income 2 0.24 Medium Effect 
Race of Household Head 3 0.29 Medium Effect 
 
 
While this approach is useful to determine the most relevant household attribute that 
will cause a household to choose a particular type of housing, in reality a combination of 
household attributes make up this demand. As such a single attribute cannot be viewed 
as an accurate predictor of the type of housing a household will demand. 
 
Multi-Variable Segmentation Techniques - Clustering 
The clustering approach groups household’s into different categories based on similar 
characteristics (McGaffin and Kirova, 2016). There are different statistical models for 
clustering, however, a simple and commonly used unsupervised learning algorithm is the 
k-means (McGaffin and Kirova, 2016). While this approach may be useful to determine 
the spatial demographics of areas and can assist us to learn factors that influence a 
household’s choice of a particular type of housing, this approach cannot predict a 
household’s choice based on its characteristics. The problem with the clustering 
approach is that the sample is grouped around means to determine logical clusters, and 
one needs to manually interrogate each cluster to determine what characteristics are 
most prominent (McGaffin and Kirova, 2016). While associations are developed and 
categories may be contain commonalities, these may be irrelevant to how household’s 
choose housing (McGaffin and Kirova, 2016). 
 
Table 1 – Cramer’s V Statistic single attributes (Ndziba et al., 2015) 
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Determining a useful Multi-Variable Segmentation and Predictive Model Technique 
The single household attribute segmentation methods described above oversimplify the 
complex nature of housing demand, and do not provide the in-depth understanding that 
is required to address the current housing problem. Similarly the multivariable clustering 
methodology fails, in that it requires groupings to be determined by the researcher in 
advance and clusters may have no bearing on how household’s choose housing. 
McGaffin and Kirova (2016) note that while multi-class logistic regression may also be a 
possibility, tree-based methods are more suitable in cases where the data contains non-
linear decision boundaries, as is expected to be case in the Census data. Another 
predictive modelling technique that could be used is Support Vector Machine (SVM), this 
technique can be used to achieve a high level of accuracy through optimisation, however, 
SVM’s do not naturally extend to multiple class problems (Torralba et al., 2007, Krammer 
and Singer, 2001).  The supervised Random Forest model offers advantages when 
working with both numerical and categorical, working with varied response distributions 
and non-linear decision making boundaries in the data (Breiman et al., 1984, Clark and 
Pregibon, 1992, Ripley, 1996). These characteristics are all present in the Census data and 
therefore it is argued that a supervised Random Forest approach is the most suitable.  
This paper aims to show that a supervised Random Forest model is a useful tool to 
segment housing demand and to create a model capable of predicting housing type, 
tenure and number of bedrooms given household information. 
 
1.2. Problem Statement 
The problem to be examined in this study may be stated as: 
(a) An inadequate understanding of housing demand in South Africa has curtailed the 
ability of both the public and private sector to provide appropriate housing products 
to satisfy current demand, 
(b) Market Segmentation methods used to address this problem to date are either too 




1.3. Research Questions 
The research questions may be stated as: 
- Is a random forest method of segmentation suitable to overcome the 
shortcomings of the previously applied methods, 
- If so, could the Random Forest models be used to predict a target variable 
(Housing Type, Tenure and Number of Bedrooms) for a new household with 
completely unseen characteristics? 
 
1.4. Research Objectives 
The research objectives to be achieved are to: 
(a) Ascertain current methods of segmenting housing demand, 
(b) Identify the appropriate statistical method to construct predictive models for the 
selected variables, 
(c) Gain access to a dataset with suitable information regarding household attributes 
and housing types in a suitable format, or convert data into a suitable format, 
(d) Construct and run Random Forest Models, 
(e) Analyse the results of the Random Forest Models, 
(f) Draw conclusions. 
 
1.5. Research Methodology 
The above objectives will be achieved by adopting the following research method; 
(a) An in-depth literature review will be undertaken including an overview of the 
context of the housing problem in Cape Town, as well as a comprehensive review 
of consumer choice theory, housing segmentation and suitable machine learning 
algorithms, 
(b) A quantitative methodology will be adopted where a secondary data analysis 
research design will be applied. The Random Forest Models will be built to analyse 
the 2011 Census population data for Cape Town, 
(c) Conclusions and recommendations will be drawn. 
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1.6. Scope and Limitations 
This study is subject to the following limitations; 
(a) The accuracy of the study is dependent on the accuracy and integrity of the 
Census 2011 data, 
(b) Due to resource constraints only secondary data analysis could be conducted on 
the Census 2011 data, no direct field surveys have been completed, 
(c) The study will only be conducted on data for Cape Town, 
(d) Current demand drivers may not be suitable predictors for drivers of future 
demand. 
 
1.7. Structure of the Report 
The research report will be structured in five chapters. 
Chapter 1 | outlines the area of study and provides the background to the report. 
Random Forest is introduced as a technique to segment the Cape Town 
housing market and construct a predictive model. Then the research 
problem, research question(s) and research proposition are stated. The aim 
and objectives of the research are then laid out, followed by a description of 
the methodology. The chapter ends with the scope and limitations of the 
research. 
Chapter 2 |  provides and overview of the context of the housing problem in Cape Town, 
then lays out the theoretical and conceptual framework background for the 
research. Focus is given to both the theory of housing demand and market 
segmentation and the chapter highlights the degree to which research has 
already been completed in this area of study. The chapter explores why 
Random Forest has been selected as an appropriate tool to segment 
demand and construct the predictive models. 
Chapter 3 | establishes the methodology used during the course of this research and 
offers justification for why secondary data analysis has been chosen as the 
research design. The chapter outlines the procedures to be followed when 
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using secondary data analysis and records its implementation. 
Chapter 4 | includes the presentation and analysis of the findings of the research in 
relation to the literature review. 
Chapter 5 |  
 
Draws conclusions from both the literature review and the findings. The 
research question is then answered, followed by the presentation of 
recommendations and topics for further research. 
 






















2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1. Introduction 
This chapter begins with an overview of the Cape Town Housing Context. The chapter 
then goes on to introduce Consumer Choice Theory and explores this as the theoretical 
basis for housing demand. The research then defines the concept of sub-markets and 
introduces market segmentation approaches before discussing the lenses through which 
housing demand market segmentation and supply market disaggregation can be viewed. 
The theory of propensity and probability is introduced. Demand Market Segmentation 
Techniques used to date are explored, after which the field of Machine Learning is 
presented. Types of Machine Learning and suitable Machine Learning Algorithms (MLA’s) 
are discussed. Decision Tree and Random Forest algorithms are then covered and their 
application to the Segmentation of Housing Demand and construction of predictive 
models is discussed. This is followed by the conclusion of the chapter. 
A chapter roadmap has been included below in Table 2 to guide the reader through the 
major topics dealt with in the literature review chapter. 
 
General Area Section Sub-Section 
Overview of the Cape 
Town Housing Context 
Overview of the Cape Town Housing Context 
Introduction of Key 
Concepts in Housing 
Demand Theory & 
Marketing Theory 
Consumer Choice Theory 




a priori & post-hoc 
Housing Market Lenses Spatial, Affordability & Structural 
Techniques Used to Date 
Single Variable Segmentation 
Techniques 
Proportional & Statistical 
Multi-Variable Segmentation 
Techniques 
Clustering, Multiple Regression & Discriminant Analysis 
Artificial Intelligence & 
Machine Learning 
Introduction to Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning 
Types of Machine Learning Reinforcement, Unsupervised & Supervised Learning 
Suitable Learning Algorithms Support Vector Machine, Decision Tree & Random Forest 
Selecting and Exploring 
the Selected Machine 
Learning Algorithm 
Selecting an appropriate Machine Learning Algorithm 
Exploring Decision Trees Classification & Regression Trees 
Ensemble Methods and 
Random Forest 
Random Forest 
 Table 2 – Literature Review Roadmap 
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2.2. Overview of the Cape Town Housing Context 
Key factors in the Cape Town Housing Problem 
The housing problem in South Africa and more specifically Cape Town is a complex one, 
the context of which needs to be introduced in order to understand the greater need for 
research such as this. South Africa today is a highly unequal society which in many ways is 
rooted in its historical context of colonisation, racial and spatial segregation during the 
apartheid era and ultimately political liberation (Butler, 2017). Cape Town is no exception 
and it is commonly recognised that the segregation left as legacy of apartheid has 
remained entrenched in the city’s spatial context (Goodlad, 1996). This is accentuated by 
the city’s unique geographic situation; being constrained on most sides by the either the 
Atlantic Ocean or the Table Mountain National Park. Cape Town’s move towards 
becoming a “Global City” could also be slowing the down measures to combat inequality 
(Lemanski, 2007). All this has not assisted advancements in combatting the housing 
problem in Cape Town and as McGaffin and Kirova (2016) point housing policy which has 
arguably failed to address the issue. 
 
An overview of the Housing Supply & Demand Context in Cape Town 
Using the 2011 Census data it was found that it took 3.1 times the average salary to afford 
the average house, in addition it was found the only 44% of properties in the 
metropolitan area could be considered affordable and affordability is was noted to be on 
the decline (WCG, 2015). Cape Town’s residential property market comprises of 703,801 
properties with a total estimated value of R807.5 billion in 2015 (CHAF, 2017). This can be 
divided into four value categories; houses under R300k, between R300k and R600k, 
between R600k and R1.2 mil, and finally over R1.2 mil. These categories account for 30%, 
17%, 22% and 31% respectively in terms of numbers of properties in 2015 (CHAF, 2017). From 
a value perspective, 77% of the values is held by properties in the over R1.2 mil category 
(CHAF, 2017). The total value of the government sponsored housing in 2015 was about 
R31 billion, and related to an estimated 191,887 units (CHAF, 2017). The property market 
in Cape Town is clearly segregated by value with the higher value properties found in the 
far north, north west and south of the city bowl and the lower value properties on the 
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Cape Flats, south east of the city centre and in Kraaifontein east. It is therefore key for 
the city to create robust transport linkages between areas with lower property values 
and economic nodes, while investing in public infrastructure and diversity of housing 
stock in these areas (CHAF, 2017). From a supply perspective there was a backlog of 
houses for just over 329,000 household’s earning less than R3,500 per month (WCG, 
2015). The formal housing market (household’s earning greater than R15,000 per month) 
seems to be functioning well even with the unfavourable affordability ratio. There a still a 
noteworthy share of Western Cape Households residing inadequate housing (WCG, 
2015). It is interesting that 21% of these inadequately housed household’s earn more than 
R3,500 per month and 6% earn more than R7,500 per month (WCG, 2015). The total 
backlog across all income groups in the Western Cape is 414,212 household’s. 
From a Tenure perspective, a greater share of higher income household’s own (whether 
full paid or being paid off) when compared to lower income brackets as would be 
expected. Finance appears to be accessed at the R6,400 – R12,800 per month level as 
there was a rapid increase in household’s in the owned but not yet paid off category 
(WCG, 2015). Rental accounts for a significant portion (20%) of household’s across all 
income groups which seems to indicate that rental is often influenced by factors other 
than income. 
 
2.3. Understanding the Housing Market 
To understand the housing market both supply and demand needs to be understood 
(McGaffin, 2014). While understanding supply is important to understanding the market 
as a whole, the focus of this paper is on better understanding and predicting demand.  
UN-Habitat (2011) states that the factors influencing demand are known as the drivers of 
demand and include; income, demographics, price of housing, cost and availability of 
credit, consumer and investor preferences, and the price of substitutes and 
complements. Total demand can be made up of effective demand (household’s willing 
and able to pay for available housing) and social demand (household’s that require 
government assistance to access housing) (UN-Habitat, 2011). Consumer choice theory is 
investigated to further explain housing demand. 
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2.4. Consumer Choice Theory and Housing Demand 
Housing Demand has its roots in Consumer Choice Theory.  Consumer Choice Theory is 
the study of how consumers make purchasing choices given their preferences and 
budget constraints. The theory seeks to explain why consumers make choices given their 
income and the relative prices of goods and services, in an effort to understand current 
demand and predict how future demand will be shaped. 
The application of Consumer Choice Theory to Housing Demand would imply that 
housing types are seen as goods with varying characteristics. What type of housing 
product is chosen by a particular household would therefore depend on that household’s 
preferences and income level. This paper uses household demographic data to predict a 
household’s preference for the Type of Dwelling, Tenure and the Size of Dwelling. 
Lancaster (1966) presents a refined view of the nineteenth-century utility theory to 
provide what is referred to as the then “New Approach to Consumer Theory”, which as 
Ndziba et al. (2015) point out, is now widely accepted and used for the statistical 
modelling of consumer choice.  
The three core ideas of Lancaster (1966)’s refined theory are explained below; 
1. The characteristics of the good gives rise to utility, not the good itself. This 
concept provides a basis on which to measure variation in utility of similar goods 
with diverse characteristics. Thus it is possible to distinguish the utility a certain 
household may get from a different type of housing. For example, for a particular 
price range a household may get more utility out of a flat than a single detached 
dwelling, 
2. The characteristics of a good that possesses multiple characteristics may be 
shared by multiple similar goods. Types of housing, although distinguishable from 
each other as unique types of goods, will have overlapping and shared 
characteristics. It is the proportion of these characteristics that will have a bearing 
on how household’s select housing based on their preferences for each 
characteristic, 
3. The combination of a collection of goods will give rise to a set of combined 
characteristics that may not be present in any of the goods when consumed in 
their individual capacity. For example, a household may not be willing to take a 
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loan to purchase a car, however, the same household may be willing to take a 
loan to purchase a house. In other words the characteristics of a loan are not 
attractive to that household on their own however, these characteristics, coupled 
with the characteristics provided by the house, create a unique set of combined 
characteristics that are attractive for the household. 
For sake of simplicity a good is discussed in points above, however, the word good or 
service can be used interchangeably in these principals. 
It is important to note, as Ndziba et al. (2015) point out that a consumer’s choice is 
ultimately constrained by both affordability and availability. The choices that consumers 
make will therefore not necessarily be directly reflective of their preferences but will also 
be shaped by the constraints that they encounter. This is critically important in the 
housing market as housing supply generally has a slow turnaround time and household’s 
generally spend a large proportion of their income on housing. Affordability in this regard 
is generally seen as between 25 – 30% of a household’s gross income (McClure, 2005, 
Hogarth, 2015). 
Consumer Theory indicates that consumers will attempt to achieve the highest possible 
level of satisfaction or utility (Lancaster, 1990). Consumer utility is gained from the 
characteristics of a good / service and can be traded off against the characteristics of an 
alternative good / service, this trade-off decision can be represented by an indifference 










Figure 3  - Typical Indifference Curves 
(Viruly, 2015) 
Figure 2  - Income effect 
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Figure 4  - Substitution Effect, adapted from (Viruly, 2015) 
A consumer, or household, will aim to achieve its highest possible indifference curve – 
the indifference curve that is attainable will depend on budget constraints (Viruly, 2015). 
In the figure below, a household would want to reach Indifference Curve I2, however, its 
budget constraints (B-B) would only allow it to reach Indifference Curve I1. The 
household will therefore seek to maximise utility from the combination of goods that is 
represented by Indifference Curve I1-I1 (Viruly, 2015). 
 
The Income Effect shifts a household’s budget upwards, as shown in Figure 3 above. The 
household’s Budget Curve now intersects Indifference Curve I2-I2 and equilibrium is 
attained at point E2. This shift shows that the household has an appetite for additional 
housing relative to other goods and services, all else equal. This is due to the fact that 
with an increase in income the household demands more housing (shift from H1 to H2) 
while the household demands less of other goods and services (shift from G1 to G2). As 
Ndziba et al. (2015) point out, the income of a household directly impacts the amount of 
capital that can be invested in housing as well as a household’s ability to access finance – 
this is key as most household’s required long-term finance in order to enjoy the benefits 
of housing. 
The Substitution Effect is caused by a relative change in prices. The most classic example 
of this is demand side policy intervention in the housing market, in the form of a housing 
subsidy. As Figure 4 below shows, a subsidy would effectively drop the price of housing 
for a household, which would 
cause the budget to shift from B1-B1 
to B2-B2, this would enable the 
household to move to Indifference 
Curve I2-I2 and would enable the 
household to purchase more 
housing (shift from H1 to H2) as well 
as more goods & services (shift 




Consumer Theory has been used extensively to model consumer behaviour and can be 
used to understand the relationship between the characteristics of a household and how 
a household chooses types of housing based on the characteristics of that housing. Price 
is generally seen to be the primary defining constraint relative to the income of a 
household and price of housing is determined by the location, choice of tenure and the 
type of dwelling. A household’s preference will inform the selection of housing and will 
be constrained by availability and affordability of housing (Ndziba et al., 2015). The 
attributes of housing demand, determined with statistical significance, by Quigley (1976) 
were location, type and tenure. Quigley (1976) showed household’s with different 
characteristics viewed these housing attributes differently. This indicates that household 
characteristics influence dwelling type choice (Ndziba et al., 2015).  
 
2.5. Propensity and Probability 
The propensity theory of probability is an interpretation that views probability as a 
physical propensity, tendency or disposition of a given physical situation to yield a 
particular kind of outcome, or to yield a long-run relative frequency of a particular kind of 
outcome (Hájek, 2003). The theory of propensity was introduced by Popper (1959) and 
Albert (2007) recognises it as being the accepted statistical and quantitative measure for 
decision making. This research aims to better understand and predict three dependent 
variables (Housing Type, Tenure & Number of Bedrooms) each considered separately 
when given certain household characteristics (independent variables). The selection of 
these variables will be explained in chapter 4. The literature has determined the degree 
of significance between certain variables in order to establish the probability of 
recurrence. As Ndziba et al. (2015) indicate, if there is a strong degree of significance 
between variables this would have a bearing on the natural tendency of household’s and 
as such their propensity to demand certain types of housing. 
 
2.6. Defining Sub-Markets 
The theory of sub-markets and the concepts of market segmentation and disaggregation 
first appear in marketing literature and are translatable to housing markets. As such, 
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marketing literature will be reviewed in order to introduce the concepts. The importance 
of the concepts stems from the heterogeneous nature of markets as identified in the 
marketing literature (Alderson, 2006, Assael and Roscoe Jr, 1976, Claycamp and Massy, 
1968, Smith, 1956)  which makes markets difficult to understand and ultimately to supply 
suitable products.  
In terms of understanding submarkets Hogarth (2015) defines Disaggregation as; “the 
process of dividing the total housing stock into submarkets” (i.e. supply side). As the focus 
of this research is on the segmentation and prediction of market demand, disaggregation 
will not be dealt with in further detail. Segmentation is defined by Hogarth (2015) as; 
“the process of dividing the total population of household’s into submarkets” (i.e. demand-
side).  
Market segmentation helps to better understand the market and meet the needs of the 
homogeneous submarket consumer populations (Dolničar, 2004). Wedel and Kamakura 
(2012) point out that market segmentation is important as the heterogeneity of 
consumers’ needs must be accounted at a certain point if one is to continue to produce 
and sell goods. Smith (1956) defines market segmentation as the viewing of a 
heterogeneous market as a number of smaller homogeneous submarkets, accounting for 
differing consumer preferences, in an effort to increase consumers’ satisfaction in 
relation to their varying inclinations. Segmentation results in additional demand profiles 
(each relating to a market segment) as opposed to a single demand profile for the 
market as a whole. Market segmentation can therefore be used to better capture the 









Figure 5  - Market Penetration without 
Segmentation (Dobney, 2012) 
Figure 6  - Market Penetration with 
Segmentation (Dobney, 2012) 
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The above is shown for different prices and different levels of quality but essentially the 
independent variable could be any housing characteristic. This is a simplified view when 
looking at demand for housing based on only the “price-point/ quality”. This does 
however become more complex when looking at one-to-many relationships1 as is the 
case when predicting a household’s demand for a particular type of housing, tenure or 
number of bedrooms. Both Galster (1996) and Hogarth (2015) acknowledge that a 
housing market can be made up of a set of distinct but interrelated submarkets. It is 
important to note that each of these interrelated submarkets are substitutes for one 
another and household’s compete for housing in each of these submarkets. 
It is possible to ascertain how the characteristics of a household affect the choice of 
housing type by segmenting household demand and disaggregating housing types 
(Ndziba et al., 2015). To better contextualise the applicability of market theory to the 
housing market, both household’s and housing have been defined. 
A Household is defined in line with the (StatsSA Census 2011 questionnaire) definition as;  
“A group of persons who live together, and provide themselves jointly with food or other 
essentials for living, or a single person who lives alone.” 
Housing on the other hand is defined by Galster (1996) as a; 
 “spatially immobile, highly durable, highly expensive, multi-dimensionally heterogeneous 
and physically modifiable commodity.”  
As can be seen by the definitions above, both household’s and housing will be made up 
of many unique aspects and it is due to these varying preferences of household’s and the 
physical heterogeneity of housing products that submarkets will exist within the overall 
market (Ndziba et al., 2015). These submarkets are classified by using one of the market 
segmentation approaches described in the following section. 
 
2.7. Market Segmentation Approaches 
Marketing literature defines two primary approaches to segmentation; a priori and post-
hoc or data driven (Dolničar, 2004, Kara and Kaynak, 1997, Wind, 1978). The a priori 
approach requires the researcher to initially select variables of interest and then classify 
                                                         
1 A one-to-many relationship in this context of this paper is used to describe the relationship between a 
single dependent variable and multiple independent variables 
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the market in accordance with each variable (Wind, 1978). In this approach, the market is 
split up based on pre-existing demographic criteria (Dobney, 2012). The post-hoc 
segmentation approach, requires the researcher to select a range of interrelated 
variables and then group buyers into clusters with a high degree of within-cluster 
similarity and a low degree of between cluster similarity (Wind, 1978).   
As Ndziba et al. (2015) point out, regardless of the chosen approach, the starting point in 
the process of segmentation is the selection of the basis of segmentation, i.e. the 
dependent variable. The selection of the descriptors (or independent variables) is then 
required. The independent variables can either be general consumer characteristics 
(socioeconomic, demographic etc.) or situation-specific (purchase patterns, product 
perception, product usage etc.)  consumer characteristics (Wind, 1978).   
 
2.7.1. a priori segmentation approach 
The a -priori approach will have a high degree of member similarity in terms of the 
independent variables within each segment, for example segmentation may be 
completed based on income bracket and therefore the members in each segment will all 
be within a similar income range (Hoek et al., 1996). As the marketing literature shows, 
however, a consumers response to marketing stimuli may vary between members within 
a single segment (Hoek et al., 1996). The selection of the variables in an a priori study, to 
some degree, reflect the preconceived assumptions the researcher has about the 
underlying market structure and are likely to influence the findings of the study (Fuller et 
al., 2005). It is noted, however, that the a priori segmentation may be effective when the 
underlying decision boundaries are clearly related to a particular characteristic, for 
example in the technology sector there is such a strong relationship between age and 
use that this simplistic segmentation approach is sufficient (Dobney, 2012). This approach 
is more unstable in predicting future trends when compared to a post-hoc approach as 
underlying assumptions may change over time and no empirical research is conducted to 




2.7.2. Post-hoc Segmentation approach 
Post-hoc segmentation allows for the creation of segments along the lines of demand 
profile, usage habit and attitude (Fuller et al., 2005). The members in the post-hoc 
approach segments will therefore frequently have dissimilar characteristics (Fuller et al., 
2005), if this process is done correctly, these segments will contain a homogeneous 
demand profile. This approach, unlike the a priori approach, requires that market 
segments are defined by the data as a result of empirical research on the data  (Polaris, 
2008). When starting a post-hoc approach the nature of the segments are not necessarily 
known.  
While the approach taken in this paper does have aspects of an a priori approach, as the 
market segments in the Census data are already formed along demographic lines. It is 
argued however, that this paper adopts a post-hoc approach as the selection of the 
segments and the weighting the predictive models give each segment or portion of a 
segment is data driven.  
 
2.8. Housing Market Lenses 
Hogarth (2015) completed a study for the City of Cape Town which aimed to assist with 
the creation and implementation of new housing delivery models by better 
understanding the market through segmentation and disaggregation. While Hogarth 
(2015) uses an a priori approach to segmentation based on clustering or grouping 
household’s with similar characteristics this paper argues for a post-hoc based predictive 
model that determines demand market segments based on underlying decision 
boundaries in the data. This will be dealt with further in the methodology section of this 
paper. Hogarth (2015) describes three broad lenses through which supply, demand and 
housing submarkets can be viewed; spatial, affordability and structural. Often a 
combination of these approaches is used. 
 
2.8.1. Spatial Lens 
As Bourassa et al. (1999) points out a common lens for analysing the housing market is 
spatial, or by location, which can be undertaken based on statistical clustering or at 
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various levels, for example by suburb or by neighbourhood. The spatial lens can be used 
to both disaggregate supply and segment demand on a geographical basis. 
 
2.8.2. Affordability Lens 
Gan and Hill (2009) identify the key affordability indicators for the rental and ownership 
market as follows; 
- Rental Market (rental to income ratio), 
- Ownership Market (Price to Income and Credit Payment to Income). 
Affordable housing is defined as housing for which a household spends no more than 30% 
of its income, on either rent, in the rental market, or loan payments, in the ownership 
market (Financial and Commission, 2013, Ottawa, 2007, McClure, 2005). Hogarth (2015) 
quotes a recent study by the Centre for Affordable Housing Finance in Africa that found 
that in Cape Town it takes 3.1 times the average annual income to afford the average 
house. The affordability lens can be used to compare housing surpluses or shortages per 
submarket, with household’s segmented based on income and housing stock 
disaggregated based on affordability for each income range. The quantity of housing 
units can then be subtracted from the number of household’s to determine a shortage or 
surplus in each affordability submarket (McClure, 2005). 
 
2.8.3. Structural Lens 
The structural lens is an alternative approach to defining submarkets (Hogarth, 2015). 
This is done by using the structural characteristics of the market such as dwelling unit 
types (single-detached, flats, townhouses etc.) or tenure (ownership or rental) as the 
dependent variable.  From this, using Census data or a similar type of household survey, 
household characteristics (Age of Household Head, Income, Size of Household etc.) can 
be matched to the type of dwelling chosen, which will show the dwelling type 
propensities based on certain household characteristics (UN-Habitat, 2011). This process 
can also be completed to determine tenure propensities (Hogarth, 2015). It is clear from 
the literature that limited structural research has been undertaken and Hogarth (2015) 
identified as part of future research recommendations that additional research is 
required in terms of the analysis of structural submarkets. It is noted by Watkins (2001) as 
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well as Islam and Asami (2009) that it is possible for two or all of these lenses to be 
combined to create a more precise method than any single lens would produce, for 
example, both spatial and structural analysis could be combined to form an integrated 
approach. 
These broad lenses assist to establish how housing demand segmentation can be 
approached and the following sections review the segmentation techniques used to date 
in the housing literature. 
 
2.9. Single Variable Segmentation Techniques used to date 
The single variable segmentation techniques used to date are evaluated below. 
 
2.9.1. Proportional (Descriptive Statistics) 
The strategies applied in the studies below are defined in this paper as proportional. 
These strategies are seen as proportional because in each case the applicable proportion 
of the dependent variable classes is allocated to the classes of an independent variable. 
These proportions relative to the nature of the independent variable classes is then what 
has been analysed.  
 
City of Ottawa (City of Ottawa, 2007) 
The City of Ottawa (2007) used the structural lens to analyse housing demand and 
project this based on the age of the household head and dwelling type propensities for 
different age groups (Hogarth, 
2015). This is a strictly a priori 
approach and assumes that a 
strong link between age and 
type of dwelling exists. The 
dwelling types used for this 
research were single detached, 
semi-detached, row housing 
and apartments which are 
Figure 7  - Dwelling 
Type Propensities 





argued to account for all dwelling types in Ottawa. This analysis was done on the 2001 
census data, which showed that 43% of household’s headed by a person aged between 
35 and 39 lived in single detached homes and 27.1% of household’s in the same age group 
lived in apartments. This data also showed that household’s tended to live in apartments 
in their younger years as seen in Figure 7. 
 
City of Tshwane (Financial and Fiscal Commission, 2014) 
In the South African context the Financial and Fiscal Commission (2014) started to 
explore the spatial and structural approaches to demand analysis and projection 
(affordability in each approach was considered). Based on limited questionnaires in the 
City of Tshwane, a housing demand model was developed showing type, tenure and 
location of housing and projected these under two different scenarios; Business as Usual 
(BAU) and Future Aspirations (FA). The results of the spatial approach found that by 
2030 in both scenarios, demand for housing in the CBD and immediately adjacent 
suburbs will be the greatest. Structurally the market was projected to shift in terms of 
dwelling type, from free-standing to flats and town-houses. In terms of tenure, rental 










Figure 8 above shows how the household type proportions based on the aspiration of 
household’s interviewed relate to the BAU proportions of the Census 2011 for the market 
as a whole. No full market segmentation methodology has been provided in the Financial 
and Fiscal Commission (2014) but based on the data presentation and the conclusions 
drawn, this was deemed to be a proportional approach. 
Figure 8  - Changes in 
preferred housing 
typology (Financial and 





City of Cape Town (Hogarth, 2015) 
Hogarth (2015) offers the most descriptive methodology of the proportional strategy 
through the structural lens, this methodology is applied to the STATS SA Census 2011 data 
to gain a high level understanding of the structure of the market in Cape Town. This is 











First, the existing housing stock type and tenure is outlined based on the Census data. 
Therefore two sets of analysis are being completed here with two different dependent 
variables (Dwelling Type and Tenure). The characteristics of the household’s (household 
income, household size etc.) were then individually used as the single independent 
variable to determine the household propensities per household characteristic. Hogarth 
(2015) showed that cross-tabulating household characteristics and dwelling types in the 
first set of analysis described to some degree the propensities of household’s to choose 
certain types of housing.  Figure 10 shows the propensities of household’s to demand a 
particular type of housing based on the Age of the Household Head, shown 
proportionally in different age categories. Hogarth (2015) notes that given the 
dominance of single detached dwellings in the housing stock this is the housing type of 
choice among most age groups, apart from young adult age groups. Hogarth (2015) 
compares this to the same results found in the City of Ottawa (2007) report which 
indicated that in Ottawa this lower propensity for single detached dwellings translated 
into a higher demand for flats, however, given the low stock available for flats in Cape 







Town, Hogarth (2015) postulates that this could translate into a propensity for informal 











This same analysis shown in Figure 10 above was completed for household income, 
household size and gender of household head. As would be expected, lower household 
incomes where associated with a higher proportion of informal settlement dwelling type 
while higher household incomes were associated with a higher proportion of single-
detached dwelling type. The most notable result from the tenure vs. household income 
analysis completed by Hogarth (2015) is that the “owner but not fully paid off” form of 
tenure increased substantially towards the higher income categories, which indicated the 
lack of access lower income household’s have to housing finance products. Smaller 
household sizes tended to show a lower demand for single detached dwellings and a 
higher demand for flats. Smaller household’s were also more likely to rent and less likely 
to have a loan. Hogarth (2015) identified that household’s with a female household head 
have a higher propensity towards flats, cluster/ townhouses and semi-detached 
dwellings and proposed that this may be due to childcare and security related issues.  
 
Gauteng (CSIR, 2016) 
CSIR (2016) completed a study on the Gauteng housing market in mid-2016 which was 
very similar to the Hogarth (2015) in that it analysed different variables proportionally, 
the supply side was also considered in relation to demand to determine overcrowding 
numbers. The study also looked at projections for 2030 in an attempt to understand the 
future demand. The CSIR (2016) then built a model using what they refer to as a housing 
Figure 10  - Housing Type Propensities by Age of Household Head (Hogarth, 2015) 
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adjustment pseudo decision algorithm which indicated how household’s would make 
decisions based on changing circumstances over time. This then projected the resultant 
housing situation by housing type in each year leading up to 2030. The model also 
projected the costs, land required and opportunities for the state housing programme 
between 2016 and 2030 (CSIR, 2016). The interesting findings of this research showed 
that under different economic and population forecasts there were major challenges 
stemming from a growing poor population unsuitable housing conditions were projected 
to grow from 20 – 25%, which indicated a need to review the business as usual approach 
(CSIR, 2016). The CSIR (2016) then modelled six scenario’s that moved away from the 
business as usual approach in an attempt to meet housing demand, the scenarios and the 
results were as follows; 
1. Increasing state budget – major expense, 
2. Shifting to supply of rental stock – more expensive per housing unit but with 
positive impacts in relation to municipal viability and urban efficiency, 
3. Upgrading informal settlements – further reaching but increased budget 
requirements, 
4. Releasing serviced land – cost effective and addresses urbanisation, however 
unless coupled with density-based development could lead to urban sprawl, 
5. Increasing funding & availability of Finance Linked Individual Subsidy Programme 
(FLISP) – provided state continues to deliver in other areas this would be very 
effective in allowing supply to catch up to demand, 
6. Shifting support to an enabled private sector – a relatively small increase in 
private sector capacity resulted in significant gains by 2030. 
CSIR (2016) indicates that the strength of this model would be that the right balance of 
these different strategies that could realistically be implemented could be modelled in 
order to meet supply, however the paper does not indicate what mix this would be and it 
is understood that further investigation into this would be required. 
 
City of Cape Town (Ndziba et al., 2015) 
Ndziba et al. (2015) completed research on the Cape Town housing market in line with 
the methodology used by Hogarth (2015) with similar results, however, in addition to 
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looking at the 2011 Census data, the 2001 data was looked at to see how the market had 
changed. While these proportional strategies used are useful to gain some general and 
isolated insights into market demand, they are based on an a priori approach and 
therefore make presumptions about the nature of demand - it is not clear whether these 
underlying assumptions are necessarily correct. For example, while it is useful to see 
what type housing is demanded by different age groups, most notably for housing 
projections, choice of housing is based on a complex basket of household characteristics, 
each interconnected and therefore this single factor does not explain the full nature of 
housing demand. 
 
2.9.2. Statistical (Inferential Statistics) 
City of Cape Town (Ndziba et al., 2015) 
Ndziba et al. (2015) took their research further from the descriptive statistics shown 
above. They applied inferential statistics to the data in order to establish dwelling type 
propensities based on individual household characteristics. This was done on both the 
Census 2001 and the Census 2011 data however for the purposes of this paper only the 
Census 2011 data will be covered. The results of each of the four Dwelling Type 




------------- Decreasing effect (Cramer’s V Statistic)  ------------> 














Single Detached 2 Coloured 40 – 49 R38,401 – R307,200 Male 




2 Coloured 35 – 54 R38,401 – R153,600 Male 
Informal Dwelling 1 Black African 25 – 34 R19,201 – R38,400 Male 
 
 
Table 3 – Dwelling Type Propensities for STATS SA Census 2011 data based on information provided by 
Ndziba et al. (2015) 
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This shows for example, that a household living in single detached dwellings in 2011 was 
most likely to have a household size of two, with a household head belonging to the 
Coloured racial group and an age of between 40 and 49. The household annual income 
would most likely be between R38,401 and R307,200 and the gender of the household 
head would most likely be Male. While the Cramer’s V statistic shows the strength of 
correlation between these household variables and the Type of Housing on a single 
variable basis, this approach cannot determine the interrelationship between these 
characteristics and does not provide the basis for model capable of predicting demand 
based on any combination of characteristics. 
 
2.9.3. Suitability of Single Variable Segmentation Techniques used to date 
In summary problems with proportional and single variable statistical techniques used to 
date mean that the researcher can only assess the relevance of a single household 
characteristic at a time and this does not provide sufficient basis to understand the 
complexity of housing demand or to create a suitable predictive model. As a result, a 
multi-variable segmentation technique is required to overcome this problem. 
 
2.10. Multi-variable Segmentation Techniques used to date 
The multi-variable segmentation techniques used to date are evaluated below. 
 
2.10.1. Clustering 
Sydney and Melbourne (Bourassa et al., 1999) 
Bourassa et al. (1999) uses the K-means statistical clustering2 method for defining 
housing submarkets in Sydney and Melbourne, Australia. Bourassa et al. (1999) used 
principal component analysis3 to extract the core factors (variables) from local 
                                                         
2 K-means statistical clustering aims to partition all observations in the data into “k” number of clusters in 
which each observation is allocated to the cluster with the nearest mean. The number of clusters is 
selected initially by the user 
3 Principal Component Analysis is a statistical method that reduces the dimensionality of a dataset by 
searching for a small number of principal components that can be linearly related to the original variables 
in the dataset 
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government area data and individual dwelling data, to be used within the context of 
residential location theory. From this factor scores were calculated and cluster analysis 
was used to determine the composition of housing submarkets. Once this had been 
completed, Bourassa et al. (1999) estimated hedonic price equations for each city as a 
whole, for a priori classified submarkets and for submarkets defined through the cluster 
analysis. Bourassa et al. (1999) then compared the results of the different submarket 
classification methods and determined that in the case of Melbourne the clustering 
technique was significantly superior to the a priori technique. In other cases clustering 
only provided a marginal improvement. One possible reason cited for this marginal 
improvement was the quality of the data used by Bourassa et al. (1999), where the 
owners estimate of value was used in the hedonic regressions, as opposed to the actual 
market price. Imprecise locational factors were also cited as possible a reason. 
 
London (Whereabouts London, by Future Cities Catapult) 
In the Whereabouts London Study by Future Cities Catapult (2014) populations where 














Figure 11  - Whereabouts London Clustering Map (Bitbucket, 2014) 
 
 
Resident Key  
      Whereabouts 1 
      Whereabouts 2 
      Whereabouts 3 
      Whereabouts 4 
      Whereabouts 5 
      Whereabouts 6 
      Whereabouts 7 




Unlike Bourassa et al. (1999), populations where not grouped geographically but where 
grouped based on an array of household characteristics, extracted from data sources 
including the Food Standards Agency, the Office for National Statistics, Land Registry, 
OpenStreetMap, Flicker and Transportation for London. This enabled Future Cities 
Catapult (2014) to build up a picture of what made their local areas both similar to and 












For example Figure 12 above shows the characteristics of Whereabouts 1 residents who 
were a professional and well educate population mainly residing in outer London, they 
make up 13% of Londons population were more likely to commute to work via train and 
had an above average proportion of home owners. 
 
2.10.2. Multiple Regression and Discriminant Analysis 
The difference between Multiple Regression and Multiple Discriminant Analysis is in the 
nature of the dependent variable, the former deals with variables that are continuous 
while the latter deals with variables that are categorical (Kort, 1973). A review of the 
literature did not reveal any examples of multiple regression being applied to segment 
the housing market, however Kim et al. (2000) segmented the Korean housing marked 
based on Multiple Discriminant Analysis. 
Figure 12  - Notable Characteristics of Whereabouts 1 residents (Future Cities Catapult, 2014) 
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Korea (Kim et al., 2000) 
Kim et al. (2000) segmented the Korean housing market using Multiple Discriminant 
Analysis to classify purchase consumers into three groups; single family housing 
purchase group, an apartment housing purchase group and a non-purchase group. These 
groups were classified and predicted using the discriminant function; a linear 
combination of demographic, socio-economic and residential characteristics. This 
analysis showed that a household’s age, followed by the term of occupancy contributed 
most to inter-group differences. This research showed, to a satisfactory degree that the 
discriminant function was accurate in predicting group membership (Kim et al., 2000). 
  
2.10.3. Suitability of Multi-Variable Segmentation Techniques used to date 
While the methodologies detailed above may be useful to provide some insight into 
housing demand, in many cases they do not account for the complex nature of housing 
demand and apart from Kim et al. (2000), they do not provide a model for predicting 
variables such as Housing Type, Tenure & Number of Bedrooms. Even though the Kim et 
al. (2000) research was successful, the approach simplified the entire property market 
into only three groups. 
 
2.10.4. Towards an appropriate Multi-Variable Segmentation and Predictive 
Model Technique 
The Census information available consists of both continuous and categorical data and it 
would therefore be useful to have a technique that could seamlessly integrate both 
types of variables for analysis as well as handle a substantial number of variables and 
datasets. Even the successful segmentation Multiple Discriminant Analysis technique 
used by Kim et al. (2000) only dealt with categorical data and did not provide a predictive 
capabilities. 
The field of machine learning offers an alternative methodology that allows shifting the 
computational onus from the researcher to the computer without necessitating step-by-
step inputs from the researcher. This enables high volumes of data to be processed with 
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the researcher only having to provide a small number of guidelines or parameters. The 
computer is then able to do the “heavy lifting” in terms of finding the underlying decision 
boundaries inherent in the data. This data-driven weighting and structuring of the 
segments is characteristic of a post-hoc segmentation technique introduced in the 
marketing literature. 
 
2.11. Introduction to Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning 
Michalski et al. (2013, p.3) define learning as a multi-faceted phenomenon that; 
“…includes the acquisition of new declarative knowledge, the development of 
motor and cognitive skills through instruction or practice, the organisation of new 
knowledge into general, effective representations, and the discovery of new facts through 
observation and experimentation.” 
Since the dawn of the computer era, researchers have been trying to equip computers 
with these capabilities, however, this problem – achieving Artificial Intelligence (AI) - still 
remains one of the most challenging long-term goals (Michalski et al., 2013). Machine 
Learning (ML) is the most promising “true-form” AI and the objectives of Machine 
Learning are focused around three core areas as identified by Michalski et al. (2013); 
1. Task-Oriented Studies the development and analysis of learning systems to 
improve the performance of a set of predetermined tasks (this is often referred to 
as the Engineering Approach), 
2. Cognitive Simulation, whereby human learning processes are investigated and 
simulated, 
3. Theoretical Analysis the theoretical exploration of possible learning methods and 
algorithms independent of the field of application. 
The entire field of AI can be defined using the above set of mutually challenging and 
supportive objectives which create a cross-pollination of problems and ideas (Michalski 
et al., 2013). This paper focuses on a subset of “Task-Oriented Studies” which involves 
development and application of learning systems to real-world problems (and data sets) 
to determine associations. Initial attempts at AI required the programming of a complete 
and correct algorithm by specialist personnel to provide the exact “instructions” for the 
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computer to complete a specific task (Michalski et al., 2013). Machine Learning strives to 
open the possibilities of instructing computers in new ways to ease the onerous 
programming burden by shifting the problem solving computational requirements from 
the user to the computer (Michalski et al., 2013). In other words, Machine Learning seeks 
to assign the “heavy lifting” to the computer and not the programmer. 
Michalski et al. (2013) points out that when approaching a task-oriented study it is critical 
that the resulting computer system must interact with humans. The requisite “ease of 
interaction with humans” is the key reason behind the selection of the open source R 
Statistical Programming Software (R). This will be discussed further in the Methodology 
section of this paper. 
The Theoretical Analysis provides a technique for exploring areas of possible learning 
methods and the Task-Oriented approach provides a means to test and improve the 
performance of functional learning systems (Michalski et al., 2013). Therefore by 
constructing and testing available learning systems, the cost-effectiveness, trade-offs 
and limitations of particular approaches to learning can be determined (Michalski et al., 
2013). As Michalski et al. (2013) point out, in this way individual data points within the 
learning system space are explored and therefore the learning space itself becomes 
better understood. 
As Raschka (2016) points out, the logical way to approach a problem is to apply the 
simplest modelling technique first and then apply more complex techniques if the model 
does not produce appropriate predictive capabilities. As shown, simple statistical 
techniques used to date have failed to yield appropriate predictive results and as such 
this paper will explore appropriate methods in the field of Machine Learning that may 
improve on these predictive capabilities. 
 
2.12. Types of Machine Learning 
There are broadly three types of Machine Learning Algorithms; Reinforcement Learning, 




2.12.1. Reinforcement Learning 
In Reinforcement Learning (RL) the machine is trained to make specific decisions (Ray, 
2015a). The examples lack target responses, however, positive or negative feedback is 
given based on the solution the algorithm proposes (Mueller and Massaron, 2017). This is 
done through the exposure of the machine to an environment where it continually trains 
itself through trial and error (Ray, 2015a). This is machine learning from past experience 
and the algorithm attempts to capture the best possible knowledge to make accurate 
decisions (Ray, 2015a).  This technique is often used where the output of the system is a 
sequence of actions. This sequence of actions is referred to as a policy (Alpaydin, 2014). 
In these cases a single action is not important but a policy with the correct sequence of 
actions, that reach a specific goal, is important (Alpaydin, 2014). In these cases, the 
machine learning algorithm should be capable of assessing the appropriateness of 
multiple sequences which are then used to generate a useful policy (Alpaydin, 2014). An 
example of this is a machine learning algorithm being used to play a game of chess. There 
are a relatively small number of rules in chess, however, there are a relatively large 
number of possible moves and a move is only good if it is a part of a good sequence of 
actions – i.e. a winning policy (Alpaydin, 2014).  
 
2.12.2. Unsupervised Learning 
In Unsupervised Learning (UL) as in Reinforcement Learning only input data is available 
and therefore there is no target or outcome to predict (Alpaydin, 2014, Mueller and 
Massaron, 2017). The aim of unsupervised learning is Density Estimation, i.e. to find the 
underlying patterns/ structure in the data to ascertain what generally happens and what 
generally does not (Alpaydin, 2014). One common method of Density Estimation is 
Clustering where the aim is to find groups or clusters in the input data by grouping, for 
example, customers based on similar demographic information and historical 
transactions. This could enable a company to see the demographic profile of customers 
that consume certain products. This is widely used to segment customers for specific 
intervention (Ray, 2015a). The same clustering principal can be used in Image 
Compression (grouping of similar pixels) and Document Clustering (grouping of similar 
news articles). In the example of customers, these algorithms do not provide insight into 
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why people choose certain goods or offer a predictive capability, although they can 
profile what type of people choose a specific good and can be useful to provide new 
input for supervised machine learning algorithms (Mueller and Massaron, 2017).  
 
2.12.3. Supervised Learning 
In Supervised Learning an algorithm learns associated target responses from Training 
Data in order to later predict the correct response when given new examples (Mueller 
and Massaron, 2017). In the case of the new example, the target or outcome variable is to 
be predicted from a set of given independent variables (Ray, 2015a). Using these sets of 
variables, a function can be generated that maps inputs to desired outputs. The training 
process continues until the model achieves the desired level of accuracy on the Training 
Data (Ray, 2015a). The type of target variables determines the type of problem, i.e. a 
qualitative target variable will mean a classification problem, while a quantitative target 
variable will be a regression problem (Mueller and Massaron, 2017). Examples of 
Supervised Learning Algorithms (SLA’s) are Decision Tree (Classification & Regression) 
and Random Forest (Classification & Regression). 
 
2.13. Suitable Machine Learning Algorithms 
The core nature of Supervised Learning Algorithms means that this type of algorithm 
would be most suitable to create the predictive models. The suitable Supervised Machine 
Learning algorithms within the context of this paper are introduced below. The selection 
and suitability of the algorithm used in this paper is clarified in the sections that follow. 
 
2.13.1. Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
SVM is a classification method in which each data item is plotted in n-dimensional space, 
where n is the number of features that are present, with the value of each feature being 
the value of a particular co-ordinate (Ray, 2015a).  The algorithm then seeks to find the 
line such that the distances from the closest point in each of the two groups will be 
farthest away (Ray, 2015a). Figure 13 below shows a two feature plot in two dimensional 
space, the two sets of data are best split by the black line as this is furthest from the 
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closest point in each set of data. This line becomes the classifier and new data is classified 




While SVM’s are useful, they require substantial computing power when using more than 
three variables. Limited computational power was available in the form of a single 
personal computer with an Intel® Core™ i7 CPU 950 @ 3.07GHz and 8GB RAM. 
 
2.13.2. Decision Tree 
Decision Tree is a type of supervised learning algorithm that works for both categorical 
and continuous dependent variables. This algorithm splits the population into two or 
more homogeneous sets based on the most significant attributes first to make as distinct 
groups as possible (Ray, 2015a).  
 
2.13.3. Random Forest 
Random Forest is a trademarked term for an ensemble of Decision Trees. The Random 
Forest Algorithm uses a collection of Decision Trees to classify a new object based on the 
attributes (or features). Each tree provides a vote for a particular classification and as a 
collective, the forest chooses the classification of the new object based on the majority 
vote (Breiman, 2001, Ray, 2015a).  






2.14. Selecting an appropriate Machine Learning Algorithm to 
address the research questions 
Decision trees are non-parametric supervised learning models and as such can 
incorporate both numerical and categorical data as well as data with diverse response 
distributions (Breiman et al., 1984, Clark and Pregibon, 1992, Ripley, 1996). There are 
many other advantages of tree-based methods including; a low level of data preparation, 
computational efficiency, multi-class problem solving, a high degree of stability and 
accuracy, limited over-fitting, concurrent selection and classification of predictors, 
managing noise in the data and the production of results that are simple to understand 
(Breiman et al., 1984, Clark and Pregibon, 1992, Ripley, 1996). The goal would be to 
produce a model through decision-tree-based machine learning that would be able to use 
the underlying features within the data to learn decision rules and use this to predict the 
outcome of a target variable. Single household attribute segmentation methods and the 
multivariate clustering techniques have failed to provide and in-depth understanding and 
the predictive capabilities sought in this paper. Tree-based methods perform better than 
alternatives where the data contains non-linear decision boundaries, as is expected to be 
case in the Census data. The focus of this paper will be to show that Random Forest is a 
useful tool for segmenting housing demand to produce suitable predictive models for 
Housing Type, Tenure and Number of Bedrooms. This tool will be applied with an 
affordability and structural approach. 
 
2.15. Exploring Decision Trees 
There are two types of decision trees, Classification Trees and Regression Trees and 
together these are generally referred to as “CART” i.e. “Classification and Regression 
Trees” (Breiman et al., 1984, Ripley, 1996, Liaw and Wiener, 2002, Eremenko and de 
Ponteves, 2017). Classification Trees are used with categorical data (for example, gender 
of household head which could be male or female) and are used to classify this data into 
classes. Regression Trees are designed to assist in the prediction of outcomes which are 
continuous and can be related directly to an actual number, for example, the salary of a 




2.15.1. Classification Decision Tree 
A Classification Decision Tree works in the following way; the tree will have a node that 
represents each split, the algorithm used will search for the optimal split that maximises 
the difference between the types of data and minimises the information entropy4 
(Breiman et al., 1984, Clark and Pregibon, 1992, Ripley, 1996, De'ath and Fabricius, 2000, 
Breiman, 2001). The second split in the tree follows the same principal as the first, as will 
the nth at which point all the data will have been processed (Eremenko and de Ponteves, 
2017). In other words, tests are run for each class sequentially, and the model 
systematically works through each different level (or class) of the tree until a leaf node, 
or decision is reached (Breiman et al., 1984, Breiman, 2001). In a Decision Tree the four 
most commonly used criteria for splitting the nodes are the Information Gain, Chi-Square, 
Gini Index and Variance (Raileanu and Stoffel, 2004). The first three are used for 
categorical data and the fourth is used for continuous data.  An example of how this 
would work with the census data would be as follows; an independent variable such as 
income would be initially selected by the model and each income category would 
represent a different branch5 (McGaffin and Kirova, 2016). Then the next independent 
variable, for example, age would be integrated to create additional branches and so on 
until all the variables have been applied by the model (McGaffin and Kirova, 2016). The 
process is designed so that for each decision path, or branch string, the dominant 
Dependent Variable Class associated with that decision path would be identified 
(McGaffin and Kirova, 2016). A simplified example of this process is shown in Figure 14 




                                                         
4 Informational entropy in a Decision Tree refers to the homogeneity of the split at each node, i.e. 
minimising informational entropy at each split will maximise the homogeneity of the split and the 
information gain due to the split 
5 The analogy of each category representing a different branch is simplified for ease of understanding. 
Strictly speaking as most tree-based methods are binary, multiple levels of branches would be required to 
explain categories with more than two classes. For example a category with four classes A,B,C&D, may be 











In the Figure 14 above, each split will represent a node and each “ring-fenced” part of the 
data will represent a terminal leaf. Each split is shown in Figure 15 below, this shows that 











2.15.2. Regression Decision Tree 
Much like Classification Decision Trees, the Regression Decision Tree algorithm will split 
up the two dimensional data points into different sectors by minimising informational 
entropy (Eremenko and de Ponteves, 2017). Looking at Figure 16 below, two 
independent variables X1 and X2 are shown in two dimensional space. These sectors are 
similar to the Classification Decision Trees except instead of having a Class Label, these 
have a numerical value. The algorithm will cease to create new sectors if there is no 
information to be gained by completing an additional split (leaf node).  
Figure 14  - Classification 
Decision Tree - Cartesian 
Plane (Eremenko and de 
Ponteves, 2017) 
Figure 15  - Classification Decision Tree – Tree structure (Eremenko and de Ponteves, 2017) 
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Without machine learning analysis a researcher would have to take the average of all the 
data points, which would provide a poor prediction of the dependent variable (Eremenko 
and de Ponteves, 2017). Using this machine learning technique to minimise entropy and 
maximise information gain the researcher can obtain data segments that will provide a 
high degree of accuracy when predicting the dependent variable given the values of X1 











The decision tree for the data shown in Figure 16 above is shown in Figure 17 below. The 
numeric output is held within the tree itself which is why this is referred to a Regression 










Figure 17  - Regression Decision Tree – Tree structure (Eremenko and de Ponteves, 2017) 
Figure 16  - Regression Decision Tree - Cartesian Plane (Eremenko and de Ponteves, 2017) 
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2.16. Ensemble Methods and Random Forest 
Ensemble methods train multiple learner algorithms to solve the same problem 
(Breiman, 2001, Zhou, 2012). This can be contrasted against ordinary machine learning 
approaches where a single learner is constructed from the Training Data (Breiman, 2001, 
Zhou, 2012). Ensemble learning constructs a set of learners and combines them to learn a 
set of hypotheses in order to better predict the dependent variable given new data 
(Breiman, 2001, Zhou, 2012). Ensemble Learning is also referred to as committee-based 
learning or learning multiple classifier systems (Breiman, 2001, Zhou, 2012). Tree based 
methods work well for multi-class problems as “Random Forests” can be created by 
building multiple decision trees - these are then used together to predict a target variable 
(Breiman, 2001, Liaw and Wiener, 2002). Random Forest is a type of Ensemble Learning. 
Random Forest as opposed to a single decision tree helps to reduce over-fitting and to 
make the prediction more precise. Random Forest was used by Microsoft in the Kinect 
together with an infrared grid to understand body movements and interpret these to 
control a gaming console (Shotton et al., 2013). This method enabled a reduction in 
processing power required to achieve a given level of accuracy and consequently 
enabled a reduction in the costs of hardware for the Microsoft Kinect consoles (Shotton 
et al., 2013). 
 
2.16.1. Random Forest 
The methodology explained in Eremenko and de Ponteves (2017) is shown in Table 4 
below. First a bootstrap sample of the training set is selected at random from the 
training set, i.e. k data points. Then a decision tree is built for this bootstrap sample of 
the data, i.e. for the k data points. The required number of trees is chosen and the steps 
indicated below are repeated to create each new decision tree. For a new data point, 
each one of the N trees predicts the value of the dependent variable for the data point in 
question and assigns the new data point the average across all the predicted dependent 
variable values in the case of regression problems or a label based on majority vote in the 
case of classification problems (Breiman, 2001, Liaw and Wiener, 2002). While a change in 
one part of the data could greatly affect the results of a single tree, in Random Forest, 
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the tree will now have to ‘compete’ with all the other trees in the forest and therefore 
the single tree will not have as much impact on the predictive value (Eremenko and de 
Ponteves, 2017).  
 
Step 
Random Forest  
(Classification Trees) 
Random Forest  
(Regression Trees) 
1 Select k data points by sampling from the Training Data Set uniformly with replacement 
2 Build the Decision Tree associated with these k data points. At each node select a random 
set of r = p0.5 predictors and then split using the best predictor among the r available 
instead of the best among the full p 
3 Repeat steps 1 & 2 until the required number of trees, say, N, have been constructed 
4 
For each new data point, obtain the 
category prediction from each of the N 
trees in the forest, the new data point will 
be assigned the category which receives 
the majority vote. 
For each new data point, obtain the 
dependent variable value prediction from 
each of the N trees in the forest, the new 
data point will be assigned the average of 




In comparison to other machine learning algorithms, Random Forests are one of the 
simplest approaches as there are only two “hyper-parameters” to tune. As a general rule 
the more trees in the Random Forest the better (Raschka, 2016). SVM on the other hand 
has a large number of hyper-parameters that need tuning, for example; choosing the 
right kernel, regularisation penalties, slack variable etc. Random Forests are non-
parametric models, i.e. the complexity increases with an increase in the number of 
training samples. This means they can become computationally expensive with a large 
number of trees, when compared with a generalised linear model for example (Raschka, 
2016). Random Forests are simple to train and can handle multi-class problems without 
any additional work as in the case of other algorithms such as SVM (Raschka, 2016). 
 
2.17. Conclusion 
An overview of the Cape Town housing problem and current supply and demand metrics 
gives context to the study. Consumer choice theory frames the theory of housing 
demand. It was established that little work has been completed on the segmentation of 
Table 4 – Random Forest Classification & Regression Methodology (Eremenko and de Ponteves, 2017) 
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market demand from a structural point of view. Market Segmentation techniques used 
to date have been inadequate to sufficiently explain how household’s make decisions to 
choose certain types of housing. More specifically studies have over simplified housing 
demand and have not allowed for the nuanced understanding of demand that is required 
to address the current Cape Town housing problem, nor have any of the methods 
applied suitably provided a predictive model for housing Type, Tenure and Number of 
Bedrooms. The literature clearly shows that the Supervised Learning Algorithm Random 
Forest is an appropriate methodology to segment housing demand to create a model 
capable of predicting selected dependent variables given unseen household 
characteristics. This is due to the robustness of the tool when dealing with different 
types of data, multi-class problems and non-linear decision boundaries - all characteristics 
that are present in housing demand. The focus of this paper is therefore to apply a 
Random Forest model to segment housing demand, with an affordability and structural 




















The chapter starts by defining knowledge which is followed by the requirements of 
research. The research paradigm is then outlined and the theoretical framework of the 
research is explored. A baseline conceptual framework is introduced before being 
further developed in this paper. The research strategy is then outlined, followed by the 
research design. 
 
3.2. Definition of Knowledge 
The historical development of the word science comes from the Latin word scientia 
which means knowledge and Bhattacherjee (2012) defines science as a systematic and 
organised body of knowledge that is acquired through “the scientific method”. The 
scientific method is a standardised set of techniques that are used to build scientific 
knowledge, these include principals used to make valid observations, correctly interpret 
results as well as generalise those results (Bhattacherjee, 2012).  
Science can be organised into two broad categories; Natural Science and Social Science 
(Bhattacherjee, 2012). Natural Science is the science of natural phenomena or objects, 
while Social Science is the science dealing with people or groups (Bhattacherjee, 2012). 
The goal of scientific research is to identify laws and propose theories that explain 
natural and social phenomena (Bhattacherjee, 2012).  
Laws and theories are arrived at through logical processes (theory) and evidence 
(observations) which together contribute to the development of scientific knowledge 
(Bhattacherjee, 2012). Scientific inquiry may be conducted by using either Inductive or 
Deductive research. The goal in Inductive Research is to use observed patterns in 
empirical data to develop theoretical concepts while the goal in Deductive Research is to 
test these theoretical concepts and patterns through the use of empirical data 
(Bhattacherjee, 2012). For research to be accepted as scientific knowledge it must satisfy 
certain research requirements. 
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3.3. Research Requirements 
Research is required to follow the scientific method and must satisfy four characteristics; 
Replicability, Precision, Falsifiability and Parsimony (Bhattacherjee, 2012). Replicability 
requires that independent replication would obtain similar, if not identical, results. 
Precision requires that theoretical concepts that are often hard to measure are well 
defined for independent use and testing. Falsifiability requires that a theory be stated in a 
way that makes it possible to be disproven. Parsimony (or Occam’s Razor) requires that 
when there are multiple justifications, scientists should accept the simplest or most 
logically economic justifications (Bhattacherjee, 2012).  
To produce successful research suitable approach, design, data collection and analysis 
methods need to be identified and used in conjunction with the correct protocols to 
ensure reliability and validity (Bhattacherjee, 2012). Reliability refers to the repeatability 
of a study, while Validity can be further broken down into Internal Validity, Construct 
Validity and External Validity. Internal Validity relates to whether the correct concept or 
variables have been identified, Construct Validity relates to whether the variable 
represents the concept and External Validity relates to whether the findings can be 
generalised. In order to achieve this, the paradigm/theory/approach needs to identify the 
correct variable and the variable needs to suitably represent the concept. The design 
needs to ensure that the research is repeatable and generalisable. Before all these 
concepts can be explored, the paradigm of thinking within which the research will be 
conducted needs to be established. 
 
3.4. Research Paradigm 
The origin of the term paradigm stems from Kunh (1962) in his book called the structure 
of scientific revolutions. At the time of the second edition of this book in 1970, a paradigm 
had become a fully-fledged idea, most notably in the field of natural sciences. The term 
entered the social sciences and had a major impact on the development of philosophy 




A paradigm can be defined as a system of thinking or belief system which we use to 
organise our reasoning and observations (Vosloo, 2014, Bhattacherjee, 2012). This 
concept is centred on the fact that different people can view the same social reality in 
various ways. This also applies to researchers and the way they view and study social 
phenomena and Burrell and Morgan (1979) indicate that the two key assumptions that 
researchers make about the world can be categorised as; Ontological and 
Epistemological. Ontological refers to our interpretation of the world, for example does 
it consist predominantly of social order or perpetual change (Bhattacherjee, 2012). 
Epistemological relates to how best to study the world, e.g. should we study social 
reality with a subjective or objective approach (Bhattacherjee, 2012). These two sets of 
assumptions can be used to classify social science research into four paradigm 
categories.  
 Objectivism Subjectivism 
Radical Change Radical Structuralism Radical Humanism 
Status Quo (Social Order) Functionalism Interpretivism 
 
 
Positivism and post-positivism are two paradigms that are often used by social science 
researchers. Positivism holds that science or the creation of knowledge should rely only 
on theories that can be tested directly and phenomena that can be observed and 
measured, while Post-Positivism argues that through the use of both logical reasoning 
and empirical observations a researcher can draw rational conclusions about phenomena 
(Bhattacherjee, 2012). Post-positivists view science as probabilistic and not certain as the 
positivists do (Bhattacherjee, 2012). Post-positivists can be further divided into 
subjectivists, who argue that people view the world differently depending on their own 
subjective interpretation or critical realists who argue that despite the subjective nature 
of our minds an independent external reality exists (Bhattacherjee, 2012). Hypothetical-
deductive generalisations are tested using quantitative methods in the post-positivist  
and positivist paradigms (Amaratunga et al., 2002). This paper is focused on the social 
sciences and takes the form of inductive research as the goal of the research is to infer 
theoretical concepts from patterns in the Census Data. A post-positivist research 
paradigm is adopted as the research identifies empirical and measureable patterns used 
Table 5 –Research paradigm categories (Bhattacherjee, 2012). 
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to predict household behaviour. This paradigm was then used to select the body of 
theoretical knowledge which is discussed below. 
 
3.5. Theoretical Framework 
Theories are generated in an effort to explain, understand and predict phenomena, and 
in many cases, to challenge and expand existing knowledge within the limits of critical 
boundary assumptions (Abend, 2008). The theory that explains why the research 
problem put forward by a study exists is introduced and described by using a theoretical 
framework (Swanson and Chermack, 2013). 
Housing demand theory is one of the key theories that are used in this research, and 
housing demand theory is closely related to and has its roots in consumer choice theory. 
The theory of demand informs how household’s make decisions and select different 
dwelling types within the imposed theoretical constraints (Ndziba et al., 2015). The 
theory of probability is discussed and marketing theory on segmentation is looked at due 
to its bearing on how different groups of consumers with the same set of preferences 
have a similar willingness to consume similar products. Machine learning theory is 
explored, focusing on Random Forest as a segmentation and prediction technique. The 
relationship between the variables identified in the theory is described in the conceptual 
framework below. 
 
3.6. Conceptual Framework 
The conceptual framework put forward by Ndziba et al. (2015) shown in Figure 18 on the 
following page is used as a basis for the development of a more holistic and generalised 
conceptual framework. Ndziba et al. (2015) use a conceptual process framework based 
on the Hogarth (2015) method for determining housing affordability. While this 
framework is useful for a specific and integrated segmentation, disaggregation and 
projection process, it does not provide a comprehensive understanding of the 
relationships between each theoretical concept. 
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This paper aims to further define the conceptual framework within the highlighted 
region of the Ndziba et al. (2015) framework. The projection of housing stock and 















The conceptual framework shown in Figure 19  is the framework developed in this paper. 
Each major concept area is listed along the left hand side of the figure and each relevant 
concept within that concept area is shown in the roadmap. The relationship between 
each concept is shown with arrows. While this paper introduces most of the concepts 
below, the focus of the paper is on the concepts highlighted in green. 
The conceptual framework shown in Figure 19 starts with the theoretical framework of 
consumer choice theory. The segmentation approach should then be selected and these 
were identified in the conceptual framework as either an a priori or a post-hoc approach. 
This paper uses a post-hoc approach as the segmentation is data driven. The Market then 
needs to be split either through Disaggregation (Supply Side) or Segmentation (Demand 
Side) and this paper focuses on Segmentation only. For each market split operation, a 
housing lens needs to be determined; spatial, affordability, structural or any combination 
Figure 18  - Base Conceptual framework (Ndziba et al., 2015) 
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of these. This paper focuses on a mixed approach using the affordability and structural 
lens and will use the household characteristics found in the census data to segment the 
demand. The type of data then needs to be determined and this will determine the 
statistical approach. While it is not shown in this conceptual framework due to the 
complexity it would bring, certain statistical techniques cannot handle specific types of 
data. As this paper deals with both data types, a statistical technique capable of dealing 
with both data types needed to be selected.  
Next, the variable relationship is to be selected which also sheds light on which statistical 
techniques should be used; one-to-one relationships call for basis statistical techniques 
while one-to-many relationships call for clustering, regression or machine learning based 
techniques. The variable relationship in this paper is a one-to-many (described in Chapter 
2) and the statistical approach is machine learning based. There are three general types 
of machine learning, unsupervised learning, supervised learning and reinforcement 
learning. The focus of this paper is on the Random Forest Statistical/ Computational 
Technique in with the area of Supervised Learning. The adapted conceptual framework 
discussed above is shown in Figure 19.  
Thus far the context and theoretical requirements of the research has been explored in 
terms of the research paradigm as well as the theoretical and conceptual framework 
within which the research is conducted. The next sections clarify how the practical 






































Figure 19  - Conceptual framework adapted from the Ndziba et al. (2015) framework 
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3.7. Research Approach 
There are broadly three different research approaches used in the built environment, 
Quantitative, Qualitative and Mixed Methods (Amaratunga et al., 2002). These research 
strategies can be viewed as the procedural framework within which research is 
completed. The strategy chosen depends on the context of the research as well as its 
nature and purpose (Thomas, 2010). 
 
3.7.1. Qualitative Research 
Qualitative research is conducted through a prolonged and/or intense interaction with 
the field or a real-life situation (Amaratunga et al., 2002). This type of research is 
concerned with assessing the opinions, attitudes and behaviours of people in real-life 
situations. Qualitative research is non-numerical, descriptive and explanatory in nature 
and aims to describe a situation, find meaning or feeling – it investigates the why and 
how of decision making (Rajasekar et al., 2006). The strengths and weaknesses of 
Qualitative Research as identified by Amaratunga et al. (2002) are listed below; 
 
Strengths 
- Data-gathering methods seen more as natural than artificial, 
- Ability to look at change processes over time, 
- Ability to understand people’s meaning, 
- Ability to adjust to new issues and ideas as they emerge, 
- Contribute to theory generation. 
 
Weaknesses 
- Data collection can be tedious and require more resources, 
- Analysis and interpretation of data may be more difficult, 
- Harder to control the pace, progress and end-points of research process, 
- Policy makers may give low credibility6 to results from the qualitative approach. 
                                                         
6 Credibility by policy makers is generally determined by high levels of validity (external) and reliability, 
allowing for the results of the research to be generalisable and repeatable respectively 
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Due to the nature of the problem being investigated a qualitative research strategy will 
not be used, this research adopts a quantitative research strategy. 
 
3.7.2. Quantitative Research 
The Quantitative research strategy is characterised by the assumption that human 
behaviour can be explained through the deductive logic of the natural sciences (Horna, 
1994). Quantitative philosophy can be generally defined as an extreme form of 
empiricism through which theories are applied to acquired facts and are justified only to 
the extent to which they can be verified (Chalmers, 2013). Quantitative investigations 
look for distinguishing characteristics, properties and empirical boundaries and tend to 
measure “how much” or “how often” (Nau, 1995). Quantitative research aims to 
measure decision making in terms of the “what”, “where” and “when” (Rajasekar et al., 
2006). In Quantitative Research, statistics is the most commonly used branch of 
mathematics and is used in an array of disciplines including the physical and social 
sciences as well as biology and economics (Rajasekar et al., 2006). The strengths and 
weaknesses of Quantitative Research as identified by Amaratunga et al. (2002) are listed 
below; 
Strengths 
- They can provide a wide coverage of the range of situations, 
- They can be fast and economical, 
- Where statistics are aggregated from large samples, they may be of considerable 
relevance to policy decisions. 
Weaknesses 
- The methods used tend to be inflexible and artificial, 
- They are not very effective in understanding processes or the significance people 
attach to actions, 
- They are not very helpful in generating theories, 
- Because they focus on what is, or what has been recently, they make it hard for 




The collection of data for quantitative research is usually conducted through surveys, 
questionnaires or scientific monitoring and recorded in either numerical or categorical 
format for analysis through statistical methods. Simple statistical methods to express 
one-to-one relationships between variables include correlations and relative frequencies. 
More complex one-to-many relationships require more complex statistical analysis to 
draw conclusions, such as multiple regression or machine learning algorithms. 
 
3.7.3. Mixed Methods 
Mixed method research is conducted when the researcher mixes both qualitative and 
quantitative methods. It is key to note that this mixed method, much like either of the 
qualitative and quantitative methods, would require that the researcher select the 
method prior to research with due consideration for its advantages in relation to the type 
of research being conducted. Within the research community, qualitative and 
quantitative methods can be considered complimentary Amaratunga et al. (2002). The 
prominence of mixed methods has grown special attention to the key strength of mixed 
methods, the concept of triangulation (Yin, 1994). The key premise of triangulation is 
that the weaknesses of each method individually will be counter-balanced by the 
strengths of the other (Amaratunga et al., 2002). While mixed methods can be 
advantageous when studying phenomena,  
The strengths and weaknesses of mixed methods are identified by Amaratunga et al. 
(2002) as follows: 
 
Strengths 
- Triangulation, i.e. the use of multiple methods, data sources etc. to examine the 
same phenomenon, 
- The researcher can structure the research in a way that draws on the advantages 
of both Qualitative and Quantitative methods, however if this is not done 
correctly it can be a weakness, 





- Collecting both quantitative and qualitative data is more time-consuming and may 
be more resource intensive, 
- The research design can be very complex, 
- People’s cognitive abilities (and paradigms) predispose them to better interpret 
either quantitative or qualitative research. 
While mixed method research can be very powerful, it was not seen to be suitable for 
this research, primarily due to the scale of the research conducted in this paper. The time 
and resources available did not allow for a mixed methods research design to be 
adopted. After the research method is decided a compatible research design must be 
selected. 
 
3.8. Research Design 
The nature of the research determined the research design. Grounded Theory was 
rejected as a research design as it would not generate the quantitative data required for 
analysis. While extensive Field Surveys could be useful, unfortunately these were not 
practical in the context of this research and this research design was therefore rejected. 
Focus Groups, Case research and Ethnography were similarly rejected as their focus was 
too narrow and would require too much time to develop the data required to build a 
robust Machine Learning model. Experimental Studies and Action Research were 
rejected as research designs as these would involve policy interventions over which the 
researcher has no control.  
Secondary data analysis was determined to be the most suitable. This research design 
involves the analysis of data collected by external parties such as other researchers, 
government agencies or private entities. This is an effective research design where the 
collection of primary data is impractical and/ or too costly and where the secondary data 
is already available at an appropriate level to address the researchers questions 
(Bhattacherjee, 2012). 
Secondary data analysis was chosen for two main reasons; firstly none of the research 
designs mentioned above are suitable for practically collecting the necessary data for the 
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study and secondly as outlined in the literature, this research design has been used by 
other researchers in Ottawa, Tshwane and Cape Town. 
 
3.8.1. Secondary Data Analysis 
Secondary data analysis introduced in the above section can be described as pre-existing 
data that is analysed by the researcher. Most other research designs require the 
researcher to collect the primary data, however, in secondary data analysis the data has 
already been collected and organised by another party (Bhattacherjee, 2012). 
 
Advantages 
Secondary data analysis offers immediate access to data that could have been time 
consuming and expensive to procure. Similar data is often collected over multiple 
periods of time which both refines the collection of the data and allows for cross-
historical comparison of the data (Koziol and Arthur, 2011). The data is generally procured 
by government agencies which given the often rigorous data collection requirements of 
these agencies, may lead to data of a high quality being collected. These government 
funded studies often contain samples that are larger and more representative of the 
population as a whole and thus have better external validity (Koziol and Arthur, 2011). 
Datasets often contain considerable breadth (many variables) and the oversampling of 
low prevalence groups allows for increased statistical precision (Koziol and Arthur, 2011). 
 
Disadvantages 
The disadvantage of Secondary Data Analysis stems from the fact that the data collection 
has already been completed and therefore the researcher using the data cannot give any 
input regarding the collection of the data. Given the breadth of the data, the data may 
potentially lack depth in any one particular element. Validity and relatability problems 
could emerge due to elements only being defined by a single survey item or subset of 
items (Koziol and Arthur, 2011). Post-hoc model construction may be unsuccessful due to 
disassociation of survey items (Koziol and Arthur, 2011). Less value could be attributed to 
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studies using secondary data analysis by certain departments or disciplines (Koziol and 
Arthur, 2011). Interpretation of the data may require knowledge of survey statistics or 
methods (Koziol and Arthur, 2011). The collection of the data will need to have been 
conducted in a systematic and scientific way for the data and thus the outputs of the 
analysis to be valid (Bhattacherjee, 2012). 
 
3.8.2. Census Data Collection 
Census 2011 was the third census completed by Statistics South Africa since South Africa 
became a democracy in 1994. The census was commissioned by the South African 
government to assist with development programmes and to facilitate informed decision-
making as well as policy formation, implementation and evaluation (Statistics South 
Africa, 2012). 
The collection of the data for Census 2011 was conducted between the 9th and the 31st 
October 2011. Previously the census was completed every five years by Statistics SA, 
however, resource constraints meant that this was changed to every ten years (Statistics 
South Africa, 2012). The data collectors visited all household’s in South Africa to complete 
a questionnaire dealing with an array of information relating to age, income, housing, 
employment, religion, race, gender and language – the full Census 2011 questionnaire can 
be found in Annexure A at the end of this paper. The research is conducted from a 
structural and affordability point of view and therefore these household characteristics 
are important - the exact household characteristics (independent variables) used in this 
study are detailed in Chapter 4. Similarly to understand the demand for housing types, 
tenure and number of bedrooms data on these dependent variables is required. In the 
Census data, the dwelling types can be simplified as follows; Single-detached, Traditional, 
Flat, Cluster/ Townhouse, Semi-detached, Second Dwelling, Backyard Informal, Informal 
Settlement and Other (Hogarth, 2015). The Census questionnaire provides the following 
options for Tenure; rented, owned but not yet paid off, occupied rent-free, owned and 
fully paid off and other. The Census Questionnaire allows the following options for 
number of Bedrooms; 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5+. 
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In order to use the data collected by the census in research, the researcher needs to trust 
that the data is accurate and representative of the population. The primary limitation in 
using the census data stems from the accuracy of the data itself. Every effort is made by 
Stats SA to ensure the accuracy of the data, for example the design of the questionnaire 
is concise and the interview with the respondent is kept to less than eighteen minutes. 
The honesty of the respondent and the due diligence of the interviewer are two factors 
that can greatly affect the usefulness of the data but are difficult to control and improve 
(Statistics South Africa, 2012). With that being said, the South African Census conducted 
by Statistics SA is a well-recognised data-set and has been used in major studies in a 
broad array of fields. 
 
3.8.3. Data Processing (Introduction to R and R Studio) 
R Statistical Programming Software7 and R Studio8 were used for the data processing 
and construction of the Random Forest Predictive Models. Both these programs can be 
downloaded and used for free. R is described by its developers as; 
 “A language and environment for statistical computing and graphics. It provides a 
wide variety of statistical (linear and nonlinear modelling, classical statistical tests, time-
series analysis, classification, clustering, etc.) and graphical techniques, and is highly 
extensible”. 
RStudio is an interface and set of integrated tools to improve ease of use and 
productivity with R. The package includes a console, syntax-highlighting editor that 
supports direct execution of code as well as a selection of tools for plotting, debugging, 
viewing history and managing the workspace. 
 
3.8.4. Data Analysis 
Analysis of the results for each model was completed by assessing the overall accuracy of 
the model relative to the no information rate9. The Kappa statistic was also analysed 
                                                         
7 R can be downloaded from https://www.r-project.org/ 
8 R Studio can be downloaded from https://www.rstudio.com/products/rstudio/download/ 
9 The no information rate is the percentage proportion of the most common class 
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against interpretations found in the literature. These two measures allowed for the 
selection of top-performing sets of models for each of the three dependent variables 
Housing Type, Tenure and Number of Bedrooms. A confusion matrix was generated for 
each of the sets of selected models and the class accuracies were analysed, this allowed 
analysis of which classes the models excelled at predicting and which classes the models 
struggled to predict correctly. 
 
3.8.5. Conclusion 
The research sought to identify empirical and measureable patterns in the data as well as 
better understand household behaviour and therefore a post-positivist research 
paradigm was adopted. The theoretical framework of this research was housing demand 
theory with a focus on Random Forest as a segmentation and prediction technique to 
create predictive models for the three selected dependent variables; Housing Type, 
Tenure and Number of Bedrooms. This paper builds on the Ndziba et al. (2015) 
conceptual framework and presents a more holistic view of the framework. A 
quantitative research approach was adopted and secondary data analysis was 
determined to be the most suitable research design. The collection of the Census data 
was shown to be conducted in a robust and reliable manner. A broad overview to data 













4. DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS 
4.1. Introduction 
The chapter begins with an introduction to data processing before detailing how the 
Census 2011 data was accessed and converted into the CSV format which was used to 
store and process the data. Data Pre-Processing Steps are explained before the chapter 
outlines the roadmap used for data processing and the construction of the Random 
Forest Models. The chapter then presents the results of the models created for each 
dependent variable, followed by an in-depth analysis of the best performing set of 
models selected for each dependent variable. The chapter is then concluded. 
 
4.2. Data Pre-Processing 
Data pre-processing was completed using Microsoft WordPad, Microsoft Excel, R 
Statistical Programming Software and R Studio. 
 
4.2.1. Accessing the Census Data and Conversion to CSV 
STATS SA only provides the Census 2011 Data in SuperCROSS format (with file extension 
SXV4) however, UCT’s DataFirst10 website enabled the Census 2011 10% sample to be 
downloaded in an SPSS file format. While an SPSS file format can be used in R there were 
various checks that were easier to complete in MS WordPad and MS Excel therefore the 
data was converted to a Comma Separated file (with file extension CSV). This file type is 
compatible with both MS WordPad and MS Excel. The steps listed below where used to 
complete this conversion. The full R coding to complete each step is contained in 
Annexure C under the relevant step. 
 
STEP A – Setting the Working Directory in R 
Setting up the working directory made importing, exporting and using datasets more 
efficient (see Annexure C for R Script). 
                                                         




STEP B – Converting Data from SPSS format to CSV format 
The data was converted from SPSS format to CSV format for ease of working, this was 
completed using R and R Studio (see Annexure C for R Script). 
 
STEP C – Re-Naming the Columns in the CSV File 
Importing the data into R before this step resulted in an error, as such, the columns 
needed to be renamed. This was completed by opening the file in Microsoft Excel, re-
naming all columns and ensuring the alignment of the columns with the data. The new 
column heading line was then exported to CSV by pasting the column heading line into 
the CSV file using MS Notepad. 
 
STEP D – Correcting Misalignment of Variables 
There were errors in the CSV file due to the syntax in the answers to question H-02 and H-
02a. One of the possible answers to these questions was as follows; “Informal dwelling 
(shack not in backyard, e.g. in an informal/squatter settlement or on a farm”. This caused 
a misalignment of the data as the comma in a CSV file is used to separate different data 
entries. The search and replace function on Microsoft Notepad was used to convert the 
comma to a period – this solved this misalignment error in the data. 
 
STEP E – Importing the CSV Dataset and converting the Dataset to an R Data Frame 
The CSV dataset was then imported into the R global environment, opened and saved as 
an R Data Frame. This was used to complete all data pre-processing and analysis (see 
Annexure C for R Script). 
 
4.2.2. SA Census 2011 Data Pre-Processing 
General Data Pre-Processing 
Data pre-processing is a critical part of creating any machine learning model and there 
are multiple issues that need to be addressed during this stage. These include dealing 
with missing data, categorical data and differing ranges of features. 
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STEP 1 - Reducing Dataset to Cape Town only 
This paper focuses on Cape Town in isolation from the rest of South Africa and therefore 
a new dataset with only data for Cape Town had to be created. This was done on the 
basis of District and all entries that had a District Value not equal to “City of Cape Town” 
were removed. A new data frame was created and a new CSV file was written to create a 
Cape Town specific Dataset (see Annexure C for R Script). 
 
STEP 2 - Repairing Missing Data 
Dealing with missing data is critical, when a data entry is missing data in a particular 
feature this data entry will need to be repaired. In the case of continuous data the most 
common approach in data science is to take the mean of the applicable feature over all 
the data entries and use this in place of the missing feature value (Eremenko and de 
Ponteves, 2017). In the case of categorical data, the most common approach is to replace 
the missing feature value with the most frequently observed value. Missing data was 
checked for in the Cape Town dataset using the filter function in MS Excel and the only 
variable which contained missing data was the Main Dwelling Variable. There were 824 
instances of missing data so relative to the 86,658 data entries this accounted for 0.951% 
of the total dataset. Unfortunately the data could not be repaired but this low 
percentage was considered insignificant. 
 
STEP 3 - Encoding Categorical Data 
As Random Forest is based on mathematical formulas it was key to encode all text-based 
data with numerical categories (Eremenko and de Ponteves, 2017). The encoding of 
categorical data was been completed in line with Annexure B (see Annexure C for R 
Script). Categories were not amended apart from the Main Dwelling Variable, where 
categories put forward in (Hogarth, 2015) have been used thus requiring the 
consolidation of categories from a total of 12 to a total of 9. The consolidated encoding is 
shown in Table 6 below. In both Main Dwelling and Other Dwelling there was an inverted 
comma in the value of the variable “Room/flatlet on a property or a larger 
dwelling/servants'qua”, this was replaced with a space using the MS Excel replace 









House or brick/concrete block structure on a separate stand 1 Single-detached 1 
Traditional dwelling/hut/structure made of traditional mater 2 Traditional 2 
Flat or apartment in a block of flats 3 Flat 3 
Cluster house in complex 4 
Cluster/Townhouse 4 
Town house (semi-detached house in complex) 5 
Semi-detached house 6 Semi-Detached 5 
House/flat/room in back yard 7 
Second Dwelling 6 
Room/flatlet on a property or a larger dwelling/servants qua 10 
Informal dwelling/shack in back yard 8 Backyard Informal 7 
Informal dwelling/shack NOT in back yard. e.g. in an informa 9 Informal Settlement 8 





4.3. Data Processing 
Multiple sets of models were created for each of the three dependent variables used; 
Main Dwelling, Tenure and Number of Bedrooms. For each set of models an Un-Tuned11 
and a Tuned12 model was created. The roadmap showing how each set of models was 
created is shown below. The R Script for all the data processing can be found in 
Annexure C. 
4.3.1. Roadmap for Random Forest Model Construction 
The process for producing the Random Forest model is as follows; 
Part 1. Import the CSV data using the read.csv function, 
Part 2. Select the appropriate variables, using Main Dwelling, Tenure or Number of 
Bedrooms as the dependent variables using the subset function, 
Part 3. At this point, a frequency table was generated for the dependent variable 
using the table function, 
                                                         
11 An Un-Tuned model as discussed in this paper is a model in which the parameters of the Random Forest 
algorithm have not been tuned or in other words the default parameters have been used, i.e. ntree = 500 
and mtry = Classification sqrt(p) and regression (p/3) 
12 A Tuned model refers to model where the parameters of the Random Forest algorithm have been tuned. 
In the case of ntree, the tuning is done in order to improve the computing performance of the model and in 
the case of mtry to improve the accuracy of the model 
Table 6 – Main Dwelling categories encoded *as defined by  (Hogarth, 2015) 
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Part 4. The dataset was split into a training set and a test set, this was completed 
using the caTools, this is explained further in part 4 below, 
Part 5. Change dependent variable to a factor using the as.factor function, 
Part 6. The HHAGE variable was scaled using the scale function, 
Part 7. The randomForest function was then used to create the model for each of 
the three dependent variables, 
Part 8. The following results were published for each model; 
a. A histogram showing the number of nodes per tree in the Random 
Forest was plotted using the hist function, 
b. The importance of each variable in the model was then plotted using the 
varImPlot and importance, 
c. A training set prediction and confusion matrix was then created using 
the caret package. This was completed using the predict and 
confusionMatrix functions respectively, 
d. Step 8.c was repeated for the test set, at this point the first model in the 
group had been created for the respective dependent variable, 
Part 9. This first model was then tuned by using two methods; 
a. Using the plot function to show the improvement in the Random 
Forest’s accuracy given the number of trees, this method primarily 
focused on increasing the computing efficiency of the model, 
b.  The tuneRF function was then used to find the optimum mtry value, 
Part 10. Step 7 was then completed using the ntree value obtained from Step 9.a and 
the mtry value obtained from Step 9.b, importance was set as TRUE, 
Part 11. Step 8 was then completed to show the results of the Tuned model. 
 
4.3.2. Part 1 – Importing the Dataset 
Part 1 involved the re-importation of the already pre-processed and saved CSV dataset, 
this was named “Census_2011_Household_CT_Hgth_Enc.csv”. This enabled for rapid 
construction of each of the models as the pre-processing did not have to be re-




4.3.3. Part 2 – Selecting the appropriate Variables 
The full descriptions of all the variables mentioned below can be found in Annexure B.  
If the variable was a serial/ reference number or if it was a sample weighting the variable 
was removed. The three variables that have been removed for these reasons were 
DATREF, SN and X10PERCENT. From this point the variables contained in the Census Data 
could essentially be divided into two categories; variables that relate to the household 
and variables that relate to the housing. The housing variables (dependent variables) 
selected for the predictive models were informed by the focus of the literature, these 
included MAIN DWELLING, TENURE and BEDROOMS where the number of bedrooms 
was a proxy for the size of the house (McGaffin, 2014, Hogarth, 2015, Ndziba et al., 2015, 
McGaffin and Kirova, 2016). In the first set of models MAINDWELLING was the 
dependent variable with TENURE and BEDROOMS excluded, in the second set of models 
TENURE was the dependent variable with MAINDWELLING and BEDROOMS excluded 
and the logic followed for the third set of models where BEDROOMS was the dependent 
variable. The housing variables that were excluded from the Census data were; 
OTHERDWELLING, ROOF, WALL, DININGROOMS, LIVINGROOMS, DINING, 
STUDYROOMS, MULTIUSE, OTHERROOMS, TOTROOMS, WATERPIPED, WSOURCE, 
WSUPPLY, WSUPPLY2, ALTWSOURCE and TOILET. It could be argued that ECOOKING, 
EHEATING, ELIGHTING, REFUSE and INTERNET are household variables, however, in the 
context of this paper it is argued that these variables are housing characteristics and are 
therefore also excluded.  
In assessing the remaining variables it was essential to remove variables from the model 
that had a low variance. If a variable in a dataset has only one or two classes the variable 
will not contribute to the accuracy of the model and a large number of variables would 
significantly increase the size and computing requirements to generate the model. The 
variables that have been excluded from the model due to low variance are as follows; 
QNTYPE, QUARTERS, REFRIDGERATOR, STOVE, VACUUM, WASHINGM, COMPUTER, 
SATELLITE, DVD_PLAYER, MOTORCAR, TV, RADIO, LANDLINE, CELLPHONE, POSTBOX, 
MAIL, DEATHS, GEOTYPE, PROVINCE, DISTRICT and MUNIC. DEATHSNO has also been 
removed as this has not been found to be relevant as informed by the literature. 
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The variables that remained after the above elimination procedure were as follows; 
- HHAGE – Age of the Household Head, 
- HHPOP – Population Group of the Household Head, 
- HHSEX – Gender of the Household Head, 
- HINCOME – Household Head Income, 
- HHEMPLOY – Employment Status of the Household Head, 
- HSIZE – Size of Household, 
- XPOP – Majority Population Group of the Household, 
- INCOME – Income of the Household. 
While the above variables have not been included in a predictive model in the literature, 
both Hogarth (2015) and Ndziba et al. (2015) use each of these independent variables one 
at a time to compare and analyse the relationship between the single independent 
variable and the selected dependent variable. It is important to note that there is an 
“overlap” between HINCOME and INCOME as well as between HHPOP and XPOP. Due to 
the “overlap” or multicollinearity13 between HINCOME (Household Head Income) and 
INCOME (Household Income) only one could be selected for the model. INCOME was 
chosen as the literature shows this to be a better measure for household decision making 
than the merely the income of the household head (Hogarth, 2015, Ndziba et al., 2015, 
McGaffin and Kirova, 2016). Similarly multicollinearity was present between HHPOP 
(Population Group of the Household Head) and XPOP (Majority Population Group of the 
Household). In this case decision making is generally made by the household head and 
therefore HHPOP was selected for the models (Hogarth, 2015, Ndziba et al., 2015, 
McGaffin and Kirova, 2016). The Models were therefore constructed using the variables 
in Table 7 below. The selection of a small, core set of variables was key in order to keep 
the models as simple as possible given that many of these variables were categorical and 
each had many possible values. The more variables that are added to a model, the more 
computational capacity would be required to run the models. 
 
                                                         
13 Multicollinearity generally occurs when there are high correlations between two or more predictor (or 
independent) variables, this “overlap” makes it difficult to assess the individual effect of the predictor 
variables on the prediction (or dependent variable). 
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4.3.4. Part 3 – Generating a Frequency Table for the Dependent Variable 
A frequency table was generated using the table function in R for the dependent variable 
in each of the three groups of models. This assisted in the data analysis by demonstrating 
how the no-information rate14 was calculated. The comparison between the model’s 
predicative accuracy and the no-information rate was then used as a proxy for contextual 
model performance. The Frequency Table for the data was used to determine if there 
was an Imbalance Problem15 and if Stratified Sampling16 was required. While the 
Stratified Sampling technique did not directly address the imbalance in the data it was 
used to ensure that the Test Set had sufficient data to test each class in the model, this is 
discussed further in the next section. The techniques explored to directly address the 
Imbalance Problem in the data are explored later in this Chapter. The Frequency Tables 
and Graphs for each of the three sets of models can be found in the Data Analysis section 
of this paper.  
 
4.3.5. Part 4 – Splitting the Dataset into Training Set and Test Set 
The data had to be split into a Training Set and a Test Set. This was done as the algorithm 
needed to learn certain characteristics about the data, the training set assisted with this 
learning while the test set was used to determine the performance (or predictive 
accuracy) of the machine learning model (Eremenko and de Ponteves, 2017). Initially only 
                                                         
14 The no information rate is the percentage proportion of the most common class 
15 An imbalance problem exists where one of the classes has a frequency which differs substantially from 
the frequency of the other classes. This can create a bias in the machine learning algorithm to predict one 
class as this is the class that dominates other classes 
16 Stratified Sampling is a technique that can be used to eliminate the problem of having an unsuitable 
number of observations in test set classes. This is done by dividing the entire population into subgroups 
and then randomly selecting the final subjects proportionally from these different subgroups 
Table 7 – Variables selected for the model 
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‘standard splitting’ was completed but due to the imbalance problem identified, most 
notably in the Main Dwelling data, the standard splitting resulted in some test classes not 
containing any data. This meant that the predictive accuracy for these classes was zero, 
which reduced the overall model accuracy in cases where the data was more imbalanced 
and where there was a high training to test ratio. 
 
Standard Splitting 
The subset function in R was used to split the data in a predetermined ratio. The split 
chosen is usually Training Set (80%) and Test Set (20%) (Eremenko and de Ponteves, 2017) 
however in an attempt to obtain the optimum predictive model three different split 
ratios were used, these were (70:30) Training:Test, (80:20) and (90:10). These are shown 
in further detail in Table 8 below. 
 
Stratified Sampling 
Stratified sampling is a technique that can be used to counter not having data samples in 
certain test set classes by ensuring that each class is represented in both the training and 
test data in a predetermined ratio. Selection of samples within each class is completed 
randomly, however, it ensures that minority classes are represented at the specified 
ratio. This procedure was completed by extracting data by class, splitting each of the 
class-based datasets by the different split ratios described above and then re-combining 
each of these class-based subsets into a global training set and test set. The split type 
and ratios used for the models are shown in Table 8 below. 
 





1 & 2 70 : 30 
Standard 3 & 4 80 : 20 
5 & 6 90 : 10 
7 & 8 70 : 30 
Stratified Sampling 9 & 10 80 : 20 




13 & 14 70 : 30 
Standard 15 & 16 80 : 20 





19 & 20 70 : 30 
Stratified Sampling 21 & 22 80 : 20 
23 & 24 90 : 10 
BEDROOMS 
25 & 26 70 : 30 
Standard 27 & 28 80 : 20 
29 & 30 90 : 10 
31 & 32 70 : 30 
Stratified Sampling 33 & 34 80 : 20 
35 & 36 90 : 10 
 
 
4.3.6. Part 5 – Making the Dependent Variable a Factor 
In each of the three groups of models the dependent variable was made a factor, this is a 
requirement in order to use the randomForest function in R. The function as.factor was 
used in R. 
 
4.3.7. Part 6 – Feature Scaling 
Most machine learning models are based on the Euclidean distance shown in Figure 20 
below, therefore the difference in ranges of features can cause a skewed result in the 
machine learning model. For example, age and annual salary features would have vastly 
different ranges. It can clearly be seen by the formula in Figure 20 below that the annual 
salary would dominate the Euclidean distance rendering the age feature close to 









Figure 20  - Euclidean distance visualisation & formula (Eremenko and de Ponteves, 2017) 
Table 8 – Types and ratios of splitting for each of the sets of models 
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To avoid this bias, researchers must scale features. Therefore ranges of -1 to +1 should be 
allocated to each feature and data entries should be scaled to fit into this range 
(Eremenko and de Ponteves, 2017). Two primary ways of scaling this data is through 
Standardisation and Normalisation, the formulas for these two methods are shown in 
Table 9 below. Feature scaling was used on HHAGE as this was the only continuous 
variable left in the dataset. Scaling this feature marginally improved the performance of 
the models.  
Standardisation Normalisation 
𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 =  
𝑥 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑥)
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑥)
 𝑥𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 =  
𝑥 − min (𝑥)




4.3.8. Part 7 – Creating the Random Forest Model 
The randomForest Package was installed in R and the randomForest function within this 
package was used to create the Random Forest Models. This function implements 
Breiman’s Random Forest algorithm (based on Breiman and Cutler’s original Fortran 
code) for classification and regression problems. The full Description, Usage, Arguments 
and Notes for this function can be found in Annexure D. The procedure's main arguments 
are number of trees grown in the forest (ntree); and number of predictors sampled for 
splitting at each node (mtry). The default value for ntree is 500 while that of mtry is 
sqrt(p) for classification and (p/3) for regression. Initially, the randomForest with default 
values was applied to each set of models. These are the models referred to herein as Un-
Tuned. Later, Tuned models were generated were the two parameters were varied to 
improve computational efficiency. 
 
4.3.9. Part 8 – Publishing the Results 
The Caret Package was installed in R to assist with the analysis of the results. First a 
histogram showing the number of nodes per tree in the random Forest was plotted using 
the hist function, this showed the scale of each tree in the forest and the distribution of 
the scale. Second the importance of each variable in the model was plotted using the 
Table 9 –Standardisation and Normalisation Formulas (Eremenko and de Ponteves, 2017). 
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varImPlot to show Mean Decrease in the Gini Coefficient (MDG)17 in the Un-Tuned Models 
and both the MDG & Mean Decrease in Accuracy (MDA)18 in the Tuned Models. The 
actual values for both MDG & MDA were obtained using importance. A prediction and 
confusion matrix were then created using the predict and confusionMatrix functions in 
the caret package. Analysis of these results is discussed further in the data analysis 
section of this chapter.  
 
4.3.10. Part 9 – Tuning the Random Forest Model 
As the initial model in each of the sets had a large number of trees these initial models 
needed to be tuned to ensure computational efficiency. There are primarily two main 
parameters which can be tuned in a Random Forest procedure to improve the predictive 
power of the model. These are: mtry and ntree. In R it is simple to find the best value of 
mtry through the use of the function tuneRF. Starting with the default value of mtry, 
tuneRF searches for the optimal value (with respect to Out-of-Bag error estimate) of mtry 
for randomForest. The default output includes a plot of OOB error against mtry from 
which the optimal value of mtry can be read off. The impact of varying ntree on improved 
performance is also achieved with tuneRF which produces an additional plot showing 
improved accuracy of the model against the number of trees used. 
 
4.3.11. Part 10 – Creating the updated Random Forest Model 
Based on Part 9 the Un-Tuned models were then updated to the Tuned models for each 
of the three dependent variables. This was done by explicitly stating the ntree and mtry 
values in the randomForest function. Importance was set to TRUE.  
 
4.3.12. Part 11 – Publishing the Results of the New Model 
Part 11 involved repeating the steps followed in Part 8 but for the Tuned models. 
                                                         
17   The Mean Decrease in the Gini Coefficient (MDG) is a measure of how each variable contributes to the 
homogeneity of the nodes and leaves (terminal nodes) in a Random Forest model. This is calculated by 
comparing the Gini Coefficient for the child nodes with that of the original node. MDG shows the “purity of 
split” of a variable relative to other variables in the model 
18 The Mean Decrease in Accuracy (MDA) refers mean decrease in accuracy that would occur on average 
should one of the variables be removed from the model, this measure is most relevant to rank the variables 
in order of importance and in relation to the global accuracy of the model 
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4.4. Data Analysis 
4.4.1. Predicting Main Dwelling Type 
The process set out under 4.3 Data Processing has been followed to produce the results 
for all the Main Dwelling Models. The frequency distribution for Main Dwelling is shown 
in Table 10 and Figure 21. 
Encoding Description Frequency 
Relative 
Frequency 
1 Single-detached 50 302 58.0% 
2 Traditional 334 0.4% 
3 Flat 8 391 9.7% 
4 Cluster/Townhouse 2 179 2.5% 
5 Semi-Detached 6 377 7.4% 
6 Second Dwelling 1 300 1.5% 
7 Backyard Informal 5 813 6.7% 
8 Informal Settlement 11 282 13.0% 
9 Other 680 0.8% 
Total 86 658 100.0% 
 
 
It can clearly be seen that the Single-Detached dwelling was the most popular dwelling 









The results for all the Main Dwelling Models are shown in Table 13 below. As this paper is 
focused on the predictive accuracy of the model only the test sets have been presented 
Table 10 – Frequency and Relative Frequency of Main Dwelling observations 

































Type of Main Dwelling 
Main Dwelling Frequency  
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in this table. For each of the Main Dwelling Models, a rank has been given based on the 
predictive accuracy of the model and the Kappa statistic.  
The predictive accuracy of the model is simply the percentage of correctly predicted 
values of the dependent variable when the model is presented with independent variable 
test data. The Kappa statistic (or value) is also an important metric to compare observed 
accuracy with expected accuracy (random chance). It is used not only to evaluate a single 
classifier but to evaluate classifiers amongst themselves. Although there is not a 
standardised interpretation of the Kappa statistic two main interpretations from Landis 
and Koch (1977) as well as Fleiss et al. (1981) are shown below in Table 11 and Table 12. 
 
Slight 0 – 20%  Poor <40% 
Fair >20 – 40%  Fair to Good 40 – 75% 
Moderate >40 – 60%  Excellent >75% 
Substantial >60 – 80%    
Almost Perfect >80  - 100%    
 
 
It is significant to note that both scales are to some degree arbitrary and it is important 
to consider a Confusion Matrix19 in conjunction with a Kappa statistic as well as interpret 
the Kappa value in relation to the context of the research. In the case of easily 
observable phenomena a Kappa of 40% may be considered low but in terms of 
phenomena that are not easily observable and not easy to interpret a Kappa of 40% may 
be considered exceptional. Housing Demand is difficult to observe, interpret and predict.  
Classifiers built and evaluated on data sets with different class distributions can be more 
reliably compared using Kappa (in contrast to only using accuracy). Kappa is a better 
indicator of how the classifier performed across all classes (and instances) as simple 
accuracy can be skewed if the class distribution is similarly skewed. For example, 
although the simple accuracy of a classifier may be high the distribution may be heavily 
weighted for a single class (in a 5 class model) and therefore the model may actually have 
                                                         
19 A Confusion Matrix shows the actual values of the dependent variable in relation to the predicted values. 
This is useful to visualise and analyse the predictive accuracy of individual classes within the model 
Table 11 – Landis and Koch (1977) Kappa Interpretation 




poor predictive capabilities in relation to the other four classes. Interpreting the Kappa 
statistic would assist to determine if this was the case or not. 
The highest performing Main Dwelling Model in Table 13 in terms of Accuracy and Kappa 
was Model 12, this model is presented and analysed in full in the sections that follow.  
 

















70% Training Data 
None 
58.05% 





mtry = 2 
60.95% 2.90% 22.45% 8 4 
3 
80% Training Data 





mtry = 2 
60.75% 2.70% 21.67% 11.5 12 
5 
90% Training Data 





mtry = 2 
61.04% 2.99% 22.13% 4.5 10 
7 
70% Training Data, 
Stratified 
Sampling 





mtry = 2 










mtry = 2 










mtry = 2 
61.19% 3.14% 22.78% 1 1 
 
Table 13 – Performance Statistics and Rank for Main Dwelling Models 
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4.4.2. Analysis of the Highest Performing Main Dwelling Model 
All models were produced in sets, initially producing an Un-Tuned version of the model 
and then a Tuned version, both of these versions are analysed for the best performing 
model. In terms of the Main Dwelling Models the Tuned Models generally outperformed 
the Un-Tuned Models and the higher the ratio of training data to test data, the better the 
models performed. The stratified sampling approach worked better than the standard 
split approaches used. The best performing model was a Tuned model that had a 90:10 
split ratio and was split using stratified sampling.  
 
Main Dwelling - Model 11 – 90% Training, Stratified Sampling (Un-Tuned) 
It is possible to visually plot one of the decision trees in the Random Forest, however, 
given the complexity of each tree this visualisation is not useful for a person to interpret. 
Instead a histogram showing the number of nodes for each tree in the forest has been 
used in order to visualise the scale, complexity and shape of the forest. This is shown in 













Figure 22  - Main Dwelling Model 1 
Number of Nodes for the Trees 




The Variable importance for the Initial Main Dwelling Model is shown in Figure 23 above, 
the importance is based on the Mean Decrease in the Gini Coefficient (MDG) should the 
variable be removed from the model. This shows that the variable that contributed the 
most to the purity of split of the model was the Age of the Household Head with a MDG 
of 3357, followed by the Population Group of the Household head with a MDG of 2522, 
very closely followed by the Income of the Household with a MDG of 2378. The Size of 
the Household was the fourth most important factor with a MDG of 1859. The 
Employment status and Gender of the household head were the least important factors 
in terms of homogeneity of split. 
 
The performance statistics for the Un-Tuned Main Dwelling Model measured against the 
Test Data are shown below in Table 14. These statistics are available for the training data 
as well, however, these were not analysed as the test of the predictive model is on data 
the model has not seen before, i.e. the test data. The accuracy of model 11 was 61.16%. 
The no information rate for the Main Dwelling data was high at 58.05%, this meant that 
the model with a predictive accuracy of 61.16% only made an improvement on the no 
information rate by 3.11%. The no information rate is the frequency of the most common 
class, i.e. as opposed to constructing a predictive model, if the most common class was 
always selected as the outcome, one would predict the correct outcome 58.05%. Each 
dependent variable would have a different no information rate. The 95% confidence 




95% CI 60.13% - 62.19% 




According to Landis and Koch (1977) and  Fleiss et al. (1981) the Kappa for this Main 
Dwelling Model is fair and poor respectively. 
 
Table 14 – Performance Statistics for the Un-Tuned Main Dwelling Model 
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The confusion matrix for the selected Un-Tuned Main Dwelling Model (Model 11) is 
shown in Table 15 below. 
  
Reference Total  
Predictions 






1 4 596 28 681 191 604 102 330 518 59 7 109 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 58 0 97 22 7 4 2 1 0 191 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
8 375 6 62 5 27 24 250 610 8 1 367 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Ref 5 031 34 840 218 638 130 582 1 129 68 8 670 
Class Accuracy 91.35% 0.00% 11.55% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 54.03% 0.00% n/a 
Weighted Class 
Accuracy 
53.01% 0.00% 1.12% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 7.04% 0.00% 61.16% 
 
 
The Confusion Matrix has been colour coded, the green cells indicate the where the 
model has correctly predicted a class relative to the reference data, the red cells are 
where the model has incorrectly predicted a class and the white cells indicate where the 
model has made no predictions. For example, the model predicted Class 1 (Single 
Detached) 5,031 times. 4,596 of these predictions were correct and 435 predictions were 
incorrect, therefore the accuracy of predicting a single-detached dwelling was 91.35% 
above both the predictive accuracy of the model as a whole and the no information rate. 
The overall predictive accuracy was 61.16% which as previously discussed does improve 
on the no information rate but only marginally so.  In general the model predicted other 
classes poorly, with the second ranked class only being predicted 54.03% of the time.  
  
Main Dwelling – Tuning Model 11 to Produce Model 12 
Model 11 was then plotted as described in Part 9 above to provide the graph shown in 
Figure 24 below. Each of the coloured lines represents one of the Main Dwelling Classes 
and the error present when the forest is made up of a certain number of trees. For 
Table 15 – Confusion Matrix for the selected Un-Tuned Main Dwelling Model 
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example the black line in Figure 24 below indicates that when the forest is made up of a 
single tree, the error is greater than 0.4, when the number of trees is increased to 150, 
this error reduces to below 0.4. Some classes caused the error to increase when a 
greater number of trees were added. The plot shows that if more than 150 trees were 
added, there would be no noticable reduction in the error globally  and additional trees 
would simply slow down the compuational performance of the model, therefore model 












Figure 25 above shows the graph plotted when using the mtry tuning function, this 
showed that the optimum mtry value was 2. This corresponds to an OOB Error (Out of 
Bag) of less than 0.39. This tuning was done using a stepFactor of 0.5 and an improve 
value of 0.05. Trace was set to TRUE. Based on the outcome shown in Figure 25 above, 
the mtry value in the Tuned model was set to 2. 
 
Main Dwelling - Model 12 – 90% Training, Stratified Sampling (Tuned) 
The histogram of the Model 12 Random Forest has been plotted in Figure 26. This now 
shows a larger number of trees having a higher number of nodes as the distribution is 
skewed to the right, unlike the Un-Tuned Main Dwelling Model which showed a 
Figure 24  - Main Dwelling Model 1 
Random Forest Error Plot 




distribution closer to a normal distribution and centred around 3500 nodes. Figure 27 
shows the variable importance from two different perspectives, the Mean Decrease in 
Accuracy (MDA) and as discussed previously the MDG. Population Group of the 
Household Head was ranked 1 (98.9) and 2 (2523) respectively and the Age of the 
Household head is Ranked 2 (81.0) and 1 (3357) respectively. The Income of the 
Household was ranked 3 (65.4 MDA and 2378 MDG) and the Household Size was ranked 
4 (54.3 MDA and 1859 MDG) for both measures. As was seen in the Un-Tuned model the 
two least important factors in terms of both MDA & MDG were Employment Status and 













The performance statistics for the Tuned Main Dwelling Model measured against the 








95% CI 60.15% - 62.22% 
No Information Rate 58.05% 
Kappa 22.78% 
Figure 26  - Main Dwelling Model 2 
Number of Nodes for the Trees 
Table 16 – Performance Statistics for the Tuned Main Dwelling Model 





The accuracy of the model was 61.19%. The no information rate remained at 58.05%. This 
meant that the model only improved on the no information rate by 3.14%. The 95% 
confidence interval ranged from 60.15% to 62.22%. According to the Landis and Koch 





The above Confusion Matrix shows that similar to the Un-Tuned Main Dwelling model the 
highest class accuracy was for Class 1 (Single-Detached) with 91.21%, the second highest 
class accuracy was 54.21% for Class 8 (Informal Settlement). Class 8 was predicted better 
and Class 1 was predicted worse in the Tuned Model when compared to the Un-Tuned 





Reference Total  
Predictions 






1 4 589 27 676 190 603 100 329 516 59 7 089 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 61 0 103 23 8 5 2 1 0 203 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 
8 378 7 61 5 27 25 250 612 8 1 373 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Ref 5 031 34 840 218 638 130 582 1 129 68 8 670 
Class Accuracy 91.21% 0.00% 12.26% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.17% 54.21% 0.00% n/a 
Weighted Class 
Accuracy 
52.93% 0.00% 1.19% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 7.06% 0.00% 61.19% 




4.4.3. Predicting Tenure Type 
The Tenure Models as with the Main Dwelling Models followed the process set out under 
4.3 Data Processing. The Frequency distribution for Tenure is shown in Table 18 and 
Figure 28 below.  
Encoding Description Frequency 
Relative 
Frequency 
1 Rented 25 750 29.4% 




11 179 12.8% 
4 Owned 29 068 33.2% 
5 Other 2 527 2.9% 
Total 87 482 100.0% 
 
 
Based on the Census 2011 data 33.2% of household’s in the Cape Town region owned their 














Table 18 – Frequency and Relative Frequency of Tenure Observations 




































Tenure Frequency Chart 
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The results for all the Tenure Models are shown in Table 19 below. Each Tenure Model 
has been ranked based on the predictive accuracy of the model and the Kappa. Table 19 
shows that the highest performing model in terms of Accuracy and Kappa was Model 14. 
This model is presented and analysed in full in the sections that follow. 
 

















70% Training Data 
None 
33.23% 





mtry = 2 
47.54% 14.31% 25.93% 1 1 
15 
80% Training Data 





mtry = 2 
47.29% 14.06% 25.73% 5 4 
17 
90% Training Data 





mtry = 2 
46.74% 13.51% 24.73% 10 10 
19 
70% Training Data, 
Stratified 
Sampling 





mtry = 2 
47.40% 14.17% 25.83% 3 2 
21 
80% Training 
Data, No strat 
Sampling 





mtry = 2 
47.19% 13.96% 25.57% 7 7 
23 
90% Training 
Data, No strat 
Sampling 





mtry = 2 
46.77% 13.54% 24.84% 9 9 
 Table 19 – Performance Statistics and Rank for Tenure Models 
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4.4.4. Analysis of the Highest Performing Tenure Model 
Between the Un-Tuned and Tuned Tenure Models, there was no clearly superior type if 
this factor was analysed between sets of models, in some cases the Tuned models 
performed better and in other cases the Un-Tuned models performed better. In general, 
the lower the ratio of training data to test data, the better the models performed. The 
stratified sampling approach did not perform as well as the standard approach in the 
Tenure models. It is argued that this is most likely due to the fact that the Tenure data is 
not as unbalanced as the Main Dwelling data. The random selection from all the data in 
the standard approach would therefore be less likely to result in test classes with no 
observations. The best performing model was a Tuned Model that had a 70:30 split ratio 
and was split using the standard technique. Both the Un-Tuned and Tuned versions of 
the models are analysed below for the best performing set of models, Model 13 & 14. 
 
Tenure - Model 13 – 70% Training, Standard Sampling (Un-Tuned) 












Model 13 is composed of a total of 500 trees with a distribution close to a normal 
distribution, the majority of the trees have between 3000 and 4500 nodes, the largest 
tree in the forest has 5500 nodes and the smallest has 2000 nodes.  
Figure 29  - Tenure Model 3 
Number of Nodes for the Trees 




The Variable importance for the Un-Tuned Tenure Model is shown in Figure 30 above. 
This shows that the variable that contributes the most to the purity of split of the model 
is the Age of the Household Head with a MDG of 4044, followed by the Income of the 
Household with a MDG of 2545. The Population Group of the Household head and the 
Size of the Household followed, with a MDG of 1741 and 1599 respectively. As in the case 
of the both Main Dwelling Models, the Employment Status and Gender of the household 
head both resulted in a lower homogeneity of split. 
 
The performance statistics for the Un-Tuned Tenure Model measured against the Test 
Data are shown below in Table 20 below. The accuracy of the model was 47.42%, 
however the no information rate was 33.23% which was substantially lower than that for 
Main Dwelling. The model accuracy therefore improved on the no information rate by 




95% CI 46.82% - 48.03% 




The Kappa statistic was 25.74%, this according to Landis and Koch (1977) is considered fair 
and according to Fleiss et al. (1981) it is considered poor. It is however an improvement 
on the best Main Dwelling Models Kappa Statistic. 
 
The below Confusion Matrix shows that the highest class accuracy for the Un-Tuned 
Tenure Model was for Class 4 (Owned) with 62.59% followed by Class 1 (Rented) with 
52.05%. Class 2 (Owned, Financed) has the third highest class accuracy with 49.11%. All of 
these three classes had a class accuracy higher than the no information rate. Class 3 was 
predicted poorly by the model and Class 5 was not predicted correctly by the model. 
 




Reference Total  
Predictions 






1 4 021 1 307 1 106 1 897 284 8 615 
2 1 203 2 793 85 1 185 44 5 310 
3 149 23 174 180 37 563 
4 2 351 1 564 1 989 5 458 393 11 755 
5 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Total Ref 7 725 5 687 3 354 8 720 758 26 244 
Class Accuracy 52.05% 49.11% 5.19% 62.59% 0.00% n/a 
Weighted Class 
Accuracy 
15.32% 10.64% 0.66% 20.80% 0.00% 47.42% 
 
 
Tenure - Tuning Model 13 to Produce Model 14 
Model 13 was then plotted as described in part 9 of the 4.3 Data Processing section, this 
is shown in Figure 31 below. This shows that after 150 trees there was no decrease in 












Figure 32 shows that the OOB Error was minimised when mtry = 2. As in the Main 
Dwelling set of models, the stepFactor was 0.5 and the improve value was 0.05. Trace was 
again set to TRUE. This analysis again showed that mtry should be set to 2. 
Table 21 – Confusion Matrix for the selected Un-Tuned Tenure Model 
Figure 31  - Tenure Model 13 
Random Forest Error Plot 




Tenure - Model 14 – 70% Training, Standard Sampling (Tuned) 













Model 14 shown in Figure 33 was composed of a total of 150 trees with a distribution 
skewed to the left, unlike the Un-Tuned model which approximates a normal distribution. 
The majority of the trees have between 3000 and 4500 nodes, the largest tree in the 
forest has 5000 nodes and the smallest has 2000 nodes.  
 
As in the Main Dwelling Models Figure 34 shows the variable importance using both MDA 
and MDG. Household Age was ranked the most important factor as it was the highest 
contributor to both MDA (128.5) and MDG (4004). Population Group of the Household 
Head was ranked 2 (80.9) and 3 (1721) respectively and Income of the Household was 
ranked 3 (80.7) and 2 (2567) respectively. The Employment Status was ranked 4 (58.6) 
and 5 (1040) respectively and the Size of the Household was ranked 5 (53.1) and 4 (1593) 
respectively. The Gender of the household head was the least important factor when it 
came to predicting the Tenure of a household. 
Figure 33  - Tenure Model 14 
Number of Nodes for the Trees 





The performance statistics for the Tuned Tenure Model measured against the Test Data 
are shown below in Table 22. The accuracy of the model was 47.54% and improved on the 
no information rate by 14.31%, this was the highest improvement on the no information 
rate of any of the three dependent variables. The 95% confidence interval ranged from 
46.94% to 48.15%. 
Indicator Value/Range 
Accuracy 47.54% 
95% CI 46.94% - 48.15% 




The Kappa statistic was 25.93% which according to Landis and Koch (1977) is considered 
fair and according to Fleiss et al. (1981) it is considered poor. This was marginally better 
than the Kappa for the Un-Tuned model and notably better than the Kappa for the Main 
Dwelling Models. 
  
Reference Total  
Predictions 






1 4 063 1 341 1 117 1 917 283 8 721 
2 1 208 2 813 86 1 201 49 5 357 
3 135 23 174 175 39 546 
4 2 318 1 510 1 977 5 427 387 11 619 
5 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Total Ref 7 725 5 687 3 354 8 720 758 26 244 
Class Accuracy 52.60% 49.46% 5.19% 62.24% 0.00% n/a 
Weighted Class 
Accuracy 
15.48% 10.72% 0.66% 20.68% 0.00% 47.54% 
 
 
The above Confusion Matrix shows that the highest class accuracy was for Class 4 
(Owned) with 62.24%, the second highest class accuracy was for Class 1 (Rented) with 
52.60% and the third highest was for Class 2 (Owned, Financed) with 49.46%. Class 3 was 
poorly predicted by the model and Class 5 was not predicted correctly by the model. The 
model accuracy of the Tuned Tenure Model was marginally better than that of the Un-
Table 22 – Performance Statistics for the selected Tuned Tenure Model 
Table 23 – Confusion Matrix for the selected Tuned Tenure Model 
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Tuned Model. Even though the accuracy of this model was lower than that of the best 
Main Dwelling model, the model improved on the no information rate substantially 
better than in the Main Dwelling Model. The model also had a better Kappa statistic than 
the Main Dwelling Model and is therefore viewed as a superior predictive model. 
 
4.4.5. Predicting Number of Bedrooms 
The Number of Bedrooms models have followed the process set out under 4.3 Data 
Processing. The Frequency distribution for Bedrooms is shown in Table 24 and Figure 35 
below. In Cape Town in 2011 31.3% of Household’s resided in Housing with 2 bedrooms. 
Encoding Description Frequency 
Relative 
Frequency 
0 No Private Bedroom 13 240 15.1% 
1 1 Bedroom 17 488 20.0% 
2 2 Bedroom 27 354 31.3% 
3 3 Bedroom 22 840 26.1% 
4 4 Bedroom 4 459 5.1% 
5 5 Bedroom 2 101 2.4% 














Table 24 – Frequency and Relative Frequency of Number of Bedrooms Observations 































Number of Bedrooms 
Bedrooms Frequency Chart 
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The results for all the Number of Bedrooms Models are shown in Table 25 below. As in 
the case with all the other Dependent variables, only test sets have been presented due 
to the focus of this paper on a predictive model. For each of the Number of Bedrooms 
Models a rank has been given based on the predictive accuracy of the model and the 
Kappa. Table 25 shows that the highest performing model in terms of Accuracy and 
Kappa was Model 29. This model is presented and analysed in full below. 

















70% Training Data 
None 
31.27% 





mtry = 2 
44.48% 13.21% 25.31% 8 7 
27 
80% Training Data 





mtry = 2 
44.52% 13.25% 25.34% 7 6 
29 
90% Training Data 





mtry = 2 
44.88% 13.61% 25.95% 2 2 
31 
70% Training Data, 
Stratified 
Sampling 





mtry = 2 
44.47% 13.20% 25.29% 9 8 
33 
80% Training 
Data, No strat 
Sampling 





mtry = 2 
44.54% 13.27% 25.24% 6 10 
35 
90% Training 
Data, No strat 
Sampling 





mtry = 2 
44.27% 13.00% 24.96% 12 12 
 Table 25 – Performance Statistics and Rank for Number of Bedrooms Models 
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4.4.6. Analysis of the Highest Performing Number of Bedrooms Model 
In terms of the Number of Bedrooms Models generally the Un-Tuned Models performed 
better than the Tuned Models. There was no clear progressive improvement of accuracy 
given the different split ratios and there was also no clear benefit of using the stratified 
sampling technique with these Models. The best performing model was an Un-Tuned 
model that had a 90:10 split ratio and was split using the standard technique previously 
described. While the Un-Tuned model was the better performer, the associated Tuned 
model will also be presented in an attempt to explore why the tuned model 
underperformed. 
 
Number of Bedrooms - Model 29 – 90% Training, Standard Sampling (Un-Tuned) 













Model 29 was composed of a total of 500 trees the majority of which had between 3000 
and 4500 nodes, the largest tree in the forest had 5500 nodes and the smallest had 1500 
nodes. The distribution could be approximated by a normal distribution. The Variable 
importance for the initial Bedrooms model is shown in Figure 37 above. This shows that 
Figure 36  - Bedrooms Model 5 
Number of Nodes for the Trees 





the variable that contributed the most to the purity of split of the model was the Age of 
the Household Head with a MDG of 3896 followed by the Income of the Household with 
a MDG of 3350. The Population Group of the Household Head and the Size of the 
Household followed, with a MDG of 2678 and 2468 respectively. As in the case of the 
Main Dwelling and Tenure Models, the Employment status and Gender of the household 
head both resulted in the second lowest and lowest homogeneity of split respectively. 
 
The performance statistics for the Un-Tuned Bedrooms Model measured against the Test 
Data are shown below in Table 26. The accuracy of the model was 45.08% and the no 
information rate was 31.27%. The model accuracy of improved on the no information rate 
by 13.81%. The 95% confidence interval ranged from 44.04% to 46.13%. 
Indicator Value/Range 
Accuracy 45.08% 
95% CI 44.04% - 46.13% 




The Kappa statistic was 26.23% which according to Landis and Koch (1977) is considered 
fair and according to Fleiss et al. (1981) it is considered poor. This Kappa statistic was 
better than the Kappa statistic for both the selected Main Dwelling Models and the 
Tenure Models. 
  
Reference Total  
Predictions 






0 714 507 242 35 4 8 1 510 
1 193 315 254 93 8 10 873 
2 356 772 1 545 789 83 48 3 593 
3 59 154 692 1 346 324 131 2 706 
4 2 1 1 18 22 11 55 
5 0 0 1 3 5 2 11 
Total Ref 1 324 1 749 2 735 2 284 446 210 8 748 
Class Accuracy 53.93% 18.01% 56.49% 58.93% 4.93% 0.95% n/a 
Weighted Class 
Accuracy 
8.16% 3.60% 17.66% 15.39% 0.25% 0.02% 45.08% 
 
Table 26 – Performance Statistics for the selected Un-Tuned Bedrooms Model 
Table 27 – Confusion Matrix for the selected Un-Tuned Bedrooms Model 
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The above Confusion Matrix shows that the highest class accuracy was for Class 3 (3 
Bedrooms) with 58.93%, the second highest was Class 2 (2 Bedrooms) with 56.49% and 
the third highest was Class 0 (No Distinct Bedrooms) with 53.93%. Class 1 (1 Bedroom) 
was only predicted 18.01% of the time and the model poorly predicted the remaining 
classes. 
 
Number of Bedrooms - Tuning Model 29 to Produce Model 30 
Model 29 was then plotted as described in part 9 of the 4.3 Data Processing section, this 
is shown in Figure 39 below. ntree was set to 150 when running the tuned models, 
however, after analysis of Figure 29 below it is clear that additional trees would have 
been required to reduce the error. To improve the Tuned model ntree should have been 













Figure 39 shows that the OOB Error is minimised when mtry = 2. As in the Main Dwelling 
and Tenure Models, the stepFactor was 0.5 and the improve value was 0.05. Trace was 
again set to TRUE.  
 
Figure 38  - Bedrooms Model 29 
Random Forest Error Plot 




Number of Bedrooms - Model 30 – 90% Training, Standard Sampling (Tuned) 













Model 30 shown in Figure 40 is composed of a total of 150 trees, the majority of which 
have between 3500 and 4500 nodes, the largest tree in the forest has 5500 nodes and 
the smallest has 2500 nodes. The distribution could be approximated with a normal 
distribution. 
 
As in the Main Dwelling and Tenure Models, Figure 34 shows variable importance using 
both MDA and MDG as measures. Size of the Household was ranked 1 (105.5) and 4 
(2492) respectively and Income was ranked 2 for both MDA (100.5) and MDG (3378). 
Household Head Age was ranked 3 (95.1) and 1 (3996) for MDA & MDG respectively. 
Population Group of the Household Head was ranked 4 (82.9) and 3 (2638) for MDA & 
MDG respectively. As found with all the other models, the Employment status and 
Gender of the household head both resulted in the second lowest and lowest 
respectively for both MDA and MDG. 
 
Figure 40  - Bedrooms Model 30 
Number of Nodes for the Trees 





The performance statistics for the Tuned Bedrooms Model measured against the Test 
Data are shown below in Table 28. The accuracy of the model was 44.88% and therefore 
the model improved on the no information rate by 13.61%. The 95% confidence interval 
ranged from 43.83% to 45.93%. This is the only instance where the Tuned model does not 
outperform the Un-Tuned Model. 
Indicator Value/Range 
Accuracy 44.88% 
95% CI 43.83% - 45.93% 




The Kappa statistic was 25.95% which according to Landis and Koch (1977) is considered 
fair and according to Fleiss et al. (1981) it is considered poor. This is still better than the 
Kappa statistic for the Main Dwelling and Tenure Models however this is marginally 
lower than the Kappa Statistic for the Un-Tuned Bedrooms Model. 
  
Reference Total  
Predictions 






0 705 504 236 35 4 8 1 492 
1 201 317 269 100 9 10 906 
2 358 779 1 538 788 84 49 3 596 
3 59 148 690 1 340 320 131 2 688 
4 1 1 1 18 25 11 57 
5 0 0 1 3 4 1 9 
Total Ref 1 324 1 749 2 735 2 284 446 210 8 748 
Class Accuracy 53.25% 18.12% 56.23% 58.67% 5.61% 0.48% n/a 
Weighted Class 
Accuracy 
8.06% 3.62% 17.58% 15.32% 0.29% 0.01% 44.88% 
 
 
The above Confusion Matrix shows that the highest class accuracy was for Class 3 (3 
Bedrooms) with 58.67%, the second highest was for Class 2 (2 Bedrooms) with 56.23% and 
the third highest was for Class 0 (No Distinct Bedrooms) with 53.25%. These class 
accuracy rankings were exactly the same as for the Un-Tuned Model however, each of 
the class accuracies were slightly lower. Class 1 (1 Bedroom) was the only class the Tuned 
Table 28 – Performance Statistics for the selected Tuned Bedrooms Model 
Table 29 – Confusion Matrix for the selected Tuned Bedrooms Model 
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Model predicted slightly better than the Un-Tuned model. Much like the Un-Tuned model 
the other classes were poorly predicted. As identified above, the Tuned model was not 
set to the optimum ntree number and this is likely why the Tuned model underperformed 
relative to the Un-Tuned model. 
 
4.4.7. Comparison of the selected Models 
Table 30 below shows a comparison of the top performing sets of models produced for 






























mtry = 2 












mtry = 2 












mtry = 2 
44.88% 13.61% 25.95% 
 
 
The top performing models in each of the three statistical measures used are highlighted 
in blue in the above Table. Model 12 (Main Dwelling) had the highest overall predictive 
accuracy with 61.19%. Model 14 (Tenure) had the highest predictive improvement when 
compared with the no-information rate and Model 29 (Bedrooms) had the highest Kappa 
statistic. It is argued in this paper that Model 14, the Tuned Tenure Model, is the most 
useful model as this has the highest improvement on the no information rate. The 
Table 30 – Comparative Summary of the selected Models 
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Bedrooms Model 29 is viewed as the second most successful model, also based on its 
predictive improvement on the no information rate. 
 
This metric is critical as the time and effort it takes to construct these models is 
significant and if there is no noteworthy improvement in predictive accuracy than simply 
selecting the most common class then the model cannot be considered a successful 
predictive model. While Main Dwelling Model 12 has a very high overall predictive 
accuracy its class accuracy was generally poor and it did not notably improve on the no 
information rate. 
The imbalanced nature of the classes in the Main Dwelling variable is one of the reasons 
identified for the poor performance of the models, specifically the Main Dwelling models.  
This imbalance created two problems; firstly it meant that where the training to test split 
ratio was high, some test classes did not contain any data to test the models 
performance. Secondly it meant that the models became good at predicting the most 
frequent classes but were poor at predicting minority classes. The multi-class imbalance 
problem is a complex one and whether or not it can be solved, depends on the outcome 
that is required by the research. 
 
4.4.8. Understanding the multi-class imbalance classification problem and 
improving the predictive accuracy 
Imbalanced data occurs when the number of observations in one class is significantly 
lower than those belonging to the other classes (Upasana, 2017). The reason for this is 
that Machine Learning Algorithms generally improve accuracy by reducing the error and 
therefore they do not take class distribution or balance into account (Upasana, 2017).  In 
the case of electricity fraud for example, fraudulent transactions account for around 1-2% 
of the total number of observations. In this case the requirement is to improve the 
identification of the rare, minority class as opposed to achieving higher overall accuracy 
(Upasana, 2017). Standard classifier algorithms such as Decision Tree and Logistic 
Regression have a bias towards classes with a higher number of observations. The 
features of the minority class are therefore ignored (Upasana, 2017). 
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The two major strategies for dealing with imbalanced data are improving classification 
algorithms or balancing classes in the training data, the latter strategy is preferred due to 
its wide application. Both up and down sampling techniques were considered to further 
improve the predictive accuracy of the models. Up sampling is the technique of growing 
the data pool for analysis by inserting synthetically generated samples into the recorded 
dataset, examples include SMOTE (synthetic minority oversampling technique) and ROSE 
(random over sampling). Down sampling is the technique of removing samples from the 
dataset to create more alignment in the class frequency distribution. 
A quick experiment to align class frequency was completed using the Synthpop 
algorithm. This was completed on the Main Dwelling data, the most unbalanced data in 
this study. The data was split into subsets by class and then the population of each class 
to was set to 10,000 observations. This ‘alignment’ function in the Synthpop algorithm 
allows for both up sampling and down sampling to be conducted at the same time. The 
subsets were then recombined to create a dataset with class frequency that was 
perfectly aligned. This experiment worked extremely well for the minority classes - in 
some cases increasing class accuracy from 0% to 54%, however, the global accuracy went 
down as the class accuracy for the majority class dropped significantly. This finding aligns 
with Upasana (2017)’s observation that balancing will not increase overall accuracy. This 
paper is concerned with predicting demand as a whole and therefore these techniques 
have not been included in this paper. 
 
4.5. Conclusion 
The Random Forest models generated showed that this method of segmentation was 
capable of defining and ranking the “importance” of multiple variables to the predictive 
accuracy of the model.  
In the best performing Main Dwelling Model the Population Group of the Household 
Head was the most important factor, followed by the Age of the Household Head. The 
Income of the Household, the Household Size and the Employment Status of the 
Household Head were the next three most important factors. The Gender of the 
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Household Head played an almost insignificant role in determining the accuracy of the 
model. 
As one may expect in the chosen Tenure Model the Age of the Household Head played 
the important role in the accuracy of the model and this variable far outweighed the role 
any other individual variable played. The Population Group of the Household Head was 
the next most important variable, very closely followed by the Income of the Household. 
The Employment Status of the Household Head was the next most important contributor 
followed closely by the Size of the Household. Once again the Gender of the Household 
Head played was the least important factor. 
The selected Number of Bedrooms Model showed that the Size of the Household was 
the most important factor. This aligned with expectations as the high cost of housing 
would mean it would be unlikely for a Household to stay in a larger house if they did not 
need to do so due to the Size of the Household. The Income of the Household and the 
Age of the Household Head were the next two key contributors to the accuracy of the 
model. These were followed by the Population Group of the Household Head and the 
Employment Status of the Household Head. Like both the Main Dwelling Model and the 
Tenure Model the Gender of the Household Head played a negligible role. 
The use of Random Forest to segment housing demand worked well as it was able to 
assess the contribution of both categorical and continuous data in the same model as 
well as being able to assess the contribution of all the independent variables in relation 
to each other. The models were robust and handled the non-linear decision boundaries 
present in the Census data. This method therefore overcame the shortcomings of 
previously applied methods. 
The Models developed were successfully used to predict the outcomes for each of the 
three target variables (Main Dwelling, Tenure and Number of Bedrooms) with data the 
model had not seen before. The predictive accuracy of these models with this test data 
showed that the models could be used to predict a target variable for new household 
with completely unseen characteristics. 
The predictive accuracy for the best performing Main Dwelling Model (Model 12) was 
61.19% and represented the model with the highest overall predictive accuracy when 
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compared to the Tenure and Main Dwelling Models. This however, was only 3.14% over 
the no information rate so there was not a large predictive improvement. The Kappa 
Statistic for this model was 22.78% and was lower than both the Kappa Statistics for the 
best performing Tenure and Number of Bedrooms Models. 
The best performing Tenure Model (Model 14) had a predictive accuracy of 47.54%, 
however, this model had the highest improvement on the no information rate at 14.31% 
predictive improvement. It is therefore argued that this is the most useful predictive 
model produced. The Kappa Statistic was 25.93%. 
The Main Dwelling Model that performed the best was Model 29 and had a predictive 
accuracy of 45.08% and improved on the no-information rate by 13.81%. This model had 
the best Kappa statistic of 26.23% 
In the case of the best performing Main Dwelling model the predictive accuracy did not 
meaningfully surpass the no information rate as it did in the case of the Tenure and 
Number of bedrooms models. Understanding and predicting housing demand is a 
complex problem and while the Random Forest technique does offer some noteworthy 
predictive improvement, it would be desirable to predict the dependent variables with a 
higher degree of accuracy.  
Stratified sampling was implemented to counter not having observations in certain test 
set classes and improve the predictive accuracy which worked well on the Main Dwelling 
data.  
Up and down sampling techniques were also considered to improve the predictive 
accuracy of the models however these techniques were not successful and are therefore 
not included in this paper. A key conclusion of this paper is that the variables available in 
the Census data are not discriminatory enough and that perhaps further questions 
should be added to the Census in order to better understand and predict the housing 






5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECCOMMENDATIONS 
5.1. Introduction 
The chapter begins with a discussion around the research problem found in Chapter 1. 
Then an overview of the Research Aims and Objectives is then outlined, before an 
evaluation of the research questions is conducted. Conclusions are then drawn after 
which recommendations are made. 
 
5.2. Research Problem 
The research problems that have been addressed in this research are as follows; 
 
Research problem A 
An inadequate understanding of housing demand in South Africa has curtailed the ability of 
both the public and private sector to provide appropriate housing products to satisfy 
current demand 
While housing demand is complex in nature this study provides a model that can 
successfully predict the demand for Main Dwelling Type, Tenure and Number of 
bedrooms based on very few structural characteristics of a household provided by the 
Census data. This methodology can be applied to any Census data nationally and globally 
and can be used by both private and public stakeholders to make more informed 
decisions about households demand for different types of housing stock and tenure 
options. It is noted that the lower-than-expected predictive capabilities of the model do 
dilute its application for decision makers and key role players but this points to the need 
for more relevant and applicable input data.  
 
Research problem B 
Market Segmentation methods used to address this problem to date are either too 
simplistic or conceptually flawed. 
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Studies have over simplified housing demand and have not allowed for the nuanced 
understanding of demand that is required to address the current Cape Town housing 
problem, nor have any of the methods applied suitably provided a predictive model for 
housing Type, Tenure and Number of Bedrooms.  The literature and results of this study 
clearly show that the Supervised Learning Algorithm Random Forest is an appropriate 
methodology to segment housing demand to create a model capable of predicting 
selected dependent variables given unseen household characteristics. The robustness of 
this tool when dealing with different types of data, multi-class problems and non-linear 
decision boundaries contributes to its success when predicting housing demand. 
 
5.3. Overview of Research Objectives 
The research objectives that have been achieved through this research are as follows; 
 
Research objective A 
Ascertain current methods of segmenting housing demand 
A review of the literature showed that current single variable methods to segment 
housing demand all over-simplify the complex nature of housing demand. Both Single 
variable techniques and multivariable techniques explored in the literature do not 
provide the in-depth understanding that is required to address the current housing 
problem. 
 
Research objective B 
Identify the appropriate statistical method to determine the propensity of household’s to 
demand particular types of housing 
Market Segmentation techniques used to-date have inadequately explained how 
household’s make decisions to choose certain types of housing. The literature and the 
results of the paper show that Random Forest is an appropriate methodology to provide 
insight into housing demand through the construction of predictive models. The Random 
Forest models are robust when dealing with different types of data, multi-class problems 
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and non-linear decision boundaries, all characteristics that are present in housing 
demand. 
 
Research objective C 
Gain access to a dataset with suitable information regarding household attributes and 
housing types in a suitable format, or convert data into a suitable format 
The Census 2011 dataset was used this was accessed through UCT’s Data First Website 
and was converted from SPSS format to CSV with the use of R, MS WordPad and MS 
Excel. Converting the dataset into CSV format allowed for successful error checking and 
the setup for pre-processing of the data. 
 
Research objective D 
Construct and run Random Forest Models 
The six Random Forest Models were successfully constructed and run. Graphical, tabular 
and statistical information was generated for each model using standard R packages as 
well as bolt-on packages, these included; caTools, randomForest and caret. 
 
Research objective E 
Analyse the results of the Random Forest Models 
The data was successfully presented using graphs and tables. The structures of the 
Random Forest models were also discussed and key statistics were analysed to establish 
the overall performance of the models. The most successful model was Model 14 which 
predicted the Tenure of a household given certain household characteristics. The Age of 
the Household Head was the most important factor followed by the Population Group of 
the Household Head, which was narrowly more important than the Income of the 
Household. Although the predictive accuracy of the model was only 47.47%, the 
improvement of Predictive Accuracy and the Kappa statistic were good given the difficult 




Research objective F 
Draw conclusions 
It is possible to apply Random Forest to the 2011 Census data to produce a predictive 
model. The predictive accuracy of the model does vary largely, primarily based on the 
dependent variable being predicted, there is also a variance across the classes predicted. 
These models provide insight into the complex nature of a household’s demand for a 
particular type of Dwelling, Tenure and Number of Bedrooms. 
 
5.4. Evaluation of Research Questions 
The research questions in this paper are as follows; 
Is a Random Forest method of segmentation suitable to overcome the shortcomings of the 
previously applied methods? 
The Random Forest models generated show that this segmentation method can define 
the most important variables that contribute to the predictive accuracy of the model 
thereby providing a clear “importance” ranking to each of the independent variables. In 
the Main Dwelling the Population Group of the Household head was the most important, 
in the Tenure Model the Age of the Household head played the key role and in the 
Number of Bedrooms the Income of the Household was the most important 
independent variable. The Random Forest model overcame the shortcomings of 
previously applied methods by not only being able to assess the contribution of all the 
independent variables in relation to each other but also by being able to deal with 
categorical and continuous data as well as handling the non-linear underlying decision 
boundaries in the data well.  
 
If so, could the Random Forest models be used to predict a target variable for a new 
household with completely unseen characteristics? 
The Random Forest models selected show that the Main Dwelling Type, Tenure and 
Number of Bedrooms could be predicted 61.19%, 47.54% and 45.08% of the time 
respectively when given entirely new information never seen by the model. While in the 
case of Main Dwelling Type this did not significantly surpass the no information rate, in 
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the case of Tenure and Number of Bedrooms the increase in predictive accuracy was 
notable. It would be preferable to predict the dependent variable with a higher degree of 
accuracy however increasing the accuracy of similar models would be limited by the 
relevance of the available household characteristic data. It was found that the available 
variables in the Census data are not discriminatory enough to provide a large predictive 
improvement on the no information rate.  
 
5.5.  Limitations 
There were a number of difficulties encountered throughout the research process. 
Notably the data was difficult to get hold of in a useful (non-aggregated) format. Once 
the data had been obtained it needed to be converted and once converted, error 
checked. The magnitude of the data made the error checking challenging, however, 
using a combination of MS Excel and MS WordPad this was completed. 
Given the sheer complexity of the data and the resulting Decision Trees and Random 
Forests it was difficult to convey the structure of the Random Forests. A single Decision 
Tree in one of the Random Forest Models was generated for sake of interest however, 
the complexity of this tree meant that a human would struggle to interpret even a single 
tree in this form. It was therefore more useful to visualise the Random Forests based on 
the number of trees in the forest and the average number of nodes per tree to get an 
idea of the scale, structure and complexity of the Random Forest Models. 
There is a very high percentage of Single Detached Dwellings in Cape Town and this 
meant that there was a very high no-information rate. This could have contributed to the 
low improvement of predictive accuracy in terms of the Type of Main Dwelling. It is 
possible that as the majority of the housing stock available in Cape Town is of the Single 
Detached Type, household’s with a certain array of characteristics that would usually 
cause them to select another Type of Dwelling were forced to select the Single Detached 
Type. This conclusion is drawn as the major error made by the Main Dwelling Model was 
when the model predicted a singled-detached house to be one of the other housing 
types. The results of the study perhaps comment not only on the success of the 
methodology applied but could in fact point to another poignant issue, the diversity of 
housing stock available in cape town. 
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The lack of software packages available to tackle the multi-class imbalance problem 
prevalent in the Census data was a major constraint to model performance.  
 
5.6. Areas for Further Research 
Housing Stock Limitation on the Interpretation of Demand 
It is noted in many areas of the literature and it is reiterated in this paper that the model 
can only predict what household’s actually do and not what household’s want. This is the 
case for two reasons;  
1. A household can only choose a dwelling type that is already present in the 
housing stock, housing choices are therefore limited at the very least 
proportionally by the housing stock available. It could be argued that the housing 
market cannot be truly understood unless these forced underlying structural 
characteristics can be quantified and removed from the analysis to determine a 
“pure housing demand”, and, 
2. The model is built on “static data” at a certain point in time and the prediction is 
based on the status quo as it was then.  
It may be possible to overcome these shortfalls to a degree by adding two additional 
questions to the Census, for example; “All else equal, if you had the choice would you 
change the type of dwelling that you are currently living in?” and “If so, what type of 
dwelling would you choose?” 
 
Nature of Submarkets over time 
It would be useful to test if the definitions of submarkets are unchanging or if significant 
changes do occur over time. 
 
Application of Random Forest to include the spatial lens 
It would be useful to produce a composite Random Forest Model taking into account not 
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VARIABLES & POSSIBLE VARIABLE VALUES
1 DATREF (UNIQUE IDENTIFIER)
n/a n/a
2 QNTYPE (SINGLE ANSWER)
1 1 Household questionnaire
3 SN (UNIQUE IDENTIFIER)
n/a n/a
4 QUARTERS CATEGORICAL
1 1 Housing Unit
2 2 Converted Hostel
5 MAINDWELLING CATEGORICAL
1 1 House or brick/concrete block structure on a separate stand 
2 2 Traditional dwelling/hut/structure made of traditional mater
3 3 Flat or apartment in a block of flats
4 4 Cluster/Townhouse
5 4 Cluster/Townhouse
6 5 Semi-detached house
7 6 Second Dwelling
8 7 Informal dwelling/shack in back yard
9 8 Informal dwelling/shack NOT in back yard. e.g. in an informa




1 1 House or brick/concrete block structure on a separate stand 
2 2 Traditional dwelling/hut/structure made of traditional mater
3 3 Flat or apartment in a block of flats
4 4 Cluster house in complex
5 5 Town house (semi-detached house in complex)
6 6 Semi-detached house
7 7 House/flat/room in back yard
8 8 Informal dwelling/shack in back yard
9 9 Informal dwelling/shack NOT in back yard. e.g. in an informa
10 10 Room/flatlet on a property or a larger dwelling/servants qua
11 11 Caravan or tent
12 12 Other
99 13 Unspecified






VARIABLES & POSSIBLE VARIABLE VALUES
7 ROOF CATEGORICAL
2 1 Cement block/concrete











2 2 Cement block/concrete




7 7 Mud and cement mix








































































VARIABLES & POSSIBLE VARIABLE VALUES
17 TENURE CATEGORICAL
1 1 Rented
2 2 Owned but not yet paid off
3 3 Occupied rent-free
4 4 Owned and fully paid off
5 5 Other
18 WATERPIPED CATEGORICAL
1 1 Piped (tap) water inside the dwelling
2 2 Piped (tap) water inside the yard
3 3 Piped (tap) water on community stand: distance less than 200
4 4 Piped (tap) water to community stand: distance less than 200
5 5 Piped (tap) water to community stand: distance less than 500
6 6 Piped (tap) water on community stand: distance greater than 
7 7 No access to piped (tap) water
19 WSOURCE CATEGORICAL
1 1 Regional/local water scheme (operated by a Water Service Aut
2 2 Borehole
3 3 Spring
4 4 Rain-water tank
5 5 Dam / pool / stagnant water
6 6 River/stream
7 7 Water vendor





















3 4 Rain water tank
4 5 Dam/pool/stagnant water
5 6 River/stream
6 7 Water vendor





1 2 Flush toilet (connected to sewerage system)
2 3 Flush toilet (with septic tank)
3 4 Chemical toilet
4 5 Pit latrine with ventilation (VIP)
5 6 Pit latrine without ventilation









7 7 Animal dung
8 8 Solar
9 9 Other

























1 1 Removed by local authority at least once a week
2 2 Removed by local authority less often
3 3 Communal refuse dump
4 4 Own refuse dump



























































1 1 From home
2 2 From cell phone
3 3 From work
4 4 From elsewhere













1 1 Black African
2 2 Coloured



















3 3 Discouraged work-seeker
4 4 Not economically active
5 5 Household head out of working age scope i.e. 15-64
50 HSIZE COUNT
51 XPOP CATEGORICAL
1 1 Black African
2 2 Coloured





1 1 No income
2 2 R 1 - R 4800
3 3 R 4801 - R 9600
4 4 R 9601 - R 19200
5 5 R 19201 - R 38400
6 6 R 38401 - R 76800
7 7 R 76801 - R 153600
8 8 R 153601 - R 307200
9 9 R 307201 - R 614400
10 10 R 614401- R 1228800
11 11 R 1228801 - R 2457600







1 1 Western cape
Var n/a Many Others






VARIABLES & POSSIBLE VARIABLE VALUES
55 DISTRICT CATEGORICAL
199 1 City of Cape Town
Var n/a Many Others
56 MUNIC CATEGORICAL
199 1 City of Cape Town


































ACCESSING THE CENSUS DATA AND CONVERSION TO CSV 
STEP A – Setting the Working Directory in R 
#Setting the working directory 
setwd(dir="C:/Users/Ross/Documents/R/Working Directory") 
#Requesting a list of all files located in the working directory 
dir() 
 
STEP B – Converting Data from SPSS format to CSV format 
#Covert Data in working directory from SPSS format to CSV format 
library(foreign) 
write.table(read.spss("sa-census-2011-household-v1.1-20140618.sav"), file="Census_2011_Household.csv", quote 
= FALSE, sep = ",") 
 
STEP E – Importing CSV Dataset and converting the Dataset to an R Data Frame 
#Importing the Dataset 
dataset = read.csv("Census_2011_Household.csv") 
 
SA CENSUS 2011 DATA PRE-PROCESSING 
STEP 1 - Reducing Dataset to Cape Town only 
##Creating a Cape Town only Dataset 
#Importing the Dataset 
dataset = read.csv("Census_2011_Household.csv") 
#Creating a new Cape Town dataframe with irrelevant data entries removed 
dataset_CT <- dataset[!(dataset$DISTRICT %in% c('West Coast','Cape Winelands','Overberg','Eden','Central 
Karoo','Buffalo City','Cacadu','Amathole','Chris Hani','Ukhahlamba','O.R.Tambo','Alfred Nzo','Nelson Mandela 
Bay','John Taolo Gaetsewe','Namakwa','Pixley ka Seme','Siyanda','Frances 
Baard','Xhariep','Lejweleputswa','Thabo Mofutsanyane','Fezile 
Dabi','Mangaung','Ugu','Uthukela','Amajuba','Zululand','Uthungulu','iLembe','UMgungundlovu','Umzinyathi','Umk
hanyakude','Sisonke','eThekwini Metropolitan','Bojanala','Ngaka Modiri Molema','Dr Ruth Segomotsi 
Mompati','Dr Kenneth Kaunda','Sedibeng','West Rand','Ekurhuleni','City of Johannesburg','City of 
Tshwane','Gert Sibande','Nkangala','Ehlanzeni','Mopani','Vhembe','Capricorn','Waterberg','Greater 
Sekhukhune')),] 









STEP 3 - Encoding Categorical Data 
##Encoding the Categorical Variables 
#Importing the Dataset 
dataset = read.csv('Census_2011_Household_CT_Hgth.csv') 
#Encoding QNTYPE  
dataset$QNTYPE  = factor(dataset$QNTYPE ,  
                         levels = c('Household questionnaire'),  
                         labels = c(1)) 
#Encoding QUARTERS 
dataset$QUARTERS = factor(dataset$QUARTERS,  
                          levels = c('Housing Unit', 'Converted Hostel'),  
                          labels = c(1, 2)) 
#Encoding MAINDWELLING 
dataset$MAINDWELLING = factor(dataset$MAINDWELLING,  
                              levels = c('House or brick/concrete block structure on a separate stand ', 
'Traditional dwelling/hut/structure made of traditional mater', 'Flat or apartment in a block of flats', 
'Cluster/Townhouse', 'Semi-detached house', 'Second Dwelling', 'Informal dwelling/shack in back yard', 
'Informal dwelling/shack NOT in back yard. e.g. in an informa', 'Other'),  
                              labels = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9)) 
#Encoding OTHERDWELLING 
dataset$OTHERDWELLING = factor(dataset$OTHERDWELLING,  
                               levels = c('House or brick/concrete block structure on a separate stand ', 
'Traditional dwelling/hut/structure made of traditional mater', 'Flat or apartment in a block of flats', 
'Cluster house in complex', 'Town house (semi-detached house in complex)', 'Semi-detached house', 
'House/flat/room in back yard', 'Informal dwelling/shack in back yard', 'Informal dwelling/shack NOT in back 
yard. e.g. in an informa', 'Room/flatlet on a property or a larger dwelling/servants qua', 'Caravan or tent', 
'Other', 'Unspecified'),  
                               labels = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13)) 
#Encoding ROOF 
dataset$ROOF = factor(dataset$ROOF,  
                      levels = c('Cement block/concrete', 'Corrugated iron/zink', 'Wood', 'Plastic', 
'Cardboard', 'Wattle and daub', 'Tile', 'Thatch/grass', 'Asbestos', 'Other'),  
                      labels = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)) 
#Encoding WALL 
dataset$WALL = factor(dataset$WALL,  
                      levels = c('Brick', 'Cement block/concrete', 'Corrugated iron/zink', 'Wood', 'Plastic', 
'Cardboard', 'Mud and cement mix', 'Wattle and daub', 'Mud', 'Thatch/grass', 'Asbestos', 'Other'),  
                      labels = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12)) 
#Encoding TENURE 
dataset$TENURE = factor(dataset$TENURE,  
                        levels = c('Rented', 'Owned but not yet paid off', 'Occupied rent-free', 'Owned and 
fully paid off', 'Other'),  
                        labels = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)) 
#Encoding WATERPIPED 
dataset$WATERPIPED = factor(dataset$WATERPIPED,  
                            levels = c('Piped (tap) water inside the dwelling', 'Piped (tap) water inside the 
yard', 'Piped (tap) water on community stand: distance less than 200', 'Piped (tap) water to community stand: 
distance less than 200', 'Piped (tap) water to community stand: distance less than 500', 'Piped (tap) water 
on community stand: distance greater than ', 'No access to piped (tap) water'),  
                            labels = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)) 
#Encoding WSOURCE 
dataset$WSOURCE = factor(dataset$WSOURCE,  
                         levels = c('Regional/local water scheme (operated by a Water Service Aut', 




'Water tanker', 'Other'),  
                         labels = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9)) 
#Encoding WSUPPLY 
dataset$WSUPPLY = factor(dataset$WSUPPLY,  
                         levels = c('Yes', 'No', 'NA'),  
                         labels = c(1, 2, 3)) 
#Encoding WSUPPLY2 
dataset$WSUPPLY2 = factor(dataset$WSUPPLY2,  
                          levels = c('Yes', 'No', 'NA'),  
                          labels = c(1, 2, 3)) 
#Encoding ALTWSOURCE 
dataset$ALTWSOURCE = factor(dataset$ALTWSOURCE,  
                            levels = c('None', 'Borehole', 'Spring', 'Rain water tank', 'Dam/pool/stagnant 
water', 'River/stream', 'Water vendor', 'Water tanker', 'Other', 'NA'),  
                            labels = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)) 
#Encoding TOILET 
dataset$TOILET = factor(dataset$TOILET,  
                        levels = c('None', 'Flush toilet (connected to sewerage system)', 'Flush toilet (with 
septic tank)', 'Chemical toilet', 'Pit latrine with ventilation (VIP)', 'Pit latrine without ventilation', 
'Bucket latrine', 'Other'),  
                        labels = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)) 
#Encoding ECOOKING 
dataset$ECOOKING = factor(dataset$ECOOKING,  
                          levels = c('None', 'Electricity', 'Gas', 'Paraffin', 'Wood', 'Coal', 'Animal dung', 
'Solar', 'Other'),  
                          labels = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9)) 
#Encoding EHEATING 
dataset$EHEATING = factor(dataset$EHEATING,  
                          levels = c('None', 'Electricity', 'Gas', 'Paraffin', 'Wood', 'Coal', 'Animal dung', 
'Solar', 'Other'),  
                          labels = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9)) 
#Encoding ELIGHTING 
dataset$ELIGHTING = factor(dataset$ELIGHTING,  
                           levels = c('None', 'Electricity', 'Gas', 'Paraffin', 'Candles', 'Solar'),  
                           labels = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)) 
#Encoding REFUSE 
dataset$REFUSE = factor(dataset$REFUSE,  
                        levels = c('Removed by local authority at least once a week', 'Removed by local 
authority less often', 'Communal refuse dump', 'Own refuse dump', 'No rubbish disposal', 'Other'),  
                        labels = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)) 
#Encoding REFRIDGERATOR 
dataset$REFRIDGERATOR = factor(dataset$REFRIDGERATOR,  
                               levels = c('Yes', 'No'),  
                               labels = c(1, 2)) 
#Encoding STOVE 
dataset$STOVE = factor(dataset$STOVE,  
                       levels = c('Yes', 'No'),  
                       labels = c(1, 2)) 
#Encoding VACUUM 
dataset$VACUUM = factor(dataset$VACUUM,  




                        labels = c(1, 2)) 
#Encoding WASHINGM 
dataset$WASHINGM = factor(dataset$WASHINGM,  
                          levels = c('Yes', 'No'),  
                          labels = c(1, 2)) 
#Encoding COMPUTER 
dataset$COMPUTER = factor(dataset$COMPUTER,  
                          levels = c('Yes', 'No'),  
                          labels = c(1, 2)) 
#Encoding SATELLITE 
dataset$SATELLITE = factor(dataset$SATELLITE,  
                           levels = c('Yes', 'No'),  
                           labels = c(1, 2)) 
#Encoding DVD_PLAYER 
dataset$DVD_PLAYER = factor(dataset$DVD_PLAYER,  
                            levels = c('Yes', 'No'),  
                            labels = c(1, 2)) 
#Encoding MOTORCAR 
dataset$MOTORCAR = factor(dataset$MOTORCAR,  
                          levels = c('Yes', 'No'),  
                          labels = c(1, 2)) 
#Encoding TV 
dataset$TV = factor(dataset$TV,  
                    levels = c('Yes', 'No'),  
                    labels = c(1, 2)) 
#Encoding RADIO 
dataset$RADIO = factor(dataset$RADIO,  
                       levels = c('Yes', 'No'),  
                       labels = c(1, 2)) 
#Encoding LANDLINE 
dataset$LANDLINE = factor(dataset$LANDLINE,  
                          levels = c('Yes', 'No'),  
                          labels = c(1, 2)) 
#Encoding CELLPHONE 
dataset$CELLPHONE = factor(dataset$CELLPHONE,  
                           levels = c('Yes', 'No'),  
                           labels = c(1, 2)) 
#Encoding POSTBOX 
dataset$POSTBOX = factor(dataset$POSTBOX,  
                         levels = c('Yes', 'No'),  
                         labels = c(1, 2)) 
#Encoding MAIL 
dataset$MAIL = factor(dataset$MAIL,  
                      levels = c('Yes', 'No'),  
                      labels = c(1, 2)) 
#Encoding INTERNET 
dataset$INTERNET = factor(dataset$INTERNET,  
                          levels = c('From home', 'From cell phone', 'From work', 'From elsewhere', 'No 




                          labels = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)) 
#Encoding DEATHS 
dataset$DEATHS = factor(dataset$DEATHS,  
                        levels = c('Yes', 'No', 'Dont know'),  
                        labels = c(1, 2, 3)) 
#Encoding HHPOP 
dataset$HHPOP = factor(dataset$HHPOP,  
                       levels = c('Black African', 'Coloured', 'Indian or Asian', 'White', 'Other', 
'Unspecified'),  
                       labels = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)) 
 
#Encoding HHSEX 
dataset$HHSEX = factor(dataset$HHSEX,  
                       levels = c('Male', 'Female', 'Unspecified'),  
                       labels = c(1, 2, 3)) 
#Encoding HHEMPLOY 
dataset$HHEMPLOY = factor(dataset$HHEMPLOY,  
                          levels = c('Employed', 'Unemployed', 'Discouraged work-seeker', 'Not economically 
active', 'Household head out of working age scope i.e. 15-64'),  
                          labels = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)) 
#Encoding XPOP 
dataset$XPOP = factor(dataset$XPOP,  
                      levels = c('Black African', 'Coloured', 'Indian or Asian', 'White', 'Other', 'NA'),  
                      labels = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)) 
#Encoding INCOME 
dataset$INCOME = factor(dataset$INCOME,  
                        levels = c('No income', 'R 1 - R 4800', 'R 4801 - R 9600', 'R 9601 - R 19200', 'R 
19201 - R 38400', 'R 38401 - R 76800', 'R 76801 - R 153600', 'R 153601 - R 307200', 'R 307201 - R 614400', 'R 
614401- R 1228800', 'R 1228801 - R 2457600', 'R2457601 or more', 'Unspecified'),  
                        labels = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13)) 
#Encoding GEOTYPE 
dataset$GEOTYPE = factor(dataset$GEOTYPE,  
                         levels = c('Urban', 'Traditional', 'Farms'),  
                         labels = c(1, 2, 3)) 
#Encoding PROVINCE 
dataset$PROVINCE = factor(dataset$PROVINCE,  
                          levels = c('Western cape'),  
                          labels = c(1)) 
#Encoding DISTRICT 
dataset$DISTRICT = factor(dataset$DISTRICT,  
                          levels = c('City of Cape Town'),  
                          labels = c(1)) 
#Encoding MUNIC 
dataset$MUNIC = factor(dataset$MUNIC,  
                       levels = c('City of Cape Town'),  
                       labels = c(1)) 








MAINDWELLING – Model 1 & 2 (70:30 Training:Test Split) 
## Part 1 - Importing the dataset 
dataset = read.csv('Census_2011_Household_CT_Hgth_Enc.csv') 
 
## Part 2 - Selecting the appropriate variables 
dataset_maindwelling <- subset(dataset, 
select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
## Part 3 – Generating a Frequency Table for the Dependent Variable 
table(dataset_maindwelling$MAINDWELLING) 
 




split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
maindwelling_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, split == TRUE) 
maindwelling_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, split == FALSE) 
 
## Part 5 – Making the Dependent Variable a Factor 
maindwelling_training_set$MAINDWELLING <- as.factor(maindwelling_training_set$MAINDWELLING) 
maindwelling_test_set$MAINDWELLING <- as.factor(maindwelling_test_set$MAINDWELLING) 
 
## Part 6 - Feature Scaling 
maindwelling_training_set[,2] = scale(maindwelling_training_set[,2]) 
maindwelling_test_set[,2] = scale(maindwelling_test_set[,2]) 
 
## Part 7 – Creating the Random Forest Model 
library(randomForest) 
set.seed(222) 
rf <- randomForest(MAINDWELLING~.,data=maindwelling_training_set) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 8 – Publishing the Results (Model 1) 
# Installation of caret 
install.packages('caret', dependencies = TRUE) 
# Lava error, install lava 
#install.packages('lava') 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 1) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 







# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 1) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, maindwelling_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, maindwelling_training_set$MAINDWELLING) 
p2 <- predict(rf, maindwelling_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, maindwelling_test_set$MAINDWELLING) 
 
## Part 9 – Tuning the Random Forest Model 
# Visualise Error Rate of Random Forest 
plot(rf) 
# Tuning mtry 
t <- tuneRF(maindwelling_training_set[,-1],maindwelling_training_set[,1], 
       stepFactor = 0.5, 
       plot = TRUE, 
       ntreeTry = 150, 
       trace = TRUE, 
       improve = 0.05) 
 




                   ntree = 150, 
                   mtry = 2, 
                   importance = TRUE) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 11 – Publishing the Results of the New Model (Model 2) 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 2) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 2) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 2) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, maindwelling_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, maindwelling_training_set$MAINDWELLING) 
p2 <- predict(rf, maindwelling_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, maindwelling_test_set$MAINDWELLING) 
 
MAINDWELLING – Model 3 & 4 (80:20 Training:Test Split) 
## Part 1 - Importing the dataset 





## Part 2 - Selecting the appropriate variables 
dataset_maindwelling <- subset(dataset, 
select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
## Part 3 – Generating a Frequency Table for the Dependent Variable 
table(dataset_maindwelling$MAINDWELLING) 
 




split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
maindwelling_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, split == TRUE) 
maindwelling_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, split == FALSE) 
 
## Part 5 – Making the Dependent Variable a Factor 
maindwelling_training_set$MAINDWELLING <- as.factor(maindwelling_training_set$MAINDWELLING) 
maindwelling_test_set$MAINDWELLING <- as.factor(maindwelling_test_set$MAINDWELLING) 
 
## Part 6 - Feature Scaling 
maindwelling_training_set[,2] = scale(maindwelling_training_set[,2]) 
maindwelling_test_set[,2] = scale(maindwelling_test_set[,2]) 
 
## Part 7 – Creating the Random Forest Model 
library(randomForest) 
set.seed(222) 
rf <- randomForest(MAINDWELLING~.,data=maindwelling_training_set) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 8 – Publishing the Results (Model 3) 
# Installation of caret 
install.packages('caret', dependencies = TRUE) 
# Lava error, install lava 
#install.packages('lava') 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 3) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 




# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 3) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, maindwelling_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, maindwelling_training_set$MAINDWELLING) 







## Part 9 – Tuning the Random Forest Model 
# Visualise Error Rate of Random Forest 
plot(rf) 
# Tuning mtry 
t <- tuneRF(maindwelling_training_set[,-1],maindwelling_training_set[,1], 
       stepFactor = 0.5, 
       plot = TRUE, 
       ntreeTry = 150, 
       trace = TRUE, 
       improve = 0.05) 
 




                   ntree = 150, 
                   mtry = 2, 
                   importance = TRUE) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 11 – Publishing the Results of the New Model (Model 4) 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 4) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 4) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 4) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, maindwelling_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, maindwelling_training_set$MAINDWELLING) 
p2 <- predict(rf, maindwelling_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, maindwelling_test_set$MAINDWELLING) 
 
MAINDWELLING – Model 5 & 6 (90:10 Training:Test Split) 
## Part 1 - Importing the dataset 
dataset = read.csv('Census_2011_Household_CT_Hgth_Enc.csv') 
 
## Part 2 - Selecting the appropriate variables 
dataset_maindwelling <- subset(dataset, 
select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 










split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
maindwelling_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, split == TRUE) 
maindwelling_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, split == FALSE) 
 
## Part 5 – Making the Dependent Variable a Factor 
maindwelling_training_set$MAINDWELLING <- as.factor(maindwelling_training_set$MAINDWELLING) 
maindwelling_test_set$MAINDWELLING <- as.factor(maindwelling_test_set$MAINDWELLING) 
 
## Part 6 - Feature Scaling 
maindwelling_training_set[,2] = scale(maindwelling_training_set[,2]) 
maindwelling_test_set[,2] = scale(maindwelling_test_set[,2]) 
 
## Part 7 – Creating the Random Forest Model 
library(randomForest) 
set.seed(222) 
rf <- randomForest(MAINDWELLING~.,data=maindwelling_training_set) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 8 – Publishing the Results (Model 5) 
# Installation of caret 
install.packages('caret', dependencies = TRUE) 
# Lava error, install lava 
#install.packages('lava') 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 5) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 




# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 5) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, maindwelling_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, maindwelling_training_set$MAINDWELLING) 
p2 <- predict(rf, maindwelling_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, maindwelling_test_set$MAINDWELLING) 
 
## Part 9 – Tuning the Random Forest Model 
# Visualise Error Rate of Random Forest 
plot(rf) 
# Tuning mtry 
t <- tuneRF(maindwelling_training_set[,-1],maindwelling_training_set[,1], 
       stepFactor = 0.5, 




       ntreeTry = 150, 
       trace = TRUE, 
       improve = 0.05) 
 




                   ntree = 150, 
                   mtry = 2, 
                   importance = TRUE) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 11 – Publishing the Results of the New Model (Model 6) 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 6) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 6) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 6) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, maindwelling_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, maindwelling_training_set$MAINDWELLING) 
p2 <- predict(rf, maindwelling_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, maindwelling_test_set$MAINDWELLING) 
 
MAINDWELLING – Model 7 & 8 (70:30 Training:Test Split, with Stratified Sampling) 
## Part 1 - Importing the dataset 
dataset = read.csv('Census_2011_Household_CT_Hgth_Enc.csv') 
 
## Part 2 - Selecting the appropriate variables 
dataset_maindwelling <- subset(dataset, 
                        select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
## Part 3 - Generating a Frequency Table for the Dependent Variable 
table(dataset_maindwelling$MAINDWELLING) 
 
## PART 4 - stratified sampling 
 
# Extract maindwelling by class 
dataset_maindwelling_1 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="1", 
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_2 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="2",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 




                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_4 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="4",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_5 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="5",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_6 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="6",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_7 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="7",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_8 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="8",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_9 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="9",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
# split maindwelling into training and test sets 
# install.packages('caTools') 
library(caTools) 
# Maindwelling 1 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_1$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
dataset_maindwelling_1_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_1, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_1_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_1, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 2 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_2$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
dataset_maindwelling_2_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_2, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_2_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_2, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 3 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_3$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
dataset_maindwelling_3_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_3, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_3_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_3, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 4 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_4$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
dataset_maindwelling_4_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_4, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_4_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_4, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 5 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_5$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
dataset_maindwelling_5_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_5, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_5_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_5, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 6 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_6$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
dataset_maindwelling_6_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_6, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_6_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_6, split == FALSE) 





split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_7$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
dataset_maindwelling_7_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_7, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_7_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_7, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 8 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_8$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
dataset_maindwelling_8_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_8, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_8_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_8, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 9 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_9$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
dataset_maindwelling_9_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_9, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_9_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_9, split == FALSE) 
 
# Recombine into single training set 





# Recombine into single test set 





# Remove unnecessary data frames 
# Unnecessary Maindwelling data frames 
rm(dataset_maindwelling_1,dataset_maindwelling_2,dataset_maindwelling_3,dataset_maindwelling_4,dataset_maindwel
ling_5,dataset_maindwelling_6,dataset_maindwelling_7,dataset_maindwelling_8,dataset_maindwelling_9) 
















## Part 6 - Feature Scaling 
dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set[,2] = scale(dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set[,2]) 
dataset_maindwelling_global_test_set[,2] = scale(dataset_maindwelling_global_test_set[,2]) 
 
## Part 7 - Creating the Random Forest Model 
library(randomForest) 
set.seed(222) 





## Part 8 - Publishing the Results (Model 7) 
 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 7) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 




# Installation of caret 
# install.packages('caret', dependencies = TRUE) 




# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 7) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set$MAINDWELLING) 
p2 <- predict(rf, dataset_maindwelling_global_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, dataset_maindwelling_global_test_set$MAINDWELLING) 
 
## Part 9 - Tuning the Random Forest Model 
# Visualise Error Rate of Random Forest 
plot(rf) 
# Tuning mtry 
t <- tuneRF(dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set[,-1],dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set[,1], 
            stepFactor = 0.5, 
            plot = TRUE, 
            ntreeTry = 150, 
            trace = TRUE, 
            improve = 0.05) 
 




                  ntree = 150, 
                  mtry = 2, 
                  importance = TRUE) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 11 - Publishing the Results of the New Model (Model 8) 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 8) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 





# Variable importance (Model 8) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 8) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set$MAINDWELLING) 
p2 <- predict(rf, dataset_maindwelling_global_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, dataset_maindwelling_global_test_set$MAINDWELLING) 
 
MAINDWELLING – Model 9 & 10 (80:20 Training:Test Split, with Stratified Sampling) 
## Part 1 - Importing the dataset 
dataset = read.csv('Census_2011_Household_CT_Hgth_Enc.csv') 
 
## Part 2 - Selecting the appropriate variables 
dataset_maindwelling <- subset(dataset, 
                        select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
## Part 3 - Generating a Frequency Table for the Dependent Variable 
table(dataset_maindwelling$MAINDWELLING) 
 
## PART 4 - stratified sampling 
 
# Extract maindwelling by class 
dataset_maindwelling_1 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="1", 
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_2 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="2",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_3 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="3",                                                     
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_4 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="4",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_5 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="5",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_6 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="6",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_7 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="7",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_8 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="8",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_9 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="9",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 







# Maindwelling 1 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_1$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
dataset_maindwelling_1_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_1, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_1_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_1, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 2 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_2$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
dataset_maindwelling_2_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_2, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_2_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_2, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 3 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_3$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
dataset_maindwelling_3_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_3, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_3_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_3, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 4 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_4$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
dataset_maindwelling_4_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_4, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_4_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_4, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 5 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_5$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
dataset_maindwelling_5_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_5, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_5_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_5, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 6 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_6$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
dataset_maindwelling_6_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_6, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_6_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_6, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 7 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_7$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
dataset_maindwelling_7_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_7, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_7_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_7, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 8 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_8$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
dataset_maindwelling_8_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_8, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_8_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_8, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 9 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_9$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
dataset_maindwelling_9_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_9, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_9_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_9, split == FALSE) 
 
# Recombine into single training set 








# Recombine into single test set 





# Remove unnecessary data frames 
# Unnecessary Maindwelling data frames 
rm(dataset_maindwelling_1,dataset_maindwelling_2,dataset_maindwelling_3,dataset_maindwelling_4,dataset_maindwel
ling_5,dataset_maindwelling_6,dataset_maindwelling_7,dataset_maindwelling_8,dataset_maindwelling_9) 
















## Part 6 - Feature Scaling 
dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set[,2] = scale(dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set[,2]) 
dataset_maindwelling_global_test_set[,2] = scale(dataset_maindwelling_global_test_set[,2]) 
 
## Part 7 - Creating the Random Forest Model 
library(randomForest) 
set.seed(222) 
rf <- randomForest(MAINDWELLING~.,data=dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 8 - Publishing the Results (Model 9) 
 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 9) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 




# Installation of caret 
# install.packages('caret', dependencies = TRUE) 






# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 9) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set$MAINDWELLING) 




## Part 9 - Tuning the Random Forest Model 
# Visualise Error Rate of Random Forest 
plot(rf) 
# Tuning mtry 
t <- tuneRF(dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set[,-1],dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set[,1], 
            stepFactor = 0.5, 
            plot = TRUE, 
            ntreeTry = 150, 
            trace = TRUE, 
            improve = 0.05) 
 




                  ntree = 150, 
                  mtry = 2, 
                  importance = TRUE) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 11 - Publishing the Results of the New Model (Model 10) 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 10) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 10) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 10) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set$MAINDWELLING) 
p2 <- predict(rf, dataset_maindwelling_global_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, dataset_maindwelling_global_test_set$MAINDWELLING) 
 
MAINDWELLING – Model 11 & 12 (90:10 Training:Test Split, with Stratified Sampling) 
## Part 1 - Importing the dataset 





## Part 2 - Selecting the appropriate variables 
dataset_maindwelling <- subset(dataset, 
                        select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
## Part 3 - Generating a Frequency Table for the Dependent Variable 
table(dataset_maindwelling$MAINDWELLING) 
 
## PART 4 - stratified sampling 
 
# Extract maindwelling by class 
dataset_maindwelling_1 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="1", 
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_2 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="2",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_3 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="3",                                                     
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_4 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="4",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_5 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="5",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_6 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="6",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_7 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="7",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_8 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="8",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_maindwelling_9 <- subset(dataset_maindwelling, MAINDWELLING=="9",  
                          select=c("MAINDWELLING","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
# split maindwelling into training and test sets 
# install.packages('caTools') 
library(caTools) 
# Maindwelling 1 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_1$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
dataset_maindwelling_1_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_1, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_1_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_1, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 2 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_2$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
dataset_maindwelling_2_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_2, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_2_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_2, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 3 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_3$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
dataset_maindwelling_3_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_3, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_3_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_3, split == FALSE) 





split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_4$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
dataset_maindwelling_4_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_4, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_4_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_4, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 5 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_5$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
dataset_maindwelling_5_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_5, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_5_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_5, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 6 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_6$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
dataset_maindwelling_6_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_6, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_6_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_6, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 7 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_7$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
dataset_maindwelling_7_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_7, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_7_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_7, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 8 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_8$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
dataset_maindwelling_8_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_8, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_8_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_8, split == FALSE) 
# Maindwelling 9 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_maindwelling_9$MAINDWELLING, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
dataset_maindwelling_9_training_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_9, split == TRUE) 
dataset_maindwelling_9_test_set <- subset(dataset_maindwelling_9, split == FALSE) 
 
# Recombine into single training set 





# Recombine into single test set 





# Remove unnecessary data frames 
# Unnecessary Maindwelling data frames 
rm(dataset_maindwelling_1,dataset_maindwelling_2,dataset_maindwelling_3,dataset_maindwelling_4,dataset_maindwel
ling_5,dataset_maindwelling_6,dataset_maindwelling_7,dataset_maindwelling_8,dataset_maindwelling_9) 



















## Part 6 - Feature Scaling 
dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set[,2] = scale(dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set[,2]) 
dataset_maindwelling_global_test_set[,2] = scale(dataset_maindwelling_global_test_set[,2]) 
 
## Part 7 - Creating the Random Forest Model 
library(randomForest) 
set.seed(222) 
rf <- randomForest(MAINDWELLING~.,data=dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 8 - Publishing the Results (Model 11) 
 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 11) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 




# Installation of caret 
# install.packages('caret', dependencies = TRUE) 




# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 11) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set$MAINDWELLING) 




## Part 9 - Tuning the Random Forest Model 
# Visualise Error Rate of Random Forest 
plot(rf) 
# Tuning mtry 
t <- tuneRF(dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set[,-1],dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set[,1], 
            stepFactor = 0.5, 




            ntreeTry = 150, 
            trace = TRUE, 
            improve = 0.05) 
 




                  ntree = 150, 
                  mtry = 2, 
                  importance = TRUE) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 11 - Publishing the Results of the New Model (Model 12) 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 12) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 12) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 12) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, dataset_maindwelling_global_training_set$MAINDWELLING) 
p2 <- predict(rf, dataset_maindwelling_global_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, dataset_maindwelling_global_test_set$MAINDWELLING) 
 
TENURE – Model 13 & 14 (70:30 Training:Test Split) 
## Part 1 - Importing the dataset 
dataset = read.csv('Census_2011_Household_CT_Hgth_Enc.csv') 
 
## Part 2 - Selecting the appropriate variables 
dataset_tenure <- subset(dataset, select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
## Part 3 – Generating a Frequency Table for the Dependent Variable 
table(dataset_tenure$TENURE) 
 




split = sample.split(dataset_tenure$TENURE, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
tenure_training_set <- subset(dataset_tenure, split == TRUE) 
tenure_test_set <- subset(dataset_tenure, split == FALSE) 
 




tenure_training_set$TENURE <- as.factor(tenure_training_set$TENURE) 
tenure_test_set$TENURE <- as.factor(tenure_test_set$TENURE) 
 
## Part 6 - Feature Scaling 
tenure_training_set[,2] = scale(tenure_training_set[,2]) 
tenure_test_set[,2] = scale(tenure_test_set[,2]) 
 
## Part 7 – Creating the Random Forest Model 
library(randomForest) 
set.seed(222) 
rf <- randomForest(TENURE~.,data=tenure_training_set) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 8 – Publishing the Results (Model 13) 
# Installation of caret 
install.packages('caret', dependencies = TRUE) 
# Lava error, install lava 
#install.packages('lava') 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 13) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 13) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 13) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, tenure_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, tenure_training_set$TENURE) 
p2 <- predict(rf, tenure_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, tenure_test_set$TENURE) 
 
## Part 9 – Tuning the Random Forest Model 
# Visualise Error Rate of Random Forest 
plot(rf) 
# Tuning mtry 
t <- tuneRF(tenure_training_set[,-1],tenure_training_set[,1], 
       stepFactor = 0.5, 
       plot = TRUE, 
       ntreeTry = 150, 
       trace = TRUE, 
       improve = 0.05) 
 




                   ntree = 150, 




                   importance = TRUE) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 11 – Publishing the Results of the New Model (Model 14) 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 14) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 14) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 14) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, tenure_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, tenure_training_set$TENURE) 
p2 <- predict(rf, tenure_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, tenure_test_set$TENURE) 
 
TENURE – Model 15 & 16 (80:20 Training:Test Split) 
## Part 1 - Importing the dataset 
dataset = read.csv('Census_2011_Household_CT_Hgth_Enc.csv') 
 
## Part 2 - Selecting the appropriate variables 
dataset_tenure <- subset(dataset, select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
## Part 3 – Generating a Frequency Table for the Dependent Variable 
table(dataset_tenure$TENURE) 
 




split = sample.split(dataset_tenure$TENURE, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
tenure_training_set <- subset(dataset_tenure, split == TRUE) 
tenure_test_set <- subset(dataset_tenure, split == FALSE) 
 
## Part 5 – Making the Dependent Variable a Factor 
tenure_training_set$TENURE <- as.factor(tenure_training_set$TENURE) 
tenure_test_set$TENURE <- as.factor(tenure_test_set$TENURE) 
 
## Part 6 - Feature Scaling 
tenure_training_set[,2] = scale(tenure_training_set[,2]) 
tenure_test_set[,2] = scale(tenure_test_set[,2]) 
 






rf <- randomForest(TENURE~.,data=tenure_training_set) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 8 – Publishing the Results (Model 15) 
# Installation of caret 
install.packages('caret', dependencies = TRUE) 
# Lava error, install lava 
#install.packages('lava') 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 15) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 15) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 15) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, tenure_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, tenure_training_set$TENURE) 
p2 <- predict(rf, tenure_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, tenure_test_set$TENURE) 
 
## Part 9 – Tuning the Random Forest Model 
# Visualise Error Rate of Random Forest 
plot(rf) 
# Tuning mtry 
t <- tuneRF(tenure_training_set[,-1],tenure_training_set[,1], 
       stepFactor = 0.5, 
       plot = TRUE, 
       ntreeTry = 150, 
       trace = TRUE, 
       improve = 0.05) 
 




                   ntree = 150, 
                   mtry = 2, 
                   importance = TRUE) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 11 – Publishing the Results of the New Model (Model 16) 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 16) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 








# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 16) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, tenure_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, tenure_training_set$TENURE) 
p2 <- predict(rf, tenure_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, tenure_test_set$TENURE) 
 
TENURE – Model 17 & 18 (90:10 Training:Test Split) 
## Part 1 - Importing the dataset 
dataset = read.csv('Census_2011_Household_CT_Hgth_Enc.csv') 
 
## Part 2 - Selecting the appropriate variables 
dataset_tenure <- subset(dataset, select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
## Part 3 – Generating a Frequency Table for the Dependent Variable 
table(dataset_tenure$TENURE) 
 




split = sample.split(dataset_tenure$TENURE, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
tenure_training_set <- subset(dataset_tenure, split == TRUE) 
tenure_test_set <- subset(dataset_tenure, split == FALSE) 
 
## Part 5 – Making the Dependent Variable a Factor 
tenure_training_set$TENURE <- as.factor(tenure_training_set$TENURE) 
tenure_test_set$TENURE <- as.factor(tenure_test_set$TENURE) 
 
## Part 6 - Feature Scaling 
tenure_training_set[,2] = scale(tenure_training_set[,2]) 
tenure_test_set[,2] = scale(tenure_test_set[,2]) 
 
## Part 7 – Creating the Random Forest Model 
library(randomForest) 
set.seed(222) 
rf <- randomForest(TENURE~.,data=tenure_training_set) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 8 – Publishing the Results (Model 17) 
# Installation of caret 
install.packages('caret', dependencies = TRUE) 





# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 17) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 17) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 17) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, tenure_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, tenure_training_set$TENURE) 
p2 <- predict(rf, tenure_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, tenure_test_set$TENURE) 
 
## Part 9 – Tuning the Random Forest Model 
# Visualise Error Rate of Random Forest 
plot(rf) 
# Tuning mtry 
t <- tuneRF(tenure_training_set[,-1],tenure_training_set[,1], 
       stepFactor = 0.5, 
       plot = TRUE, 
       ntreeTry = 150, 
       trace = TRUE, 
       improve = 0.05) 
 




                   ntree = 150, 
                   mtry = 2, 
                   importance = TRUE) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 11 – Publishing the Results of the New Model (Model 18) 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 18) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 18) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 18) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, tenure_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, tenure_training_set$TENURE) 







TENURE – Model 19 & 20 (70:30 Training:Test Split, with Stratified Sampling) 
## Part 1 - Importing the dataset 
dataset = read.csv('Census_2011_Household_CT_Hgth_Enc.csv') 
 
## Part 2 - Selecting the appropriate variables 
dataset_tenure <- subset(dataset, 
                        select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
## Part 3 - Generating a Frequency Table for the Dependent Variable 
table(dataset_tenure$TENURE) 
 
## PART 4 - stratified sampling 
 
# Extract tenure by class 
dataset_tenure_1 <- subset(dataset_tenure, TENURE=="1", 
                          select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_tenure_2 <- subset(dataset_tenure, TENURE=="2",  
                          select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_tenure_3 <- subset(dataset_tenure, TENURE=="3",                                                     
                          select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_tenure_4 <- subset(dataset_tenure, TENURE=="4",  
                          select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_tenure_5 <- subset(dataset_tenure, TENURE=="5",  
                          select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
# split tenure into training and test sets 
# install.packages('caTools') 
library(caTools) 
# Tenure 1 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_tenure_1$TENURE, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
dataset_tenure_1_training_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_1, split == TRUE) 
dataset_tenure_1_test_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_1, split == FALSE) 
# Tenure 2 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_tenure_2$TENURE, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
dataset_tenure_2_training_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_2, split == TRUE) 
dataset_tenure_2_test_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_2, split == FALSE) 
# Tenure 3 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_tenure_3$TENURE, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
dataset_tenure_3_training_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_3, split == TRUE) 
dataset_tenure_3_test_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_3, split == FALSE) 
# Tenure 4 
set.seed(123) 




dataset_tenure_4_training_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_4, split == TRUE) 
dataset_tenure_4_test_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_4, split == FALSE) 
# Tenure 5 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_tenure_5$TENURE, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
dataset_tenure_5_training_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_5, split == TRUE) 
dataset_tenure_5_test_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_5, split == FALSE) 
 
# Recombine into single training set 




# Recombine into single test set 
dataset_tenure_global_test_set <- rbind(dataset_tenure_1_test_set, 
dataset_tenure_2_test_set,dataset_tenure_3_test_set,dataset_tenure_4_test_set,dataset_tenure_5_test_set) 
 
# Remove unnecessary data frames 
# Unnecessary Tenure data frames 
rm(dataset_tenure_1,dataset_tenure_2,dataset_tenure_3,dataset_tenure_4,dataset_tenure_5) 
# Unnecessary training set data frames 
rm(dataset_tenure_1_training_set,dataset_tenure_2_training_set,dataset_tenure_3_training_set,dataset_tenure_4_t
raining_set,dataset_tenure_5_training_set) 




## Part 5 - Making the Dependent Variable a Factor 
dataset_tenure_global_training_set$TENURE <- as.factor(dataset_tenure_global_training_set$TENURE) 
dataset_tenure_global_test_set$TENURE <- as.factor(dataset_tenure_global_test_set$TENURE) 
 
## Part 6 - Feature Scaling 
dataset_tenure_global_training_set[,2] = scale(dataset_tenure_global_training_set[,2]) 
dataset_tenure_global_test_set[,2] = scale(dataset_tenure_global_test_set[,2]) 
 
## Part 7 - Creating the Random Forest Model 
library(randomForest) 
set.seed(222) 
rf <- randomForest(TENURE~.,data=dataset_tenure_global_training_set) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 8 - Publishing the Results (Model 19) 
 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 19) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 








# Installation of caret 
# install.packages('caret', dependencies = TRUE) 




# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 19) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, dataset_tenure_global_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, dataset_tenure_global_training_set$TENURE) 
p2 <- predict(rf, dataset_tenure_global_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, dataset_tenure_global_test_set$TENURE) 
 
## Part 9 - Tuning the Random Forest Model 
# Visualise Error Rate of Random Forest 
plot(rf) 
# Tuning mtry 
t <- tuneRF(dataset_tenure_global_training_set[,-1],dataset_tenure_global_training_set[,1], 
            stepFactor = 0.5, 
            plot = TRUE, 
            ntreeTry = 150, 
            trace = TRUE, 
            improve = 0.05) 
 




                  ntree = 150, 
                  mtry = 2, 




## Part 11 - Publishing the Results of the New Model (Model 20) 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 20) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 20) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 20) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, dataset_tenure_global_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, dataset_tenure_global_training_set$TENURE) 






TENURE – Model 21 & 22 (80:20 Training:Test Split, with Stratified Sampling) 
## Part 1 - Importing the dataset 
dataset = read.csv('Census_2011_Household_CT_Hgth_Enc.csv') 
 
## Part 2 - Selecting the appropriate variables 
dataset_tenure <- subset(dataset, 
                        select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
## Part 3 - Generating a Frequency Table for the Dependent Variable 
table(dataset_tenure$TENURE) 
 
## PART 4 - stratified sampling 
 
# Extract tenure by class 
dataset_tenure_1 <- subset(dataset_tenure, TENURE=="1", 
                          select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_tenure_2 <- subset(dataset_tenure, TENURE=="2",  
                          select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_tenure_3 <- subset(dataset_tenure, TENURE=="3",                                                     
                          select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_tenure_4 <- subset(dataset_tenure, TENURE=="4",  
                          select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_tenure_5 <- subset(dataset_tenure, TENURE=="5",  
                          select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
# split tenure into training and test sets 
# install.packages('caTools') 
library(caTools) 
# Tenure 1 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_tenure_1$TENURE, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
dataset_tenure_1_training_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_1, split == TRUE) 
dataset_tenure_1_test_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_1, split == FALSE) 
# Tenure 2 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_tenure_2$TENURE, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
dataset_tenure_2_training_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_2, split == TRUE) 
dataset_tenure_2_test_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_2, split == FALSE) 
# Tenure 3 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_tenure_3$TENURE, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
dataset_tenure_3_training_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_3, split == TRUE) 
dataset_tenure_3_test_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_3, split == FALSE) 
# Tenure 4 
set.seed(123) 




dataset_tenure_4_training_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_4, split == TRUE) 
dataset_tenure_4_test_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_4, split == FALSE) 
# Tenure 5 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_tenure_5$TENURE, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
dataset_tenure_5_training_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_5, split == TRUE) 
dataset_tenure_5_test_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_5, split == FALSE) 
 
# Recombine into single training set 




# Recombine into single test set 
dataset_tenure_global_test_set <- rbind(dataset_tenure_1_test_set, 
dataset_tenure_2_test_set,dataset_tenure_3_test_set,dataset_tenure_4_test_set,dataset_tenure_5_test_set) 
 
# Remove unnecessary data frames 
# Unnecessary Tenure data frames 
rm(dataset_tenure_1,dataset_tenure_2,dataset_tenure_3,dataset_tenure_4,dataset_tenure_5) 
# Unnecessary training set data frames 
rm(dataset_tenure_1_training_set,dataset_tenure_2_training_set,dataset_tenure_3_training_set,dataset_tenure_4_t
raining_set,dataset_tenure_5_training_set) 




## Part 5 - Making the Dependent Variable a Factor 
dataset_tenure_global_training_set$TENURE <- as.factor(dataset_tenure_global_training_set$TENURE) 
dataset_tenure_global_test_set$TENURE <- as.factor(dataset_tenure_global_test_set$TENURE) 
 
## Part 6 - Feature Scaling 
dataset_tenure_global_training_set[,2] = scale(dataset_tenure_global_training_set[,2]) 
dataset_tenure_global_test_set[,2] = scale(dataset_tenure_global_test_set[,2]) 
 
## Part 7 - Creating the Random Forest Model 
library(randomForest) 
set.seed(222) 
rf <- randomForest(TENURE~.,data=dataset_tenure_global_training_set) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 8 - Publishing the Results (Model 21) 
 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 21) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 








# Installation of caret 
# install.packages('caret', dependencies = TRUE) 




# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 21) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, dataset_tenure_global_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, dataset_tenure_global_training_set$TENURE) 
p2 <- predict(rf, dataset_tenure_global_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, dataset_tenure_global_test_set$TENURE) 
 
## Part 9 - Tuning the Random Forest Model 
# Visualise Error Rate of Random Forest 
plot(rf) 
# Tuning mtry 
t <- tuneRF(dataset_tenure_global_training_set[,-1],dataset_tenure_global_training_set[,1], 
            stepFactor = 0.5, 
            plot = TRUE, 
            ntreeTry = 150, 
            trace = TRUE, 
            improve = 0.05) 
 




                  ntree = 150, 
                  mtry = 2, 
                  importance = TRUE) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 11 - Publishing the Results of the New Model (Model 22) 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 22) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 22) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 22) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, dataset_tenure_global_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, dataset_tenure_global_training_set$TENURE) 






TENURE – Model 23 & 24 (90:10 Training:Test Split, with Stratified Sampling) 
## Part 1 - Importing the dataset 
dataset = read.csv('Census_2011_Household_CT_Hgth_Enc.csv') 
 
## Part 2 - Selecting the appropriate variables 
dataset_tenure <- subset(dataset, 
                        select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
## Part 3 - Generating a Frequency Table for the Dependent Variable 
table(dataset_tenure$TENURE) 
 
## PART 4 - stratified sampling 
 
# Extract tenure by class 
dataset_tenure_1 <- subset(dataset_tenure, TENURE=="1", 
                          select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_tenure_2 <- subset(dataset_tenure, TENURE=="2",  
                          select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_tenure_3 <- subset(dataset_tenure, TENURE=="3",                                                     
                          select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_tenure_4 <- subset(dataset_tenure, TENURE=="4",  
                          select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_tenure_5 <- subset(dataset_tenure, TENURE=="5",  
                          select=c("TENURE","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
# split tenure into training and test sets 
# install.packages('caTools') 
library(caTools) 
# Tenure 1 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_tenure_1$TENURE, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
dataset_tenure_1_training_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_1, split == TRUE) 
dataset_tenure_1_test_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_1, split == FALSE) 
# Tenure 2 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_tenure_2$TENURE, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
dataset_tenure_2_training_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_2, split == TRUE) 
dataset_tenure_2_test_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_2, split == FALSE) 
# Tenure 3 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_tenure_3$TENURE, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
dataset_tenure_3_training_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_3, split == TRUE) 
dataset_tenure_3_test_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_3, split == FALSE) 
# Tenure 4 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_tenure_4$TENURE, SplitRatio = 0.90) 




dataset_tenure_4_test_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_4, split == FALSE) 
# Tenure 5 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_tenure_5$TENURE, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
dataset_tenure_5_training_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_5, split == TRUE) 
dataset_tenure_5_test_set <- subset(dataset_tenure_5, split == FALSE) 
 
# Recombine into single training set 




# Recombine into single test set 
dataset_tenure_global_test_set <- rbind(dataset_tenure_1_test_set, 
dataset_tenure_2_test_set,dataset_tenure_3_test_set,dataset_tenure_4_test_set,dataset_tenure_5_test_set) 
 
# Remove unnecessary data frames 
# Unnecessary Tenure data frames 
rm(dataset_tenure_1,dataset_tenure_2,dataset_tenure_3,dataset_tenure_4,dataset_tenure_5) 
# Unnecessary training set data frames 
rm(dataset_tenure_1_training_set,dataset_tenure_2_training_set,dataset_tenure_3_training_set,dataset_tenure_4_t
raining_set,dataset_tenure_5_training_set) 




## Part 5 - Making the Dependent Variable a Factor 
dataset_tenure_global_training_set$TENURE <- as.factor(dataset_tenure_global_training_set$TENURE) 
dataset_tenure_global_test_set$TENURE <- as.factor(dataset_tenure_global_test_set$TENURE) 
 
## Part 6 - Feature Scaling 
dataset_tenure_global_training_set[,2] = scale(dataset_tenure_global_training_set[,2]) 
dataset_tenure_global_test_set[,2] = scale(dataset_tenure_global_test_set[,2]) 
 
## Part 7 - Creating the Random Forest Model 
library(randomForest) 
set.seed(222) 
rf <- randomForest(TENURE~.,data=dataset_tenure_global_training_set) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 8 - Publishing the Results (Model 23) 
 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 23) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 








# Installation of caret 
# install.packages('caret', dependencies = TRUE) 




# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 23) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, dataset_tenure_global_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, dataset_tenure_global_training_set$TENURE) 




## Part 9 - Tuning the Random Forest Model 
# Visualise Error Rate of Random Forest 
plot(rf) 
# Tuning mtry 
t <- tuneRF(dataset_tenure_global_training_set[,-1],dataset_tenure_global_training_set[,1], 
            stepFactor = 0.5, 
            plot = TRUE, 
            ntreeTry = 150, 
            trace = TRUE, 
            improve = 0.05) 
 




                  ntree = 150, 
                  mtry = 2, 
                  importance = TRUE) 
print(rf) 
## Part 11 - Publishing the Results of the New Model (Model 24) 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 24) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 24) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 24) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, dataset_tenure_global_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, dataset_tenure_global_training_set$TENURE) 






BEDROOMS – Model 25 & 26 (70:30 Training:Test Split) 
## Part 1 - Importing the dataset 
dataset = read.csv('Census_2011_Household_CT_Hgth_Enc.csv') 
 
## Part 2 - Selecting the appropriate variables 
dataset_bedrooms <- subset(dataset, select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
## Part 3 – Generating a Frequency Table for the Dependent Variable 
table(dataset_bedrooms$BEDROOMS) 
 




split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
bedrooms_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, split == TRUE) 
bedrooms_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, split == FALSE) 
 
## Part 5 – Making the Dependent Variable a Factor 
bedrooms_training_set$BEDROOMS <- as.factor(bedrooms_training_set$BEDROOMS) 
bedrooms_test_set$BEDROOMS <- as.factor(bedrooms_test_set$BEDROOMS) 
 
## Part 6 - Feature Scaling 
bedrooms_training_set[,2] = scale(bedrooms_training_set[,2]) 
bedrooms_test_set[,2] = scale(bedrooms_test_set[,2]) 
 
## Part 7 – Creating the Random Forest Model 
library(randomForest) 
set.seed(222) 
rf <- randomForest(BEDROOMS~.,data=bedrooms_training_set) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 8 – Publishing the Results (Model 25) 
# Installation of caret 
install.packages('caret', dependencies = TRUE) 
# Lava error, install lava 
#install.packages('lava') 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 25) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 25) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 25) 
library(caret) 





p2 <- predict(rf, bedrooms_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, bedrooms_test_set$BEDROOMS) 
 
## Part 9 – Tuning the Random Forest Model 
# Visualise Error Rate of Random Forest 
plot(rf) 
# Tuning mtry 
t <- tuneRF(bedrooms_training_set[,-1],bedrooms_training_set[,1], 
       stepFactor = 0.5, 
       plot = TRUE, 
       ntreeTry = 150, 
       trace = TRUE, 
       improve = 0.05) 
 




                   ntree = 150, 
                   mtry = 2, 
                   importance = TRUE) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 11 – Publishing the Results of the New Model (Model 26) 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 26) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 26) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 26) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, bedrooms_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, bedrooms_training_set$BEDROOMS) 
p2 <- predict(rf, bedrooms_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, bedrooms_test_set$BEDROOMS) 
 
BEDROOMS – Model 27 & 28 (80:20 Training:Test Split) 
## Part 1 - Importing the dataset 
dataset = read.csv('Census_2011_Household_CT_Hgth_Enc.csv') 
 
## Part 2 - Selecting the appropriate variables 
dataset_bedrooms <- subset(dataset, select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 










split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
bedrooms_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, split == TRUE) 
bedrooms_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, split == FALSE) 
 
## Part 5 – Making the Dependent Variable a Factor 
bedrooms_training_set$BEDROOMS <- as.factor(bedrooms_training_set$BEDROOMS) 
bedrooms_test_set$BEDROOMS <- as.factor(bedrooms_test_set$BEDROOMS) 
 
## Part 6 - Feature Scaling 
bedrooms_training_set[,2] = scale(bedrooms_training_set[,2]) 
bedrooms_test_set[,2] = scale(bedrooms_test_set[,2]) 
 
## Part 7 – Creating the Random Forest Model 
library(randomForest) 
set.seed(222) 
rf <- randomForest(BEDROOMS~.,data=bedrooms_training_set) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 8 – Publishing the Results (Model 27) 
# Installation of caret 
install.packages('caret', dependencies = TRUE) 
# Lava error, install lava 
#install.packages('lava') 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 27) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 27) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 27) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, bedrooms_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, bedrooms_training_set$BEDROOMS) 
p2 <- predict(rf, bedrooms_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, bedrooms_test_set$BEDROOMS) 
 
## Part 9 – Tuning the Random Forest Model 
# Visualise Error Rate of Random Forest 
plot(rf) 
# Tuning mtry 
t <- tuneRF(bedrooms_training_set[,-1],bedrooms_training_set[,1], 




       plot = TRUE, 
       ntreeTry = 150, 
       trace = TRUE, 
       improve = 0.05) 
 




                   ntree = 150, 
                   mtry = 2, 
                   importance = TRUE) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 11 – Publishing the Results of the New Model (Model 28) 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 28) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 28) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 28) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, bedrooms_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, bedrooms_training_set$BEDROOMS) 
p2 <- predict(rf, bedrooms_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, bedrooms_test_set$BEDROOMS) 
 
BEDROOMS – Model 29 & 30 (90:10 Training:Test Split) 
## Part 1 - Importing the dataset 
dataset = read.csv('Census_2011_Household_CT_Hgth_Enc.csv') 
 
## Part 2 - Selecting the appropriate variables 
dataset_bedrooms <- subset(dataset, select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
## Part 3 – Generating a Frequency Table for the Dependent Variable 
table(dataset_bedrooms$BEDROOMS) 
 




split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
bedrooms_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, split == TRUE) 





## Part 5 – Making the Dependent Variable a Factor 
bedrooms_training_set$BEDROOMS <- as.factor(bedrooms_training_set$BEDROOMS) 
bedrooms_test_set$BEDROOMS <- as.factor(bedrooms_test_set$BEDROOMS) 
 
## Part 6 - Feature Scaling 
bedrooms_training_set[,2] = scale(bedrooms_training_set[,2]) 
bedrooms_test_set[,2] = scale(bedrooms_test_set[,2]) 
 
## Part 7 – Creating the Random Forest Model 
library(randomForest) 
set.seed(222) 
rf <- randomForest(BEDROOMS~.,data=bedrooms_training_set) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 8 – Publishing the Results (Model 29) 
# Installation of caret 
install.packages('caret', dependencies = TRUE) 
# Lava error, install lava 
#install.packages('lava') 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 29) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 29) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 29) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, bedrooms_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, bedrooms_training_set$BEDROOMS) 
p2 <- predict(rf, bedrooms_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, bedrooms_test_set$BEDROOMS) 
 
## Part 9 – Tuning the Random Forest Model 
# Visualise Error Rate of Random Forest 
plot(rf) 
# Tuning mtry 
t <- tuneRF(bedrooms_training_set[,-1],bedrooms_training_set[,1], 
       stepFactor = 0.5, 
       plot = TRUE, 
       ntreeTry = 150, 
       trace = TRUE, 
       improve = 0.05) 
 








                   mtry = 2, 
                   importance = TRUE) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 11 – Publishing the Results of the New Model (Model 30) 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 30) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 30) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 30) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, bedrooms_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, bedrooms_training_set$BEDROOMS) 
p2 <- predict(rf, bedrooms_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, bedrooms_test_set$BEDROOMS) 
 
BEDROOMS – Model 31 & 32 (70:30 Training:Test Split, with Stratified Sampling) 
## Part 1 - Importing the dataset 
dataset = read.csv('Census_2011_Household_CT_Hgth_Enc.csv') 
 
## Part 2 - Selecting the appropriate variables 
dataset_bedrooms <- subset(dataset, 
                        select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 




## PART 4 - stratified sampling 
 
# Extract bedrooms by class 
dataset_bedrooms_0 <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, BEDROOMS=="0", 
                          select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_bedrooms_1 <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, BEDROOMS=="1", 
                          select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_bedrooms_2 <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, BEDROOMS=="2",  
                          select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_bedrooms_3 <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, BEDROOMS=="3",                                                     
                          select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_bedrooms_4 <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, BEDROOMS=="4",  
                          select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_bedrooms_5 <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, BEDROOMS=="5",  









# Bedrooms 0 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms_0$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
dataset_bedrooms_0_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_0, split == TRUE) 
dataset_bedrooms_0_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_0, split == FALSE) 
# Bedrooms 1 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms_1$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
dataset_bedrooms_1_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_1, split == TRUE) 
dataset_bedrooms_1_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_1, split == FALSE) 
# Bedrooms 2 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms_2$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
dataset_bedrooms_2_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_2, split == TRUE) 
dataset_bedrooms_2_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_2, split == FALSE) 
# Bedrooms 3 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms_3$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
dataset_bedrooms_3_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_3, split == TRUE) 
dataset_bedrooms_3_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_3, split == FALSE) 
# Bedrooms 4 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms_4$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
dataset_bedrooms_4_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_4, split == TRUE) 
dataset_bedrooms_4_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_4, split == FALSE) 
# Bedrooms 5 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms_5$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.70) 
dataset_bedrooms_5_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_5, split == TRUE) 
dataset_bedrooms_5_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_5, split == FALSE) 
# Recombine into single training set 




# Recombine into single test set 




# Remove unnecessary data frames 
# Unnecessary Bedrooms data frames 
rm(dataset_bedrooms_0,dataset_bedrooms_1,dataset_bedrooms_2,dataset_bedrooms_3,dataset_bedrooms_4,dataset_bedro
oms_5) 










## Part 5 - Making the Dependent Variable a Factor 
dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set$BEDROOMS <- as.factor(dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set$BEDROOMS) 
dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set$BEDROOMS <- as.factor(dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set$BEDROOMS) 
 
## Part 6 - Feature Scaling 
dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set[,2] = scale(dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set[,2]) 
dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set[,2] = scale(dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set[,2]) 
 
## Part 7 - Creating the Random Forest Model 
library(randomForest) 
set.seed(222) 
rf <- randomForest(BEDROOMS~.,data=dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 8 - Publishing the Results (Model 31) 
 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 31) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 




# Installation of caret 
# install.packages('caret', dependencies = TRUE) 




# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 31) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set$BEDROOMS) 
p2 <- predict(rf, dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set$BEDROOMS) 
 
## Part 9 - Tuning the Random Forest Model 
# Visualise Error Rate of Random Forest 
plot(rf) 
# Tuning mtry 
t <- tuneRF(dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set[,-1],dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set[,1], 
            stepFactor = 0.5, 
            plot = TRUE, 




            trace = TRUE, 
            improve = 0.05) 
 
 




                  ntree = 150, 
                  mtry = 2, 
                  importance = TRUE) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 11 - Publishing the Results of the New Model (Model 32) 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 32) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 32) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 32) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set$BEDROOMS) 
p2 <- predict(rf, dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set$BEDROOMS) 
 
BEDROOMS – Model 33 & 34 (80:20 Training:Test Split, with Stratified Sampling) 
## Part 1 - Importing the dataset 
dataset = read.csv('Census_2011_Household_CT_Hgth_Enc.csv') 
 
## Part 2 - Selecting the appropriate variables 
dataset_bedrooms <- subset(dataset, 
                        select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
## Part 3 - Generating a Frequency Table for the Dependent Variable 
table(dataset_bedrooms$BEDROOMS) 
 
## PART 4 - stratified sampling 
 
# Extract bedrooms by class 
dataset_bedrooms_0 <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, BEDROOMS=="0", 
                          select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_bedrooms_1 <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, BEDROOMS=="1", 
                          select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 




                          select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_bedrooms_3 <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, BEDROOMS=="3",                                                     
                          select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_bedrooms_4 <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, BEDROOMS=="4",  
                          select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_bedrooms_5 <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, BEDROOMS=="5",  
                          select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
# split bedrooms into training and test sets 
# install.packages('caTools') 
library(caTools) 
# Bedrooms 0 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms_0$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
dataset_bedrooms_0_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_0, split == TRUE) 
dataset_bedrooms_0_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_0, split == FALSE) 
# Bedrooms 1 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms_1$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
dataset_bedrooms_1_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_1, split == TRUE) 
dataset_bedrooms_1_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_1, split == FALSE) 
# Bedrooms 2 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms_2$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
dataset_bedrooms_2_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_2, split == TRUE) 
dataset_bedrooms_2_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_2, split == FALSE) 
# Bedrooms 3 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms_3$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
dataset_bedrooms_3_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_3, split == TRUE) 
dataset_bedrooms_3_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_3, split == FALSE) 
# Bedrooms 4 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms_4$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
dataset_bedrooms_4_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_4, split == TRUE) 
dataset_bedrooms_4_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_4, split == FALSE) 
# Bedrooms 5 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms_5$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.80) 
dataset_bedrooms_5_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_5, split == TRUE) 
dataset_bedrooms_5_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_5, split == FALSE) 
# Recombine into single training set 




# Recombine into single test set 







# Remove unnecessary data frames 
# Unnecessary Bedrooms data frames 
rm(dataset_bedrooms_0,dataset_bedrooms_1,dataset_bedrooms_2,dataset_bedrooms_3,dataset_bedrooms_4,dataset_bedro
oms_5) 
# Unnecessary training set data frames 
rm(dataset_bedrooms_0_training_set,dataset_bedrooms_1_training_set,dataset_bedrooms_2_training_set,dataset_bedr
ooms_3_training_set,dataset_bedrooms_4_training_set,dataset_bedrooms_5_training_set) 




## Part 5 - Making the Dependent Variable a Factor 
dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set$BEDROOMS <- as.factor(dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set$BEDROOMS) 
dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set$BEDROOMS <- as.factor(dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set$BEDROOMS) 
 
## Part 6 - Feature Scaling 
dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set[,2] = scale(dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set[,2]) 
dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set[,2] = scale(dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set[,2]) 
 
## Part 7 - Creating the Random Forest Model 
library(randomForest) 
set.seed(222) 
rf <- randomForest(BEDROOMS~.,data=dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 8 - Publishing the Results (Model 33) 
 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 33) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 




# Installation of caret 
# install.packages('caret', dependencies = TRUE) 




# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 33) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set$BEDROOMS) 
p2 <- predict(rf, dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set$BEDROOMS) 
 








# Tuning mtry 
t <- tuneRF(dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set[,-1],dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set[,1], 
            stepFactor = 0.5, 
            plot = TRUE, 
            ntreeTry = 150, 
            trace = TRUE, 
            improve = 0.05) 
 




                  ntree = 150, 
                  mtry = 2, 
                  importance = TRUE) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 11 - Publishing the Results of the New Model (Model 34) 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 34) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 34) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 34) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set$BEDROOMS) 
p2 <- predict(rf, dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set$BEDROOMS) 
 
BEDROOMS – Model 35 & 36 (90:10 Training:Test Split, with Stratified Sampling) 
## Part 1 - Importing the dataset 
dataset = read.csv('Census_2011_Household_CT_Hgth_Enc.csv') 
 
## Part 2 - Selecting the appropriate variables 
dataset_bedrooms <- subset(dataset, 
                        select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 






## PART 4 - stratified sampling 
# Extract bedrooms by class 
dataset_bedrooms_0 <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, BEDROOMS=="0", 
                          select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_bedrooms_1 <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, BEDROOMS=="1", 
                          select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_bedrooms_2 <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, BEDROOMS=="2",  
                          select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_bedrooms_3 <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, BEDROOMS=="3",                                                     
                          select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_bedrooms_4 <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, BEDROOMS=="4",  
                          select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
dataset_bedrooms_5 <- subset(dataset_bedrooms, BEDROOMS=="5",  
                          select=c("BEDROOMS","HHAGE","HHPOP","INCOME","HHEMPLOY","HSIZE","HHSEX")) 
 
# split bedrooms into training and test sets 
# install.packages('caTools') 
library(caTools) 
# Bedrooms 0 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms_0$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
dataset_bedrooms_0_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_0, split == TRUE) 
dataset_bedrooms_0_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_0, split == FALSE) 
# Bedrooms 1 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms_1$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
dataset_bedrooms_1_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_1, split == TRUE) 
dataset_bedrooms_1_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_1, split == FALSE) 
# Bedrooms 2 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms_2$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
dataset_bedrooms_2_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_2, split == TRUE) 
dataset_bedrooms_2_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_2, split == FALSE) 
# Bedrooms 3 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms_3$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
dataset_bedrooms_3_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_3, split == TRUE) 
dataset_bedrooms_3_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_3, split == FALSE) 
# Bedrooms 4 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms_4$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
dataset_bedrooms_4_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_4, split == TRUE) 
dataset_bedrooms_4_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_4, split == FALSE) 
# Bedrooms 5 
set.seed(123) 
split = sample.split(dataset_bedrooms_5$BEDROOMS, SplitRatio = 0.90) 
dataset_bedrooms_5_training_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_5, split == TRUE) 
dataset_bedrooms_5_test_set <- subset(dataset_bedrooms_5, split == FALSE) 








# Recombine into single test set 




# Remove unnecessary data frames 
# Unnecessary Bedrooms data frames 
rm(dataset_bedrooms_0,dataset_bedrooms_1,dataset_bedrooms_2,dataset_bedrooms_3,dataset_bedrooms_4,dataset_bedro
oms_5) 
# Unnecessary training set data frames 
rm(dataset_bedrooms_0_training_set,dataset_bedrooms_1_training_set,dataset_bedrooms_2_training_set,dataset_bedr
ooms_3_training_set,dataset_bedrooms_4_training_set,dataset_bedrooms_5_training_set) 




## Part 5 - Making the Dependent Variable a Factor 
dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set$BEDROOMS <- as.factor(dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set$BEDROOMS) 
dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set$BEDROOMS <- as.factor(dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set$BEDROOMS) 
 
## Part 6 - Feature Scaling 
dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set[,2] = scale(dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set[,2]) 
dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set[,2] = scale(dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set[,2]) 
 
## Part 7 - Creating the Random Forest Model 
library(randomForest) 
set.seed(222) 
rf <- randomForest(BEDROOMS~.,data=dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 8 - Publishing the Results (Model 35) 
 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 35) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 




# Installation of caret 
# install.packages('caret', dependencies = TRUE) 









p1 <- predict(rf, dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set$BEDROOMS) 
p2 <- predict(rf, dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set) 
confusionMatrix(p2, dataset_bedrooms_global_test_set$BEDROOMS) 
 
## Part 9 - Tuning the Random Forest Model 
# Visualise Error Rate of Random Forest 
plot(rf) 
# Tuning mtry 
t <- tuneRF(dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set[,-1],dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set[,1], 
            stepFactor = 0.5, 
            plot = TRUE, 
            ntreeTry = 150, 
            trace = TRUE, 
            improve = 0.05) 
 




                  ntree = 150, 
                  mtry = 2, 
                  importance = TRUE) 
print(rf) 
 
## Part 11 - Publishing the Results of the New Model (Model 36) 
# Histogram showing No. of nodes for trees (Model 36) 
hist(treesize(rf), 
     main = "No. of Nodes for the Trees", 
     col = "SkyBlue") 
# Variable importance (Model 36) 
varImpPlot(rf) 
importance(rf) 
# Prediction & Confusion Matrix (Model 36) 
library(caret) 
p1 <- predict(rf, dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set) 
confusionMatrix(p1, dataset_bedrooms_global_training_set$BEDROOMS) 















randomForest Function in R 
 
Classification and Regression with 
Random Forest 
Description 
randomForest implements Breiman's random forest algorithm (based on Breiman and Cutler's 
original Fortran code) for classification and regression. It can also be used in unsupervised mode for 
assessing proximities among data points. 
Usage 
## S3 method for class 'formula' 
randomForest(formula, data=NULL, ..., subset, na.action=na.fail) 
## Default S3 method: 
randomForest(x, y=NULL,  xtest=NULL, ytest=NULL, ntree=500, 
             mtry=if (!is.null(y) && !is.factor(y)) 
             max(floor(ncol(x)/3), 1) else floor(sqrt(ncol(x))), 
             replace=TRUE, classwt=NULL, cutoff, strata, 
             sampsize = if (replace) nrow(x) else ceiling(.632*nrow(x)), 
             nodesize = if (!is.null(y) && !is.factor(y)) 5 else 1, 
             maxnodes = NULL, 
             importance=FALSE, localImp=FALSE, nPerm=1, 
             proximity, oob.prox=proximity, 
             norm.votes=TRUE, do.trace=FALSE, 
             keep.forest=!is.null(y) && is.null(xtest), corr.bias=FALSE, 
             keep.inbag=FALSE, ...) 
## S3 method for class 'randomForest' 
print(x, ...) 
Arguments 
data an optional data frame containing the variables in the model. By default the 
variables are taken from the environment which randomForest is called from. 
subset an index vector indicating which rows should be used. (NOTE: If given, this 
argument must be named.) 
na.action A function to specify the action to be taken if NAs are found. (NOTE: If given, this 
argument must be named.) 
x, formula a data frame or a matrix of predictors, or a formula describing the model to be fitted 
(for the print method, an randomForest object). 
y A response vector. If a factor, classification is assumed, otherwise regression is 
assumed. If omitted,randomForest will run in unsupervised mode. 
xtest a data frame or matrix (like x) containing predictors for the test set. 
ytest response for the test set. 
ntree Number of trees to grow. This should not be set to too small a number, to ensure 
that every input row gets predicted at least a few times. 
mtry Number of variables randomly sampled as candidates at each split. Note that the 
default values are different for classification (sqrt(p) where p is number of variables 
in x) and regression (p/3) 
replace Should sampling of cases be done with or without replacement? 
classwt Priors of the classes. Need not add up to one. Ignored for regression. 
cutoff (Classification only) A vector of length equal to number of classes. The ‘winning’ 
class for an observation is the one with the maximum ratio of proportion of votes to 
cutoff. Default is 1/k where k is the number of classes (i.e., majority vote wins). 
strata A (factor) variable that is used for stratified sampling. 
sampsize Size(s) of sample to draw. For classification, if sampsize is a vector of the length the 
number of strata, then sampling is stratified by strata, and the elements of sampsize 
indicate the numbers to be drawn from the strata. 
nodesize Minimum size of terminal nodes. Setting this number larger causes smaller trees to 
be grown (and thus take less time). Note that the default values are different for 
classification (1) and regression (5). 
maxnodes Maximum number of terminal nodes trees in the forest can have. If not given, trees 
are grown to the maximum possible (subject to limits by nodesize). If set larger 
than maximum possible, a warning is issued. 
importance Should importance of predictors be assessed? 
localImp Should casewise importance measure be computed? (Setting this to TRUE will 
override importance.) 
nPerm Number of times the OOB data are permuted per tree for assessing variable 
importance. Number larger than 1 gives slightly more stable estimate, but not very 
effective. Currently only implemented for regression. 
proximity Should proximity measure among the rows be calculated? 
oob.prox Should proximity be calculated only on “out-of-bag” data? 
norm.votes If TRUE (default), the final result of votes are expressed as fractions. If FALSE, raw 
vote counts are returned (useful for combining results from different runs). Ignored 
for regression. 
do.trace If set to TRUE, give a more verbose output asrandomForest is run. If set to some 
integer, then running output is printed for every do.trace trees. 
keep.forest If set to FALSE, the forest will not be retained in the output object. If xtest is given, 
defaults to FALSE. 
corr.bias perform bias correction for regression? Note: Experimental. Use at your own risk. 
keep.inbag Should an n by ntree matrix be returned that keeps track of which samples are “in-
bag” in which trees (but not how many times, if sampling with replacement) 
... optional parameters to be passed to the low level 
functionrandomForest.default. 
Value 
An object of class randomForest, which is a list with the following components: 
call the original call to randomForest 
type one of regression, classification, orunsupervised. 
predicted the predicted values of the input data based on out-of-bag samples. 
importance a matrix with nclass + 2 (for classification) or two (for regression) columns. For 
classification, the first nclasscolumns are the class-specific measures computed as 
mean descrease in accuracy. The nclass + 1st column is the mean descrease in 
accuracy over all classes. The last column is the mean decrease in Gini index. For 
Regression, the first column is the mean decrease in accuracy and the second the 
mean decrease in MSE. Ifimportance=FALSE, the last measure is still returned as 
a vector. 
importanceSD The “standard errors” of the permutation-based importance measure. For 
classification, a p by nclass + 1 matrix corresponding to the first nclass + 
1 columns of the importance matrix. For regression, a length p vector. 
localImp a p by n matrix containing the casewise importance measures, the [i,j] element of 
which is the importance of i-th variable on the j-th case. NULL if localImp=FALSE. 
ntree number of trees grown. 
mtry number of predictors sampled for spliting at each node. 
forest (a list that contains the entire forest; NULL ifrandomForest is run in unsupervised 
mode or ifkeep.forest=FALSE. 
err.rate (classification only) vector error rates of the prediction on the input data, the i-th 
element being the (OOB) error rate for all trees up to the i-th. 
confusion (classification only) the confusion matrix of the prediction (based on OOB data). 
votes (classification only) a matrix with one row for each input data point and one column 
for each class, giving the fraction or number of (OOB) ‘votes’ from the random forest. 
oob.times number of times cases are ‘out-of-bag’ (and thus used in computing OOB error 
estimate) 
proximity if proximity=TRUE when randomForest is called, a matrix of proximity measures 
among the input (based on the frequency that pairs of data points are in the same 
terminal nodes). 
mse (regression only) vector of mean square errors: sum of squared residuals divided 
by n. 
rsq (regression only) “pseudo R-squared”: 1 - mse / Var(y). 
test if test set is given (through the xtest or additionallyytest arguments), this 
component is a list which contains the 
corresponding predicted, err.rate,confusion, votes (for classification) 
or predicted,mse and rsq (for regression) for the test set. Ifproximity=TRUE, 
there is also a component,proximity, which contains the proximity among the test 
set as well as proximity between test and training data. 
Note 
The forest structure is slightly different between classification and regression. For details on how 
the trees are stored, see the help page forgetTree. 
If xtest is given, prediction of the test set is done “in place” as the trees are grown. If ytest is also 
given, and do.trace is set to some positive integer, then for every do.trace trees, the test set 
error is printed. Results for the test set is returned in the test component of the 
resulting randomForestobject. For classification, the votes component (for training or test set data) 
contain the votes the cases received for the classes. If norm.votes=TRUE, the fraction is given, 
which can be taken as predicted probabilities for the classes. 
For large data sets, especially those with large number of variables, callingrandomForest via the 
formula interface is not advised: There may be too much overhead in handling the formula. 
The “local” (or casewise) variable importance is computed as follows: For classification, it is the 
increase in percent of times a case is OOB and misclassified when the variable is permuted. For 
regression, it is the average increase in squared OOB residuals when the variable is permuted. 
Author(s) 
Andy Liaw andy\_liaw@merck.com and Matthew Wienermatthew\_wiener@merck.com, based on 
original Fortran code by Leo Breiman and Adele Cutler. 
References 
Breiman, L. (2001), Random Forests, Machine Learning 45(1), 5-32. 








iris.rf <- randomForest(Species ~ ., data=iris, importance=TRUE, 
                        proximity=TRUE) 
print(iris.rf) 
## Look at variable importance: 
round(importance(iris.rf), 2) 
## Do MDS on 1 - proximity: 
iris.mds <- cmdscale(1 - iris.rf$proximity, eig=TRUE) 
op <- par(pty="s") 
pairs(cbind(iris[,1:4], iris.mds$points), cex=0.6, gap=0, 
      col=c("red", "green", "blue")[as.numeric(iris$Species)], 





## The `unsupervised' case: 
set.seed(17) 
iris.urf <- randomForest(iris[, -5]) 
MDSplot(iris.urf, iris$Species) 
 
## stratified sampling: draw 20, 30, and 20 of the species to grow each 
tree. 
(iris.rf2 <- randomForest(iris[1:4], iris$Species,  





ozone.rf <- randomForest(Ozone ~ ., data=airquality, mtry=3, 
                         importance=TRUE, na.action=na.omit) 
print(ozone.rf) 
## Show "importance" of variables: higher value mean more important: 
round(importance(ozone.rf), 2) 
 
## "x" can be a matrix instead of a data frame: 
set.seed(17) 
x <- matrix(runif(5e2), 100) 
y <- gl(2, 50) 
(myrf <- randomForest(x, y)) 
(predict(myrf, x)) 
 
## "complicated" formula: 
(swiss.rf <- randomForest(sqrt(Fertility) ~ . - Catholic + I(Catholic < 
50), 
                          data=swiss)) 
(predict(swiss.rf, swiss)) 
## Test use of 32-level factor as a predictor: 
set.seed(1) 
x <- data.frame(x1=gl(53, 10), x2=runif(530), y=rnorm(530)) 
(rf1 <- randomForest(x[-3], x[[3]], ntree=10)) 
 
## Grow no more than 4 nodes per tree: 
(treesize(randomForest(Species ~ ., data=iris, maxnodes=4, ntree=30))) 
 
## test proximity in regression 
iris.rrf <- randomForest(iris[-1], iris[[1]], ntree=101, proximity=TRUE, 
oob.prox=FALSE) 
str(iris.rrf$proximity) 
 
